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Abstract 

This thesis employs the concept of ‘voice’ in order to explore the variety of dialogic 
relationships between men and women in seven Shakespeare plays. Here, ‘voice’ is 
defined as an ideological position held by a character and voices within a dialogical 
relationship test dominant social ideas. In doing so, the aim is to explore how 
employing a linguistic approach allows us to develop a more nuanced perspective 
towards women and female voices in Shakespeare. Taking the early modern 
tradition of an all-male-cast into consideration, this project acknowledges the 
tension between the idea of embodiment and voice; however, it argues that even 
though there is no biological female body of the Shakespearean stage, there is a 
female voice.  

Dialogism, of course, derives from the work of the Russian theorist Mikhail Bakhtin. 
These ‘voices’ are analysed in the context of a theoretical framework informed by 
his writings on the novel, which are also increasingly being used to make sense of 
drama in line with Bakhtin’s own awareness of a nascent dialogism in 
Shakespearean drama. ‘Polyphony’, in particular, assumes a separation between 
the author’s and the characters’ points of view. Thus, this project considers 
Shakespeare’s texts as dialogic and his plays as a dialogue of voices, in which the 
characters have the capacity to hold dialogical relationships where no voice holds 
more importance than any other. This is significant because these conflicting voices 
are what make the Shakespearean text different from those in which a single voice 
is heard - that of the author, for example. As this study talks about an oppressive 
authoritative/patriarchal language, a dialogic approach unlocks the languages of 
the others which it tries to marginalise and silence. 

The research reveals a complex relationship between space, time and voice. More 
precisely, the carnivalesque becomes visible in Shakespeare’s use of innovative 
discursive devices, such as ‘active parody’, ‘Menippean dialogue’ and ‘Socratic 
dialogue’, which suggests a multi-toned and ambiguous female voice; a voice that 
has the capacity to covertly and overtly oppose and challenge social ideologies 
surrounding gender.  

The thesis offers new perspectives on the presentation of women and speech. 
Importantly, it offers a more sophisticated and complex Bakhtinian framework for 
looking at carnival in Shakespeare. Additionally, a linguistic model of analysis also 
develops current scholarly use of Bakhtin’s concept of carnival. Rather than viewing 
carnival as simply a time-space of betwixt and between, this project looks at 
carnival in the context of language (the carnivalesque). More specifically, it reveals 
how Shakespeare’s female figures find pockets of carnivalesque space in everyday 
existence through dialogue. Thus, suggesting that emancipation is not limited to an 
allocated time or space, rather, it can also be achieved through language.  

Key Words: Shakespeare, Bakhtin, polyphony, carnival, voices, women  
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Chapter One: Introduction: The Male Scribe and the Female Voice 

This thesis explores the ‘multivoicedness’, particularly the representation of the female 

voice, in seven Shakespearean plays. To understand the potential of the texts for 

generating clashing, opposing, or ironic perspectives around gender, this project aims 

to articulate the ‘double-voicedness’ in the dialogue of the selected plays more clearly 

by drawing on Bakhtin’s work on polyphony. Polyphony is most closely associated with 

Bakhtin’s theory of the carnival, as both advocate the unfinalisability and openness of 

act, thought and voice (Bakhtin, 1968, 1981, 1984, 1986). Subsequent chapters explore 

the deeper linguistic dimensions of carnival (the carnivalesque), which have been 

largely neglected in Shakespeare studies. 

Voice can be seen as univocal, in which only a single accent, word, perspective, 

ideology or person can be heard. Alternatively, it can also be defined as a locus of 

discourses replete with an ideology, therefore making it multi-voiced in nature. It is the 

verbal-ideological perspective expressed within a particular ‘utterance’. It is 

noteworthy that a voice will always have a particular ‘intonation’, which reflects the 

value behind the consciousness that speaks, and a single word or utterance can carry 

more than one intonation.1 

                                                      

1
For detailed definitions of ‘intonation’, ‘voice’, ‘utterance’, ‘carnival’, ‘carnivalesque’ and ‘dialogism’ see Glossary. 
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The following chapters argue that Mikhail Bakhtin’s dialogical ontology provides new 

perspectives from which to view Shakespeare’s plays and to observe the coexistence 

of multiple voices, particularly the female voice (1968, 1981, 1984). In order to 

understand how Shakespearean texts can be classified as polyphonic we look at some 

of the literary discursive devices he employs. We explore how these discursive devices 

associated with Bakhtin’s ideas of carnival and dialogism offer a paradigm for 

understanding Shakespeare’s heroines in both carnivalistic and dialogic contexts, 

which can aid us in gaining a new perspective on the nature of gender ambiguity in 

Shakespeare. As this thesis holds drama as a dialogic form, just like the Bakhtinian 

polyphonic novel, Chapter Two examines Bakhtin's view and contextualises it with 

existing critical material on the subject. The intensions of this chapter delineate the 

aims of the study.   

For Bakhtin, ‘certain elements, embryonic rudiments, early budding[s]’ of polyphony 

can be detected in Shakespeare’s drama (Bakhtin, 1984, p.33). ‘Polyphony’ refers to 

quasi-independent voices, within a text, that do not serve the ideological position of 

the author and have the capacity to hold a dialogic relationship with the author. It calls 

attention to the coexistence of a plurality of voices that do not fuse into a single 

consciousness but rather exist in different registers, therefore generating a ‘dialogic’ 

dynamism among them. Although Bakhtin considers Shakespeare as one of 

Dostoevsky’s predecessors, he argues that Dostoevsky is the creator of the polyphonic 

text, because each of his novels includes a hero whose voice is as valuable as the voice 

of the author himself. In other words, the hero ‘is not the object through which the 

author manages to issue his speech’, rather the hero's argument with both himself and 
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the world has the same value as that of the author (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 28). He writes 

that ‘what Dostoevsky created was not a speechless slave, but a free man who could 

place himself in an equal position with his creator, being able to refute the latter’s 

opinions and even revolt against him’ (Bakhtin, 1984, pp. 28-9). In this sense, 

Dostoevsky sought to ‘create the hero who could embody a kind of special view of 

both the world and himself, the hero who could embody the standpoint of human 

beings’ thinking and comment on themselves and the relationship between them and 

the surrounding reality’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 82). To illustrate his point, Bakhtin refers to 

Raskolnikov’s (Crime and Punishment) dialogised interior monologue, and argues that 

‘all the words in it are double-voiced, and in each of them a conflict of voices takes 

place’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 74). More importantly, at the same time, the author ‘retains 

for himself no essential “surplus” of meaning and enters on an equal footing with 

Raskolnikov into the great dialogue of the novel as a whole’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 72). 

Bakhtin’s notion of multivocality introduces a ‘carnivalesque sense of the world’ that 

conveys pathos of shift, change and ‘multivoicedness’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 279). 

Therefore, employing a Bakhtinian framework provides an opportunity not only to 

view the carnivalesque in Shakespeare as an indeterminate space into which carnival – 

a time betwixt and between – fits but also to observe Shakespeare’s innovative 

polyphonic devices, which reveal how his heroines find pockets of carnivalesque space 

in everyday existence through dialogue. More specifically, how their voices shift and 

transform the atmosphere of the play depending on the type of double-voiced 
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discourse found in their dialogue.2 In so doing, this thesis provides a re-examination of 

the significance of women in Shakespeare’s plays and how one’s interpretation of the 

female figure can alter one’s reading of the text. 

Bakhtin’s concept of the carnivalesque helps us place Shakespeare’s plays beyond 

genre-bound categories as he advocates a flexible notion of genre (see 1984, 1986). 

Therefore, critics are not limited to observing the carnivalesque in Shakespeare’s 

comedies and this thesis crosses the boundaries of genre and looks at a wide range of 

plays: The Taming of the Shrew, As You Like It, Twelfth Night, Measure for Measure, 

The Merchant of Venice, Macbeth and Othello. Indeed, there are several plays in 

Shakespeare’s later career (after 1606) that hold strong mature female characters at 

the centre of the plot. For example, false charges of female infidelity are central to 

Cymbeline and The Winter’s Tale, while royal heiresses and ‘ruling queen candidates’ 

are essential for Pericles, The Tempest and Antony and Cleopatra. Therefore, after 

1606 we see the emergence of a different ‘breed’ of Shakespearean heroine. Although, 

Shakespeare’s later plays are invaluable when looking at powerful female rulers or 

‘heiresses’, the plays chosen in this thesis look closely at gender in the contexts of 

irony, parody and ambiguity – themes that are central to Bakhtin’s notion of the 

carnivalesque. I argue that Shakespeare’s women perform wide-ranging and varied 

functions, featuring not only as pathetic victims or precocious aberrations but also 

frequently and repeatedly as figures through whom the essence of a play’s potential 

meaning is mediated or revealed. 

                                                      

2
For a detailed discussion of ‘double-voiced’ discourses see Chapter Two pp. 50-58. 
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Undertaking a project that foregrounds the female voice is not without its obstacles, 

especially as it is a well-known fact that there were no women physically present on 

the Shakespearean stage. This is the reason, however, why I have opted to focus on 

Shakespeare’s female figures. Rather than perceive the lack of female presence on 

stage  as a limitation, I hold that the lack of a biological female on stage makes the 

‘bodiless’ female an even more intriguing topic of enquiry. This, in turn, raises two 

questions: how can one observe the presence of a female voice on an all-male stage, 

and how does Bakhtin offer an alternative way to engage with Shakespeare’s texts? 

From here, I delineate how this thesis extends recent Shakespeare scholars’, such as 

Cesar Lombardi Barber (1959) and François Laroque’s (1991), appropriation of carnival 

by explicating how it is not just time and space specific but can also exist on a linguistic 

plane.3 A carnivalesque approach offers an alternative perspective to current scholarly 

positions on the voiceless bodies of the boy actors and the bodiless female voices on 

the Renaissance stage, as the ambiguous and ‘open-ended’ nature of the 

carnivalesque blurs the biological boundaries between the boy actor’s body and the 

female body he represents.  

Boys Playing Girls: The Bodiless Female Voice 

Shakespeare’s scripts ‘contain numerous allusions to the doubly gendered identity of 

the boy actors who dressed as women to play their parts’ (Rackin, 2005, p. 74). The 

Taming of the Shrew stage directions announce ‘Enter Players’ and the Lord’s greeting, 

                                                      

3
 For a discussion of scholarly work on Shakespeare and carnival see pp. 16-23. 
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‘Now, fellows, you are welcome’, implies that they are an all-male company (Induction 

1.78). Ann Thompson (1984) points out that in The Taming of A Shrew, which is 

believed by many to be an earlier version of The Taming of the Shrew, the stage 

directions are more detailed and we have: ‘Enter two of the players [SANDER and 

TOM] with packs on their backs and a BOY’, and later we have ‘Enter the BOY in 

woman’s attire’(1.35.56-57, original emphasis). It seems reasonable to suggest that, as 

in the case of Hamlet, by showing the arrival of the all-male travelling company, the 

plays have no intention of concealing the fact that the ‘women’ on stage are actually 

young males, a few years either side of puberty. Furthermore, the Lord’s detailed 

instructions to Bartholomew on how to play a woman’s part are similar to the ways in 

which the travelling company’s boy actors playing female roles in the inner play would 

have been instructed (Shapiro, 1993). As the Lord says: ‘I know the boy will well usurp 

the grace, / Voice, gait and action of a gentlewoman’ (Induction 1.130–1, emphasis 

added). Contemporary approaches have paid significant attention to ‘gait’ and ‘action’; 

however, the issue of ‘voice’ has been undervalued and is worthy of further attention.  

According to both the OED and David and Ben Crystal’s (2002) book, Shakespeare's 

Words: A Glossary and Language Companion, the word ‘action’ refers to the act of 

performance, acting or theatrical presentation. The topic of the boy actor’s 

representation or performance of a woman’s part has been the focal interest for 

numerous Shakespearean scholars.4 Similarly, ‘gait’ refers to a manner of walking, 

                                                      

4
 As a starting point see Michael Shapiro, Gender in Play on the Shakespearean Stage: Boy Heroines and Female 

Pages (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press,1994), Linda Charnes, ‘Styles that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of 
Ideology Critique’. Shakespeare Studies(1996),24, pp. 118-47, Stephen Orgel, Impersonations: The Performance of 
Gender in Shakespeare's England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), David F. McCandless, Gender and 
Performance in Shakespeare's Problem Comedies (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1997) and James W. 
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bearing or movement, which seems to overlap with ‘action’ in the sense that it focuses 

on movement, thus foregrounding the visual elements of female impersonation. It also 

draws attention to the body – both the boy actor’s physical body under his costume 

and his representation of the female body. This particular issue has generated a 

substantial amount of critical material in Shakespeare studies. Those debating the 

importance of the simultaneously present and absent female body on the 

Shakespearean stage are usually divided into two camps; those who assert that there 

are no ‘female’ parts in Shakespeare because he was writing for an all-male cast, and 

those who argue that to assert that there were no women physically present on the 

stage is a moot point. Juliet Dusinberre argues that ‘none of the shadows on 

Shakespeare’s stage are there. There are no kings, queens, murderers, monsters, 

fairies, politicians, wise counsellors, or even fools. There are only actors’ (Dusinberre, 

2001, p. 251; also see Orgel, 1989, 1996b). During the scenes in the Forest of Arden, 

the boy actor playing Rosalind revels in the duality and moves rapidly between the 

roles and voices of Rosalind and Ganymede, and in doing so his own biological identity 

becomes pointless to the extent that it ceases to exist (Dusinberre, 1975).  

On the one hand, several critics hold that the lack of a female body should not stop 

one from appreciating the rich gallery of women presented in Shakespeare’s plays.5 

Keeping this in mind, a number of critics, such as Phyllis Rackin (2005) in her 

                                                                                                                                                            
Stone, Crossing Gender in Shakespeare Feminist Psychoanalysis and the Difference Within (New York and London: 
Routledge, 2010). 

5
See, Juliet Dusinberre,  Shakespeare and the Nature of Women (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1975), Gerald E. 

Bentley, The Profession of Player in Shakespeare's Time (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), Juliet 
Dusinberre , Women and Boy Playing Shakespeare, in A Feminist Companion toShakespeare, ed. by Dympna 
Callaghan   (Oxford and Massachusetts: Blakwell, 2001), pp. 251-261 and Carol Rutter, Enter the Body: Women and 
Representation on Shakespeare's Stage (London and New York: Routledge, 2001). 
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Shakespeare and Women, have admired and glorified Shakespeare’s women.6 On the 

other hand, there are those who argue for a less optimistic interpretation.7 For 

example, basing his argument on Thomas Laqueur’s (1990) one-sex model and Twelfth 

Night, Stephen Greenblatt8 holds that: 

men love women precisely as representations, a love the 
original performance of these plays literalized within the 
person of the boy actor ... The open secret of identity – that 
within differentiated individuals is a single structure, 
identifiably male – is presented literally in the all-male cast 
(Greenblatt, 1988, p. 93, emphases added) . 

According to Greenblatt, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries ‘physicians and 

laymen of sharply divergent schools agreed that male and female sexual organs were 

fully homologous’, but he gives no post-1600 references to support this point and he 

also mentions ‘serious doubts on the whole notion of homology’ by 1601 (Greenblatt, 

1988, p. 79, 81). Recently, however, the use of the one-sex model has come under 

scrutiny. Amongst others, Joan Cadden (1993) has pointed out that the one-sex model 

                                                      

6
Early feminist critics include: Anna B. Jameson, Characteristics of Women, Moral, Political, and Historical, Volume 2 

(London: Saunders and Otley, 1832), Madeleine L. Elliott, Shakespeare's Garden of Girls(London: Remington, 
1885),and  Helena F. Martin, On Some of Shakespeare's Female Characters    (London: Blackwood and Sons, 1885). 
See also Paula S. Berggren, The Woman’s Part: Female Sexuality as Power in Shakespeare’s Plays, in The Woman's 
Part: Feminist Criticism of Shakespeare, ed. by Gayle Green and Carol Neely et al.   (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press, 1980) pp. 17–34, Carol McKewin, ‘Shakespeare Liberata: Shakespeare and the Nature of Women, and the 
New Feminist Criticism’ (1977), Mosaic, 10, 3, pp. 157–64; and Martha Andresen-Thom, ‘Thinking About Women 
and their Prosperous Art: A Reply to Juliet Dusinberre’s Shakespeare and the Nature of Women’, Shakespeare 
Survey (1978), 11, pp. 259–76. 

7
See Stephen Greenblatt, Shakespearean Negotiations: The Circulation of Social Energy in Renaissance England 

(Oxford: Calrendon Press, 1988), Lisa Jardine, The Duchess of Malfi: A Case Study in the Literary Representationof 
Women, inTeaching the Text, ed. by Susanne Kappeler and Norman Bryson   (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1983b), pp. 203-217, Anna B. Jameson, Characteristics of Women, Moral, Political, and Historical.  Volume 2  
(London: Saunders and Otley, 1832). 

8
Also see Lisa Jardine, who grounds her interpretation in masculine erotic desire by suggesting that the 

manifestation of a boy playing ‘the woman’s part’ was ‘an act for a male audience’s appreciation’. She furthers her 
argument by claiming that these ‘figures are sexually enticing qua transvestite boys’ (Jardine, 1983a, p. 29). See Lisa 
Jardine, Still Harping on Daughters: Women and Drama in the Age of Shakespeare (Sussex: Harvester Press, 1983a). 
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was already contested in ancient and medieval medicine, and the historical divide 

between the periods when the ‘one-sex’ and the ‘two-sex’ models prevailed was not as 

black and white as Laqueur suggests. Similarly, Katharine Park and Robert Nye (1991) 

accuse Laqueur of being overly schematic. The displacement of Laqueur’s claim that 

pre-eighteenth-century medical notions of sexual difference were based on a ‘one-sex 

model’ also has implications for critics who have appropriated Laqueur’s work. For 

instance, with the emergence of two distinct sexes, critics can no longer rank men and 

women according to the strength and perfection of their heat or nature. One could no 

longer argue for ‘a single [male] structure’. Rather, women had their own new 

‘gynaecology’, which was fundamentally different from the male body rather than just 

as inferior by degrees. Subsequently, the representation of the female body and voice 

on the Renaissance stage becomes more complex than Greenblatt suggests.    

Alternatively, in meditating on the meaning of transvestism in Middleton’s The Roaring 

Girl, Stephen Orgel (1992) brings to light the possibility that the ‘central element’ of 

cross-dressing is not always gender (Orgel, 1992, p. 14). Orgel (1989, 1996b) and 

Shapiro (1994) also argue that we often overlook the fact that cross-dressing in the 

theatre is frequently accompanied by a fascination with the youthfulness of the boy 

actor. In separate pieces of work, both comment that boys, particularly young 

adolescent performers, prove difficult to place on a spectrum of male to female. Orgel 

specifically poses the question: ‘What do boys and women have in common that 

distinguishes both from men, and renders both objects of desire for men?’ He suggests 

that, while it is familiar for us to ‘view boys as versions of men’, this assumption may 

be misguided in the context of Elizabethan notions of sex and gender. Orgel prefers to 
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align boys with women, pointing out that the Elizabethan ideal of womanhood was 

particularly ‘boyish’, as it favoured ‘slim-hipped and flat-chested’ women, thus blurring 

the boundaries between the bodies of boy players and women (Orgel, 1996b, p. 52, 

70).  

To move away from the preoccupation with the physical body, gendered or not, on 

stage, several scholars focus on the acoustic experience of ‘voice’ in early modern 

theatre. Continuing Bruce R. Smith’s (1999) work, Gina Bloom (2005, 2007)argues that 

voice had a material quality, which was grounded in the period’s ideas about the body, 

and that this very materiality renders it open to numerous forms of corruption as it 

travels from the speaker’s body, through the unstable medium of the air, and into the 

ears of others. The book raises several provocative questions that initiate the enquiry: 

‘What does it mean to say that the voice is material?’ (Bloom, 2007, p. 2). Even though 

this is the question that drives Bloom’s argument, she also takes up different threads 

of the question to locate the voice more specifically within early modern culture. In 

one of the chapters, for example, Bloom asks: what is the relationship between 

subjective agency and this material voice within a binary gender system in which ‘vocal 

control’ serves as a significant marker of gender? And what happens when female 

characters are represented onstage by adolescent males with ‘precarious’ voices? 

(Bloom, 2007, p. 23, 65). 

In pursuing these questions, amongst several others, Bloom suggests that the early 

modern period understood voice and its relations to identity and agency in patriarchal 

terms. The ideal of vocal ‘mastery’ in males was contrasted with the less-disciplined 
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vocality of females and children. Bloom illustrates this connection between male 

disempowerment and loss of vocal control by referring to Pandulph’s political defeat in 

King John, which is only signalled when his voice is compared to a ‘weak wind’ (5.2.87). 

Furthermore, because women operate under different expectations and pressures, 

they are said to be able to ‘embrace ... their unpredictable vocal flows’ and thus ‘elude 

patriarchal regulations and exercise less obvious forms of vocal agency’ (Bloom, 2007, 

p. 10, 11). For example, Bloom asserts that Desdemona is most persuasive in 

advocating for her innocence with her ‘balmy breath’, which was associated with the 

production of voice in the early modern period, rather than challenging Othello 

through impassioned speech (5.2.16). We can extend Smith (1999) and Bloom’s (2007) 

acoustic approach if we consider the ideological gendering of speech organs (Mazzio, 

1997) and the position of women in rhetoric (Crawford, 1993; Wiltenburg, 1992; 

Belsey, 1985a). For example, as we see below, Carla Mazzio (1997) writes about the 

narrowing gap between women’s speech and women’s sexuality. Mazzio (1997) 

emphasises the importance of patriarchal control within the family structure and also 

reveals male anxiety about subversion of the control over the female tongue. She 

proposes that the link between a slippery tongue and a potent sex drive is perhaps 

more abstract than physical. 

In this sense, in accordance with Orgel, Bloom allies not only the body of the boy actor 

with that of a woman but also his voice; he has yet to gain masculine mastery over his 

vocal acoustics, thus giving his voice feminine characteristics. The placing of women 

and children on a vertical hierarchy below men rather than along a horizontal axis is 

not surprising given the Galenic concept of human sexual anatomy that dominated 
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scientific discourses on sexuality during the Renaissance. The widely accepted notion 

of male/female anatomical differences in the Renaissance comes from Galen, who 

theorised that the female body is an ‘imperfect’ formation of the male, that she is a 

version of masculinity not quite achieved, purportedly due to a lack of heat at the time 

of conception(see Fletcher, 1995).  

Judging by the clustering of the ‘imperfect’ bodies and voices of women and 

adolescent teens parallel to the ‘perfect’ voices and bodies of men, it would seem that 

we can indeed examine the female voice on the Renaissance stage and in 

Shakespearean texts. In a very Bakhtinian sense, the boy actor no longer has an 

individual, separate and autonomous body, thus creating a different sense of the body 

for the audience: a sense of the body where boys and women are the same. For 

example, the resemblance of the boy actor’s physical stature, ‘gait’, ‘action’ and ‘voice’ 

to those of a woman erodes the biological boundaries between the two and 

encourages the audience to perceive it as a collective body. Therefore, in some sense, 

the bodies of the boy actors on the Renaissance stage can be seen as carnivalesque 

bodies, where the individual, separate and autonomous bodies of the boy actors are 

rendered illusory. Thus, rather than view the boy actors’ bodies as isolated biological 

entities, we can view them in the context of a collective body: a body that is 

undefined, unconfined to itself; a body in an abstract relationship of symbiosis with the 

bodies of the women it is representing. 

Additionally, under a Bakhtinian lens, rather than treat the female voice as ‘precarious’ 

and subordinate to the male voice, Bakhtin’s polyphony not only facilitates a reading 
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of a female voice within the text, but regards it as equally worthy of attention as the 

male voice. This is because, as we discussed above, polyphony calls attention to the 

coexistence of a plurality of voices that do not fuse into a single consciousness but 

rather exist in different registers or, as Bloom calls them, ‘vocal flows’, therefore 

generating a ‘dialogic’ dynamism among them. Bloom’s ‘vocal flows’ can be explained 

in the context of what Bakhtin calls ‘intonation’ (Bakhtin, 1984). In the most basic 

sense, intonation provides voice with texture, and this in turn gives dialogue its 

complex layer of meaning and a sense of ambiguity, which would have been a cause of 

anxiety during the Renaissance. 

For instance, critical scholarship on women’s vocality discloses a complex relationship 

between male anxiety and women’s speech, which strengthens the case for looking at 

the female voice. Several feminist scholars have argued that ‘for women to speak is to 

threaten the system of difference which gives meaning to patriarchy’ and, as we see 

throughout this study, uncontrolled speech in women causes particular male anxiety 

(Belsey, 1985a, p. 191).Given that the gender order was powerfully supported by 

religion during the Renaissance, it comes as no surprise that men and women had 

separate social functions: men occupied the public sphere and women were expected 

to remain in the private sphere of the house as subordinate carers and nurturers (see 

Crawford, 1993). In addition to emphasising the importance of patriarchal control 

within the family structure, however, the drama of the period also discloses male 

anxiety about subversion of that control by inappropriate female behaviour and 

speech (Chapter Three).The tongue was paralleled with the phallus and each body part 

was linked with ‘an apparent will of its own’ (Mazzio, 1997, p. 59). Mazzio refers to 
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John Bulwer’s Pathomaitomia (1649) which discusses the similarities of these two 

organs. A woman’s loose tongue, then, further masculinises her, consequently 

threatening to blur the boundaries on which England’s gender hierarchy depended. Of 

course, talkativeness was seen as a female trait, but the art of public speaking was a 

masculine prerogative. A woman’s verbosity, therefore, had to be labelled as shrewish 

and harmful instead of intellectual so that she would not be threatening to take over a 

masculine privilege. 

Additionally, Joy Wiltenburg (1992) notes the parallels between the cuckolding tongue 

and the phallus. She writes that ‘the female tongue, like the weapons used against 

husbands, acquires strong phallic associations ... it is a cudgel for battering her spouse, 

the sceptre of her potency, a member at which men may well tremble, knowing that 

their own puny tongues are helpless against it’ (Wiltenburg, 1992, pp. 155). In other 

words, the Renaissance was preoccupied with the connection between women’s 

lasciviousness and their tongues (speech). For instance, Peter Stallybrass (1986) 

proposes that these anxiety-inducing images are evidence of a potent patriarchal need 

to ‘enclose’ female bodies (Chapter Six) and to block their orifices, including their 

mouths (Chapter Three). Indeed women’s ‘use of language’ was restricted to ‘verbal 

interchanges within their own homes, again enclosing their orifices (Cerasano and 

Wynne-Davis, 1996, p. 3). The ‘policing’ of feminine orifices was always inextricably 

linked to sexual behaviour: those women who were ‘loose of tongue’ were 

immediately assumed to exercise a kind of sexual freedom that would have been 

condemned. This, in turn, led to men supporting each other to protect their own 

dominant power by policing female speech and it was presupposed that women were 
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typically divided into two categories: ‘pure’ and ‘impure’. In a society where silence 

and obedience are almost synonymous, the ‘unheard’ woman was considered a ‘pure’ 

woman and marriageable; for example, in 1622 William Gouge stated of women that 

their ‘words must be few, so those few words must be reverend and meek’ (Gouge, 

2006, p. 199). Contrastingly, speaking women posed a dilemma for the culture that 

desired their silence and were regarded as ‘impure’ women – women who completely 

escaped male domination and were labelled ‘whores’ or ‘witches’. Women who 

resisted but could not totally escape male domination were labelled shrews (see 

Barton, 1997; Fletcher, 1995).The issue here, as in all gender politics, was one of 

power, and gender hierarchy coexisted alongside hierarchies of status and rank, which 

were reinforced by law, history and religion. 

Alternatively, Thomas Platter travelled across England during 1599, and passed several 

comments about Renaissance England. One of the most well-known is his opinion on 

the independence of Englishwomen. In Platter’s opinion, Englishwomen ‘had more 

liberty than in other lands,’ because they ‘often stroll out or drive by coach in very 

gorgeous clothes and the men must put up with such ways and may not punish them 

for it’ (Platter, 1937, p. 181, 2). The well-known proverb ‘England is a paradise for 

women’ appears to branch from the notion that Englishwomen seemed to have a 

certain degree of freedom. Such conclusions were drawn despite the fact that, 

compared to other continental countries, the English marital property law was more 

severe. Judging by Platter’s opinion, it was a common perspective that women in 

England received tender treatment. Interestingly, the assumption is contradicted by 

the extensive amount of literature from the period showing a male obsession with the 
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nature of women, and dangers ascribed to womankind inhibited by fear of women’s 

motives and behaviour. Women were seen as possessing a powerful and potentially 

disruptive sexuality, which made them naturally lascivious and predatory and, most 

importantly, once their desire was fully aroused they were insatiable, thus amplifying 

the importance of controlling their speech (see Laqueur, 1990). This hints at the 

danger that the female poses to the unsuspecting male.  

The discussion above looked at the potential obstacles to observing the female voice in 

Shakespeare’s texts. We argued that emphasis on the body, or more specifically the 

lack of a biological female body, misses the role of voice. However, building on the 

Renaissance’s tendency to align female and pre-teen bodies and voices, we argued for 

the possibility of looking at the bodies of Shakespeare’s actors in the context of a 

carnivalesque body that blurs gender boundaries. The discussion above has also 

established that this project looks at Shakespeare’s texts as polyphonic, itself rooted in 

Bakhtin’s theory of carnival, which releases potential to explore the supposedly absent 

female voice within the plays’ texts. More particularly, I suggest that the dialogic 

interactions between these multiple voices induce a carnivalesque atmosphere that is 

not simply restricted to spatial or temporal rituals. To understand how this thesis 

moves beyond current applications of Bakhtin’s theory of carnival, it is important to 

understand how current scholarly criticism has approached it to date. Therefore, in the 

following section, I begin by contextualising carnival within existing critical material on 

the subject in Shakespeare studies. Rather than reproduce this body of scholarship, the 

purpose is to suggest some distinctions, historical and political, that may aid in 

demystifying early modern festivals and, more importantly, how the Bakhtinian idea of 
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carnival has influenced academic research in Shakespeare studies. Towards the end of 

the next section I aim to delineate how scholars have prominently focused on the 

more corporeal view of the Bakhtinian carnival, which in turn has underplayed the 

significance of a more rhetorical approach to carnival, which I argue for in this thesis. 

Interpretation of Carnival in Shakespeare Studies 

Before we begin this section, it remains important to touch on the usage of the terms 

‘festivity’ and ‘carnival’. Bakhtin, for instance, has been criticised for his ‘tendency to 

lump all festivals together, slipping from carnival in the narrow sense of carnevale or 

mardigras to the wide sense of popular celebrations’ (Wiles, 1998, p. 64), often 

exhibiting a blind spot around the highly specific way in which festivals organise and 

give meaning to the passage of time. For instance, during the early modern period, 

festivities throughout the year included the twelve days of Christmas, May Day, 

Pentecost, the feast of Saint John, All Saints and various harvest festivals (see Davis, 

1975). Even though most of the Renissance festivals were religious feasts, several 

features of these festivities, such as revelry and merriment, exemplify the ways in 

which festivals celebrated a world turned upside down; this topsy-turvy inversion 

varied widely, from mock kings and bishops to cross-dressing and prurient satires 

(Muir, 1981).9Taken from this perspective, all Renaissance festivities are encapsulated 

                                                      

9
In her book, Religion and Revelry in Shakespeare's Festive World, Phebe Jensen (2009) argues that Shakespeare’s 

plays not only reflect the political and social meanings of the festive tradition, but also align his own work with 
festive energies identified with religion. Thus, she stresses that it is not so much a case of ‘either ... or’ as of ‘both ... 
and’. For a detailed study of the Elizabethan and Jacobean calendrical and non-calendrical festivals related to the 
Shakespearean drama, see Franҫois Laroque, Shakespeare’s Festive World: Elizabethan Seasonal Entertainment and 
the Professional Stage (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991). 
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within the trope of carnival, as they provide a space for an experience that is not only 

independent of but also a critique of hierarchy. 

The topic of festivity has captured the attention of Shakespeare scholars since the 

1950s. One of the first scholars to touch on the topic of festivity was Cesar L. Barber 

(1959), whose arguments were later adapted by Naomi Liebler (1995), who focuses on 

the use of festive rituals as tools for sustaining community. Barber (1959) and others 

who have followed his path have chosen to deal with festivity along the lines of 

polarisation. In other words, theories of carnival, ‘festivity’ and ‘order’ are separated; 

festivity gains centrality for a defined period of time, and then is dissolved to re-

establish the status quo and hierarchical social order. Indeed, Barber’s vision of 

festivity and dramatic structure is important for the development of criticism that sees 

Shakespeare’s comedies as a stage appropriation of social customs.  

Developing his idea from F. M. Cornford’s study (The Origins of Attic Comedy,1914) 

Barber writes ‘that invocation and abuse were basic gestures of a nature worship 

behind Aristophanes’ union of poetry and railing’ (Barber, 1959, p. 4). In doing so, he 

draws attention to the same types of gesture practised by the Elizabethan celebrants 

of the May-game, harvest-home and winter revel. During those festivities, invocation 

was to be found, ‘for example, in the manifold spring garlanding costumes, “gathering 

for Robin Hood”; abuse, in the customary license to flout and fleer at what on the 

other days commanded respect’ (Barber, 1959, p. 7). He concludes: 
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The same double way of achieving release appears in 
Shakespeare’s festive plays. There the poetry about the 
pleasures of nature and the naturalness of pleasure serves to 
evoke beneficent natural impulses; and much of the wit, 
mocking the good housewife Fortune from her wheel, acts to 
free the spirit as does the ritual abuse of hostile spirits. A 
Saturnalian attitude, assumed by a clear-cut gesture toward 
liberty, brings mirth, an accession of wanton vitality (Barber, 
1959, p. 7).  

Even though many, like Liebler (1995), acknowledge Barber’s work as a pioneering step 

towards examining Shakespeare and festivity, there are those who criticise the 

Saturnalian pattern described by Barber as ‘a complicated version of the “safety 

valve”, which explains festivity according to a theory of necessary and beneficial 

repression’(Bristol, 1989, p. 32). Nevertheless, Barber’s view of Shakespeare’s festive 

comedies seems to be an example of what had become orthodoxy: festivity’s freedom 

as a sanctioned ‘safety valve’. Barber’s work is widely recognised and there is no doubt 

that his work has been influential in Shakespeare studies. However, one could argue 

that Barber’s work has the effect of limiting the social response to carnival merriment 

and underestimates Shakespeare’s appropriation of folk culture, in the sense that it 

not only reduces the festive plays to simple escapism but also limits the concept of 

carnival to Shakespeare’s comedies. Indeed, even later work by David Ruiter (2003), 

who predominantly focuses on Richard II, parts 1 and 2 of Henry IV and Henry V, 

stresses that the forces of festivity and order find reconciliation in Shakespeare’s 

histories. In this sense, the body of criticism offers a picture of elitist containment with 

periods of joviality as a ‘safety valve’. In other words, festivity seems to be a top-down 

process: it is sanctioned by those in power and then filters down to the ‘people’. 
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Contrastingly, for Bakhtin, carnival is not an escape from the official world but is rather 

a peculiar second world within the official world order. Bakhtin’s carnival introduces a 

more progressive ‘bottom-up’ process rooted in popular culture, which substantially 

changes the way individuals react to seasonal festivals. According to Bakhtin, 

‘[carnival] laughter is not a subjective, individual and biological consciousness of the 

uninterrupted flow of time. Rather, much like the collective body we discussed above, 

laughter is the social consciousness of all people’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 92). In other 

words, it is universal in scope, and ambivalent. It does not laugh from the outside, but 

from within the body of humanity; all share in the world’s becoming in carnival, which 

is a crucial difference between the modern satirist and carnival (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 11). 

For example, while the modern satirist stands apart from or above the object of his 

mockery, the ‘people’s ambivalent laughter, on the other hand, expresses the point of 

view of the whole world; he who is laughing also becomes it’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 

12).Consequently, rather than beginning at the ‘top’ and making its way down to the 

‘bottom’, Bakhtinian carnival energy stems from ‘the people’ and engulfs everything 

around it.  

Therefore, the element of festivity and misrule are no longer used to contain 

transgression and reinforce power. Rather, Bakhtin offers an approach where ‘festive 

folk laughter’ presents ‘an element of victory not only over the supernatural awe, over 

the sacred, over death; it also means the defeat of power, of earthly kings, over the 

earthly upper class, of all that oppresses and restricts’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 92). Bakhtin’s 

ideas of a ‘progressive Carnival’, however, are not universally accepted, and dissension 

to his ideas always centres on whether carnival is a challenger of authority or an 
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instrument of social control (see Eco, 1984). Moreover, in accordance with Bakhtin, 

Natalie Zemon Davis (1971)points out that, ‘rather than being a mere “safety-valve”, 

deflecting attention from social reality, festive life can on the one hand perpetuate 

certain values of the community, even guarantee its survival, and on the other hand, 

criticize political order. Misrule can have its own vigour and can also decipher king and 

state’ (Davis, 1971, p. 41).  

Additionally, in comparison to current criticism, Bakhtin’s work offers a broader scope 

for analysing carnival. Adapting Goethe’s depiction of the Roman Carnival, Bakhtinian 

carnival consists of a feast offered by the people to themselves, where there are no 

spectators, only participants where the temporary abandonment of all hierarchical 

differences is the norm, where impudence excites more amusement than indignation, 

and where opposites such as crowning and uncrowning, and praise and abuse, are 

symbolic gestures of killing the old and giving birth to the new (Bakhtin, 1968). For 

Bakhtin, Goethe’s work is the epitome of engagement with temporality. He writes that 

the Frankfurt carnival attended by Goethe ‘was a political drama without footlights, in 

which it was difficult to trace any clear dividing line between symbol and reality’ 

(Bakhtin, 1968, p. 245). Similarly, in Bakhtin’s concept of carnival, the abandonment of 

footlights often signifies the process whereby the carnival revellers enter a space on 

the ‘borderline between art and life’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 7). 

As Peter Stallybrass and Allon White (1986) put it, the significance of Bakhtin’s study of 

Rabelais’s world ‘is its broad development of the “carnivalesque” into a potent, 

populist, critical inversion of all official words and hierarchies in a way that has 
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implications far beyond the specific realm of Rabelais studies’ (Stallybrass and White, 

1986, p. 7). Several have argued that Bakhtin’s carnival is an open and unfinished 

world where everything is still in a state of becoming, and that is why his ideas are 

worth applying to various other fields and ideologies. For example, Roland Knowles 

(1998) states that ‘Bakhtin's radical analysis brings about the deeply ideological 

significance of such phenomena in a way that has been claimed to be Marxist, 

anarchist and humanist’ (Knowles, 1998, p. 7). In furtherance of this, Linda 

Woodbridge and Edward Berry (1991) propose that, ‘since carnival’s world-upside-

down inverts hierarchies of class, gender, and age, and so does Shakespeare the 

approach has been of great interest to Marxist, feminist, and social-history oriented 

readers’ (Woodbridge and Berry, 1991, p. 13).  

Despite Neil Rhodes’s argument that the grotesque, ‘being properly a word applied to 

the visual arts, does not correspond to a literary style’, it is perhaps Bakhtin’s notion of 

the grotesque body that has most captured the imagination of Renaissance scholars 

(Rhodes, 1980, p. 7).10 For example, the notion of death and renewal, encapsulated by 

the grotesque body, has been used by several scholars to conceptualise Hamlet. 

Robert Barrie (1994) interprets Hamlet ‘as his own Fool,’ who ‘can be seen to subvert 

Hamlet so thoroughly as to reduce to laughter the very idea of serious tragedy’ 

(Barrie,1994, p. 83). More specifically, the play diffuses any elements of ‘serious 

tragedy’ through ‘the laughter of Death, which is not satirical laughter but the 

inclusive, absolute, all-affirming, feasting, social laughter of the folk (all the people), 

                                                      

10
For a more detailed definition of the ‘grotesque body’, see Glossary and Chapter Two p. 27-30. Also, other than 

Neil Rhodes, for studies on the grotesque in the sixteenth century see Willard Farnham, The Shakespearean 
Grotesque,   (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1971).  
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the laughter of carnival’ (Barrie 1994, p. 97).Critics such as Michael Bristol (1994), Mark 

T. Burnett (1996) and Phyllis Gorfain (1998) also concur with Barrie’s view.11 Chapter 

Six examines carnival ambiguity at the linguistic level as well as at the genre level in 

Macbeth and Othello. 

Features of the Bakhtinian carnivalesque and the grotesque body can also be found in 

other Renaissance playwrights such as Ben Jonson. A good example of this is Ursula 

the Pig Woman in Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair. The play depicts the experience of a 

cross-section of London society that travels from what Bakhtin calls the ‘official-world’ 

of the city to enter the chaotic ‘unofficial-world’ of Bartholomew Fair. At the heart of 

the fair is the booth of one of its most colourful members – Ursula. She is described as 

a gargantuan, greasy, sweaty woman who breeds and roasts pigs at the fair. Much of 

the action in the play (eating, drinking, stealing, brawling and urinating) revolves 

around her booth. Interpreted from this angle, she represents the abundance of the 

fair, and the ‘unofficial-world’ itself, as she embodies the energy and vitality of the fair. 

Ursula is a ‘celebrant of the open orifice ... belly, womb, gaping mouth, udder, the 

source and object of praise and abuse ... Above all, like the giant hog displayed at the 

fair, she is excessive’, similar to the Bakhtinian grotesque body (Stallybrass and White, 

1986, p. 64).  

Considering Jonson’s depiction of Ursula, Bakhtin’s (1968) theorisation of Rabelais’s 

image of the female body and the numerous adaptations of the grotesque body to 

                                                      

11
Other Shakespearean plays and characters that have been observed under the lens of the carnivalesque grotesque 

body are King Lear (see Knight, 1949) Romeo and Juliet (Knowles, 1998), and the character of Falstaff in Henry IV, 
Parts One and Two, to name a few. 
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conceptualise festivity in Shakespeare’s plays, one can argue that carnival is associated 

with the realm of the body and that the carnivalesque body is often understood as 

female.  

Although the adaptations of carnival discussed here are very interesting and 

provocative, they do not completely immerse themselves in the complexity of 

Bakhtin’s view of the carnivalesque. In particular, if we move towards linguistic 

elements of Bakhtin’s idea of the carnivalesque, which allow me to examine the 

female voice by treating the texts as polyphonic (‘multivoiced’).It is this Bakhtinian 

concept of polyphony and dialogism that provides a starting point for looking at the 

coexistence of multiple voices in Shakespearean dialogue concerning gender, while still 

acknowledging social and political influences. However, this does not mean that the 

body becomes utterly redundant. Indeed Chapter Six grotesque language in Macbeth 

and Othello generates images of a disruptive, rather than a productive, female body. 

Additionally, Bakhtin’s work on the temporal and spatial parameters of carnival (the 

chronotope)12 reveals a more complex relationship between time and space. In sum, 

this broader version of carnival offers a more nuanced theoretical framework for 

looking at Shakespeare’s texts than those employed by current scholarship. 

Although we know that carnival in Bakhtin’s terms is ‘dialogic’, he proposed that 

drama is ‘monologic’ (Bakhtin, 1984). In order to employ Bakhtin’s theory of 

carnivalised/polyphonic literature to analyse Shakespearean drama, some points have 

                                                      

12
See Glossary and Chapter Two, pp. 35-39. 
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to be clarified, especially in relation to his proposition that drama is by its nature 

‘monologic’. This is one of the complex issues that we investigate in the next chapter.  

We argue that drama is very much like the Bakhtinian polyphonic novel – dialogic. 

Likewise, we examine Bakhtin’s contradictory vision of drama, contextualising it with 

the existing critical material on the issue. 
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Chapter Two: Developing a Methodology: Using Bakhtin to 
Observe the Female Voice 

In the preceding chapter, we outlined the primary aim of this thesis: to analyse the 

female voice in seven Shakespearean plays. More specifically, by exploring the 

multivoicedness of the texts, we observed how the female voice tests and challenges 

the ideologies around gender. This chapter engages in detail with the Bakhtinian 

concepts that have structured the explorations in this thesis. We begin by outlining the 

key theoretical frames that organise the discussion in the chapters that follow: 

carnival, polyphony and the hero-author relationship, which aid us in explaining the 

emergence of multiple voices in a text. From here we delve deeper by delineating the 

multiple discursive tools of inquiry that Bakhtin uses to analyse a polyphonic text, and 

explain how we use them to analyse Shakespeare’s plays. My argument develops out 

of the preceding chapter, which introduced concepts such as dialogue and polyphony 

and argue that, when used together, they induce a ‘carnival sense of the world’ that 

conveys a pathos of shift and change, of death and renewal, and leads to a better 

understanding of alterity, which allows us to develop a more nuanced approach to 

look at the representation of Shakespeare’s female characters. This, in turn, also 

develops how recent Shakespearean scholars have utilised Bakhtin. For instance, 

rather than predominantly focusing on carnival as a specific event in time, which is 

often associated with the female body, the aim is to underscore how certain 

polyphonic discursive devices found in Shakespeare also open up pockets of carnival 
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on a linguistic plane, where the female voice ‘uncrowns’13 authority and so challenges 

the authorial voice either directly or indirectly. 

Any Bakhtinian scholar knows that he melds his key concepts, which are forever 

shifting and have intertwining meanings. Nevertheless, the section below attempts to 

explain this project’s position on these mobile terms in order to adequately outline the 

main elements of carnival and its relationship to polyphony.  

The ‘Multivoicedness’ of Carnival 

Bakhtin’s work is informed by two key writers, Fyodor Dostoevsky and François 

Rabelais. Through Dostoevskyhe examines dialogue and its literary depiction in his 

polyphonic novels; and the grotesque body of carnivalised popular culture studies 

through its depiction in Rabelais (Bakhtin, 1968, 1981, 1984). At first it may seem that 

the connection between Bakhtin’s two main interests, the carnival body and dialogue, 

is contradictory as one focuses on the corporal body while the other emphasises the 

more abstract concept of dialogue. This is not the case; Bakhtin’s ideas of the 

carnivalesque and polyphony can be integrated/ combined. For example, Rabelais and 

His World (1968) contains elements of the idea of polyphony, which are later 

developed in The Dialogical Imagination (1981) and The Problems of Dostoevsky’s 

Poetics (1984). Although Bakhtin makes no direct reference to his later work on 

dialogue in Rabelais and His World, the book is a precursor to his dialogic theory: 
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 See Glossary. 
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the influence of the century-old hidden linguistic dogmatism on 
human thought, and especially on artistic imagery, is of great 
importance. If the creative spirit lives in one language only, or if 
several languages coexist but remain strictly divided without 
struggling for supremacy, it is impossible to overcome this 
dogmatism buried in the depths of linguistic consciousness 
(Bakhtin, 1968, p. 471).  

The quote above suggests that, towards the end of Rabelais and His World, Bakhtin 

lays the foundation for this theory of dialogue, which he develops in later work. For 

instance, the folk ideas of ‘the many’ and ‘openness’, which Rabelais’s book 

introduces, become the operative structures of Bakhtin’s theory of dialogue.  

In his study of Rabelais (1968), Bakhtin concentrates on Rabelais’s series of Gargantua 

and Pantagruel (1532–1542) and its role in developing folk culture from the Middle 

Ages to the Renaissance. In his introductory chapter, Bakhtin divides folk culture into 

three forms; Ritual spectacles - carnival pageants and comic activities of the 

marketplace; Comic verbal compositions - parodies, both written and oral; various 

genres of billingsgate - curses and oaths. Despite Bakhtin’s separation of these forms, 

he also argues that they are interwoven.14 Furthermore, it is vital to take account of a 

two-world condition, without which it would be impossible to understand medieval 

cultural consciousness and the culture of the Renaissance. For example, he stresses 

that ‘Carnival is not a spectacle seen by the people; they live in it’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 7). 

Therefore, these categories are not abstract notions of freedom and equality but 

rather a lived experience of the world manifested in sensual forms of ritualistic acts 

                                                      

14
 The new society is more flexible, more accommodating and frequently even incorporates within its dynamics 

some of the middle-stage constituted threats. The new society, the re-created community, tends to be held 
together through the institution of marriage. 
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that are played out as if they were a part of life itself: ‘[A]ll were considered equal 

during carnival. Here, in the town square, a special form of free and familiar contact 

reigned among people who were usually divided by the barriers of caste, property, 

profession, and age’(Bakhtin, 1968, p. 10). Therefore, as carnival places prominence on 

the collective experience it also discards the individual body. In other words, there is 

no ‘individual subjective experience’ during carnival, and there is no place for the 

individual (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 252). Therefore, the anti-authoritarian nature of carnival 

brooks no hiding place; people unite in free and open contact in an undiscriminating 

marketplace that evades forms of censorship. Carnival removes linguistic and physical 

restraint and externalises interior secrets and behaviours, placing them firmly in the 

public domain. Fools, for instance, take the interior knowledge of kings, thoughts kings 

wish to remain hidden, and place them on uninhibited display. 

In Shakespeare, King Lear’s Fool, always irreverent and ready with degrading humour, 

never allows Lear to find a comfortable space to erect protective walls; his caustic wit 

keeps Lear’s mistake of relinquishing the crown at the forefront of Lear’s 

consciousness. When Lear fails to understand why a snail has a house, the Fool quips, 

‘Why, to put’s head in, not to give it away to his daughters and leave his horns without 

a case’ (1.5.29-30). The Fool’s mocking takes on the metaphor of poor household 

management to suggest that Lear appears unguarded and uncrowned. Without 

shelter, Lear must perform on the Fool’s stage, with his head extended, snail-like, fully 

exposed and defenceless against a litany of carnival attacks. 
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As there is only the carnivalistic body of humanity, carnival places emphasis on 

ambivalence and the continuousness of life. By focusing on the communal body, which 

intertwines life and death, Bakhtin evades the fears of life and celebrates the ‘cheerful 

death’ of the individual (Bakhtin, 1993, p. 198). This in turn creates the image of what 

Bakhtin defines as the ‘grotesque body’, and links carnival with a predominantly 

positive atmosphere. In contrast to the classical body celebrated by the Renaissance, 

which is smooth, closed and finished, as it attempts to monologically deny the role of 

others in its own constitution, the grotesque body is ‘open to the outside world’ 

through its orifices and protuberances, especially those of the ‘material lower bodily 

stratum’: genitalia, buttocks, anus, belly and breasts (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 26).15For 

instance, Bakhtin writes that, in the collectively robust coarse humour, violence and 

numerous explicit insults that fill several chapters of Gargantua and Pantagruel, one 

can pinpoint two particular aspects found in his own work: the carnival and the 

grotesque body. Chapter Six argues that, though not often conceived of in violent 

terms, carnival and the grotesque body can move subtly from humour to horror, and 

that, in Macbeth and Othello, Lady Macbeth’s unsexed body and Duncan and 

Desdemona’s corpses are points of reference as a way to remove difference and 

authority. More specifically, the removal of the bodies’ boundaries discloses the darker 

side of carnival and its malevolent potential. For example, carnival laughter in The 

Comedy of Errors is tinged with an uncanny feeling of pity. The servants are constantly 

beaten and Antipholus of Ephesus is brutally ‘exorcised’ to the extent that, bound, 

abused and driven to rage, much like Lear, Antipholus is reduced to enraged rambling. 

                                                      

15
The gendering of the grotesque body is a complex issue that we cannot explore in full here; I discuss it in more 

detail in Chapter Six.  
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An example of how Bakhtin’s productive grotesque body can be reduced to something 

sinister and violent is also found in Titus Andronicus. The tomb, the central pit in Rome 

and its parallel (the pit) in the forest, symbolise the mouth, the womb and female 

genitals respectively. They are described as an ‘unhallowed and blood stained hole’ 

(2.2.210), a ‘swallowing womb’ (2.2.293) and a ‘detested, dark, blood-drinking pit’ 

(2.2.224) full of ‘ragged entrails’ (2.2.230). Rather than generating positive grotesque 

imagery of (re)birth and renewal, one cannot help but notice the way these graphic 

descriptions conjure up horrific images of mutilation that remind us of the brutality 

that Lavinia’s body has just endured. The pit in the forest and the tomb foreshadow 

the abhorrent dark side of the lower body spectrum celebrated by Bakhtin’s carnival. 

In contrast to the usual benevolent view of carnival, the play reflects a carnival of 

violence, rape, murder and mutilated bodies with the image of the pit in the centre, 

devouring life and energy. More importantly, carnivalistic traits such as lust and abuse 

are not counterbalanced by the survival ritual of carnival, or by the triumph of life.16 

In a nutshell, Bakhtin summarises the essence of his argument on ‘two lives’ in his later 

book, Problems with Dostoevsky’s Poetics (see Bakhtin, 1984): 

  

                                                      

16
 For a discussion on the connection between the violent scene in the forest and carnival see Allan 

Sommers,‘”Wilderness of Tigers”: Structure and Symbolism in Titus Andronicus’,Essays in Criticism(1960),10 (3), pp. 
275-289. 
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It could be said (with certain reservations, of course) that a 
person of the Middle Ages lived, as it were, two lives: one that 
was the official life, monolithically serious and gloomy, 
subjugated to a strict hierarchical order, full of terror, 
dogmatism, reverence and piety; the other was the life of the 
carnival square, free and unrestricted, full of ambivalent 
laughter, blasphemy, the profanation of everything sacred, full 
of debasing and obscenities, familiar contact with everyone and 
everything. Both these lives were legitimate, but separated by 
strict temporal boundaries (Bakhtin, 1984, pp. 129-30, 
emphasis added). 

He popularised the notion of carnival as a ‘temporary liberation from the prevailing 

truth and from the established order’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 10). Bakhtin explains this 

temporal and spatial dichotomy by arguing that the state had its own temporal and 

spatial borders, as did carnival. For example, on the one hand, carnival served as a 

general term for a specific time designated to ritual revels and misrule.17This ritualistic 

time is closely linked to Bakhtin’s later work on Dostoevsky because, as the second 

world of carnival is a collective experience where people are continually growing and 

renewed, it is built upon dialogical social relations. It is important to acknowledge that 

these dialogical relations took place in more than just a metaphorical space. ‘The 

language of the marketplace’, Bakhtin’s phrase for the speech practices of the 

markets, streets and public spaces of the people, is literally rooted in space that is 

directly linked with the life of the people – a space that bears the mark of nonofficial 

freedom (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 17). This language, full of shouting, curses and oaths, 

translated into English by Hélène Iswolsky as ‘billingsgate’, was both an important form 

                                                      

17
A few examples of these designated events are the Feast of The Three Kings on 6 January, the carnival period from 

Epiphany to Ash Wednesday, Saint Georges Day on 23 April, May Day, Midsummer night’s Day, Harvest Festival, and 
the Feast of Fools or of the Boy Bishop during the period 6–28 December. 
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of speech located in – and produced by– a carnival social space and a dialogical answer 

to the monologue of the elite.  

On the one hand, the rest of the year was governed by the church and the state. 

Bakhtin asserts that the give-and-take between the medieval church/state nexus and 

the carnival was a very real power struggle. We see this struggle encapsulated in Henry 

IV, Part One; on the one hand, Falstaff can be interpreted as a dramatic embodiment 

of carnivalesque irrepressible vitality, and his protruding belly reflects the first vestiges 

of ancient fertility rituals in Falstaff’s paunch. On the other hand, simultaneously, 

Falstaff’s power is also threatened. Although we have several scenes rich with 

Falstaffian energy, we also have Hal’s soliloquy of ‘redeeming time’ at the end of Act 1 

scene 2. Hal’s latent threat to Falstaff’s perpetual holiday is made clear for the 

audience from the start: ‘If all the year were playing holidays, / To sport would be as 

tedious as to work’ (Henry IV, Part One, 1.2.194–5). 

To summarise then, carnival is a time where prevailing rules are suspended. This 

secondary time offers a ‘nonofficial, extra-ecclesiastical and extra-political aspect of 

the world, of man, and of human relations’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 6); it mocks the cultural 

practices of early modern England, and ridicules those in authority. Any official ideas of 

society, history or destiny that are considered unalterable are unacceptable. By 

analysing the dialogue in the selected texts, however, we argue that Shakespearean 

female figures create a carnivalesque space for themselves within the ‘official world’ 

through their speech, as they test and challenge the authoritarian voice around 

gender. For instance, in Chapter Six analyses the verbal exchange between Emilia and 
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Desdemona in Act 4 Scene 3 and examine how it questions a woman’s position in 

marriage and, more specifically, how their intimate conversation creates a tightly knit 

enclosure for the women that allows them escape from – if only temporarily – the 

masculine authority surrounding them. 

Therefore, we also argue that the ‘two lives’ distinction Bakhtin makes is permeable, 

and that the experience of the individual is not as clear-cut as Bakhtin suggests. 

Indeed, as we see in this project, Shakespeare’s plays expose how multiple versions of 

experience exist within one cultural locus and, more particularly, how subjects can 

hold multiple planes of meaning for themselves simultaneously. The complexity 

surrounding meaning and experience evolves further in Shakespeare’s texts, as all 

forms of cultural space are prone to a continual state of mutability, for instance the 

change to mythical locations in comedies such as A Midsummer Night's Dream, 

Twelfth Night and As You Like It or voyage to distant shores in The Merchant of Venice 

and Othello. 

Drawing on Shakespeare’s tendency to locate his play in faraway exotic locations, one 

can also argue that the early modern period’s anxiety surrounding the mutable is a 

dominant lens through which the age came to formulate ideas of cultural space. A 

cohort of Shakespeare critics have proposed that the early modern ‘consciousness of 

time was stimulated by widening consciousness of space, thanks to the explorers and 

the finding of unknown lands and seas’ (Kiernan, 1996, p. 4). This emphasis on the 

cartographic reveals a relationship between space, place and time; the most 

ambiguous transitions between space, place and time in Shakespeare are his 
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representations of carnival. The comedies analysed in the next two chapters may 

portray two worlds within the plays, and several scholars have argued for a similar 

divide in time and space in Shakespeare (see Frye, 1988). Indeed, the differences 

between these spaces and the position of the disguised heroine within the plays can 

be understood by applying what Bakhtin describes as ‘chronotopes’ (see Bakhtin, 

1981, 1986). 

For example, although Viola’s disguise, the singing, and the other amusements she 

volunteers to accommodate Orsino with are all indicative of the festive atmosphere, 

throughout the course of the action Viola preserves quite a ‘realistic’ approach. As D. J. 

Palmer(1979) puts it, Viola is a ‘realist’ whose ‘enforced secrecy’ and self-restraint 

contrast with the generally unrestrained and uninhibited temper of life in Illyria’ 

(Palmer, 1979, p. 76). Thus, Viola’s realism stands at odds with the flowing nature of 

both festive practicality and liberty. Alternatively, unlike Viola, Rosalind does not put 

on disguise because she is stranded on a strange island. Rosalind is a banished outlaw 

whose life is in great danger unless she escapes the court. In contrast to Viola, 

Rosalind’s speech energies seem to be released as the holiday spirit takes over. 

Rosalind is granted with an exceptional chance to challenge and rewrite some of the 

societal mythologies regarding gender roles. Thus, Chapter Four explicates how the 

festive heroines test ready-made truths around gender but in different festive contexts 

or forms (chronotopes) that need unpicking. 

Although Bakhtin significantly broadens his perspective on the chronotope in his 

‘Concluding Remarks’ in The Dialogic Imagination,  the concept of the chronotope was 
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initially designed as a contribution to genre theory (Bakhtin, 1981).Bakhtin argues that 

genres are not simply artistic forms of literary texts. Instead, genres hold the potential 

to make discoveries about human experience. More importantly, various literary 

genres refine our understanding of different realms of experience by underscoring 

one’s relationship with a particular event, time and space. Although Bakhtin 

significantly broadens his perspective on the chronotope in ‘Forms of Time and of the 

Chronotope in the Novel’, in The Dialogic Imagination, he argued it was analogous to 

Einstein’s mathematics in an article published in the 1930s. In essence, the Bakhtinian 

chronotope serves as a means of measuring how, in a particular age, genre or text, real 

historical time and space – as well as fictional time and space – are articulated in 

relation to one another. In other words, for Bakhtin, the term refers to the ‘intrinsic 

connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed in 

literature’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 84). Therefore, in a literary chronotope, time and space 

are inseparable and fused together to make a concrete whole. To illustrate this 

process, Bakhtin takes examples from the European novel, beginning with the Greek 

romances and ending with the Rabelaisian novel. In order to exemplify how Bakhtin’s 

idea of the chronotope links to the Renaissance, we discuss Bakhtin’s use of Greek 

romance and Shakespeare’s Greek sources in Chapter Four. 

In addition, Bakhtin asserts that ‘destiny and concreteness’ are integrated within the 

building blocks of any given genre, and destiny and concreteness within a genre 

generate a variety of concrete possibilities of experience, or a chronotope. What 

Bakhtin means by ‘destiny and concreteness’ is that the representation of an action (or 

in Bakhtin’s words ‘scenes’) is founded in a pattern of experience (destiny), 
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characterised by ‘dense’ and ‘concrete time markers’, and by ‘well delineated spatial 

areas’ (concreteness). Bakhtin writes that: 

the chronotope … provides the ground essential for the 
showing-forth, the representability of events. And this is so 
thanks precisely to the special increase in density and 
concreteness of time markers – the time of human life, of 
historical time – that occurs within well-delineated spatial 
areas. It is this that makes it possible to structure a 
representation of events in the chronotope (around the 
chronotope). It serves as the primary point from which ‘scenes’ 
in a novel unfold (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 250). 

In short, a chronotope is a way of ‘understanding experience; it is a specific form-

shaping ideology for understanding the nature of events and actions’ (Morson and 

Emerson, 1990, p. 250). Although Bakhtin never explicitly explains the processes, he 

argues that a chronotope also functions ‘as the primary means for materializing time in 

space’, as time becomes visible and palpable (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 250). In some sense, 

these series of destiny and concreteness within a chronotope could be called plot 

patterns. As with most of his terminology, however, Bakhtin does not offer a concise 

definition of chronotopes but comes closest to formulating one in ‘Forms of Time and 

of the Chronotope in the Novel’: 

In the literary artistic chronotope, spatial and temporal 
indicators are fused into one carefully thought-out, concrete 
whole. Time, as it were, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes 
artistically visible; likewise, space becomes charged and 
responsive to the movements of time, plot and history. The 
intersection of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the 
artistic chronotope (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 84, emphasis added). 
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Drawing from the quote above, a chronotope is a way of ‘understanding experience; it 

is a specific form-shaping ideology for understanding the nature of events and actions’ 

(Morson and Emerson, 1990, p. 367). The key notions necessary for our understanding 

of the chronotope are a story, in which events unfold in their chronological order, and 

a plot – the sequence of the events which are presented in the work (Holquist, 2002, p. 

113). These are the notions that Holquist (2002) brings up when defining the 

chronotope as ‘the total matrix that is comprised by both the story and the plot of any 

particular narrative’ (Holquist, 2002, p. 113). 

Chronotopes function on two levels: first, as the mode through which a text represents 

history and, second, as the relation between images of the time and space of the text. 

For example, in some chronotopes ‘a locality is the trace of an event, a trace of what 

had shaped it. Such is the logic of all local myths and legends that attempts, through 

history, to make sense out of space’, while in others ‘the contingency that governs 

events is inseparably tied up with spaces, measured primarily by distance on the one 

hand and by proximity on the other’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 189, 99). To exemplify his 

argument, Bakhtin begins by analysing the Greek romance, which he argues ‘utilized 

and fused together in its structure almost all genres of ancient literature’, and 

identifies two major types of chronotope: the ‘adventure-time chronotope’ and the 

‘everyday adventure-time chronotope’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 89). For a more coherent 

argument, we develop the notion of chronotopes in Chapter Four while discussing 

Shakespearean festive comedy.  
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The final point we underscore here is carnival laughter, as it reiterates Bakhtin’s idea of 

‘uncrowning’. For instance, even though it is connected to official church festivals, the 

carnival is derived from pagan celebration. Laughter enables the parody of sacred or 

political form and renders carnival a time of freedom from authoritative structures and 

beliefs. Bakhtin writes: 

Let us here stress the special philosophical and utopian 
character of festive laughter and its orientation toward the 
highest sphere. The most ancient ritual of mocking at the 
deity … All that was purely cultic and limited has faded away, 
but the all-human, universal, and utopian element has been 
retained (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 12).  

To sum up, similar to the collective grotesque body, carnival laughter is universal in 

scope and ambivalent. Natália Pikli (2009) writes that Falstaff in Henry IV, Part One 

represents the liberating aspects of carnivalesque laughter, which later infuses the 

great Shakespearean comedies such as As You Like It and Twelfth Night. She writes 

that Falstaff’s laughter is carnivalesque because it is regenerating and that he does not 

laugh at but laughs with everyone; this is because he is capable of laughing at himself 

as well. In so doing, laughter not only erodes class boundaries but also ‘uncrowns’ the 

sacred and elite. This is particularly relevant because we look at how the female voice 

uncrowns and tests the patriarchal voice. 

In addition, the activities of carnival – collective ridicule of officialdom, inversion of 

hierarchy and violations of decorum – embody an implicit popular conception of the 

world. In Bakhtin’s view this conception cannot become ideologically elaborated until 

the radical laughter of the square enters into the ‘world of great literature’, and 
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Rabelais’s novel is the essence of this process (Bakhtin, 1968).This is because in the 

carnival square one sees a free intermingling of all classes, all ages and all languages 

without any form of barrier; thus, it embodies a new philosophy, in which the world is 

viewed as being in the process of becoming. This situation can also be seen as a 

manifestation of polyphony: 

representatives from different social and political strata thrust 
together in the same physical and social space in such a way 
that normal hierarchies and class distinctions are rendered 
ineffective, or at least unstable. This juxtaposition of various 
voices allows for a polyphonic dialogue that highlights the 
differences among social groups and generally calls into 
question the assumptions that would hold certain groups to be 
ascendant over others (Booker, 1997, p. 34). 

Drawing from our discussion in the last few paragraphs, we can see that polyphony 

enters the novel through a process known as carnivalisation. Understood from this 

perspective, Bakhtin’s work on polyphony can be seen as absorption of the carnival 

theory. For example, similar to dialogue, which is a continuing process and is always 

opposed to the authoritarian utterance, carnival is opposed to the authoritarian 

culture. Bakhtin finds the roots of carnivalised literature in the serio-comical genres of 

the ancient times, such as ‘Menippean satire’ and ‘Socratic dialogue’, and it is from 

these that the polyphonic text originated. For instance, the ‘contemporisation’ of 

myths and legends, the relying on ‘experience of free invention’ of characters, and the 

rejection of the stylistic unity of canonical genres like epic, tragedy and lyric are 

features common to the serio-comical genres: 
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Characteristics of these genres are multi-toned narration, the 
mixed of high and low, serious and comic; they make wide use 
of inserted genres – letters, found manuscripts, retold 
dialogues, parodies on the high genres, parodically 
reinterpreted citations (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 108). 

The primary function of a Socratic dialogue is to seek and test any ‘ready-made truth’ 

(Bakhtin, 1984, p. 110, original emphasis).Alternatively, Menippean satire contains 

more comedy than the Socratic dialogue; fantastic episodes are introduced to test 

ideas. Mystical and religious themes are prominent, but the action is often set in bars, 

brothels and highways. It also features scandal and disruption of accepted codes, and 

abrupt changes of tone and subject; it incorporates other genres and topical issues. 

Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that, regardless of their differences, both 

genres are united by their deep bond with carnivalistic folklore. Therefore, under a 

Menippean lens, we read The Merchant of Venice and Measure for Measure as 

fantasies (Chapter Five), and explores the actions of the male and female characters in 

the play as they test societal truths around gender manoeuvre for power over one 

another. Such a reading develops Katherine M. Rogers’ (1966) perspective that in 

patriarchal society hostility to women emerges not because men are confident about 

their own superiority but because they fear female power. 

Although there may seem to be some potential difficulties with applying Bakhtin’s 

flexible notion of genre to Shakespearean plays, in a later section we argue that by 

relaxing genre boundaries one can engage more freely with Shakespeare’s texts. 
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To sum up this section, thus far we have discussed Bakhtin’s theory of carnival and 

defined terms such as polyphony, chronotope, carnival and carnivalesque. We argued 

that, in contrast to carnival, the carnivalesque’s most important feature is that it 

functions on an internal level as it defends freedom of thought. In this sense, the body 

represented in the culture of the Bakhtinian carnival– and its relationship with the 

world – intersects with the internal processes of perception, thinking and speaking, 

which are the fundamental building blocks of Bakhtin’s philosophy of dialogue; this is 

what we focus on in the next section. 

Dialogism: The Hero-Author Relationship 

Parallel to literary criticism inspired by Shakespeare scholars mentioned in the 

previous chapter,18 polyphony is essentially an alternative theory for looking at the 

artistic positions of the author and hero within a text. As we discussed in the 

introductory chapter, it refers to the coexistence, in any textual or discursive context, 

of a plurality of voices. More importantly, these voices exist on different registers and 

each of them embodies an idea, generating a ‘dialogical’ or intertextual dynamism 

among them. In addition, Bakhtin asserts that all voices in polyphony are autonomous, 

and are brought together in the artistic event. In order to make his argument, Bakhtin 

holds Dostoevsky’s novels as the prototype by suggesting that Dostoevsky is the 

creator of the polyphonic novel: 

                                                      

18
 See Francis Barker, The Tremulous Private Body: Essays on Subjection (London: Methuen, 1984), Alan Sinfield, 

Faultlines: Cultural Materialism and the Political Dissident Reading(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992) andJonathan 
Dollimore, Radical Tragedy: Religion, Ideology and Power in the Drama of Shakespeare and his Contemporaries, 3

rd
 

edn (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004).  
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He invented a new novelistic genre. The new kind of character 
appearing in his work has a voice constructed in the same way 
as the authorial voice is constructed in an ordinary novel ... The 
character’s speech of himself and of the world is as weighty as 
the traditional authorial discourse; it is not subordinated to the 
objective character of the hero, as one of his characteristics; at 
the same time it does not serve as an expression of the 
authorial voice (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 13, emphasis added).  

One can sum up Bakhtin’s idea of polyphony with a simple expression: ‘plurality of 

equally valid consciousnesses’ (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 7, original emphasis). Bakhtin uses the 

word ‘consciousness’ as a synonym for ‘hero’ and ‘character’, while ‘equally valid’ 

propounds that the characters in a polyphonic text enjoy a degree of independence 

from the author. The hero occupies a unique position where he has the same status as 

the author: ‘The character’s word about himself and his world is just as fully weighted 

as the author’s word usually is’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 7). Bakhtin supports his argument by 

looking at Dostoevskian heroes such as Raskolnikov (Crime and Punishment), Myshkin 

(The Idiot), Stavrogin (Demons), Ivan Karamazov (The Brothers Karamazov) and the 

Underground Man (Notes from the Underground). To offer a specific example, the 

Underground Man is nothing if not a self-explorer, as the features of many 

contradictory ideas are mixed in this hero’s dialogue. We are presented with his bitter 

rambling about how hateful and unattractive he is, then we have contradictory 

description of certain events that can be simultaneously renewing and destroying. 

Having said that, Bakhtin’s assertion that polyphonic heroes possess quasi-

independent voices raises the question of how these characters’ voices gain quasi-

independence from the author. Drawing from this, Bakhtin views Dostoevsky as 

polyphonic because Dostoevsky manages to dialogue with his characters as 

independent beings with the capacity to surprise him. More importantly, for Bakhtin, 
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Shakespeare’s genius also lies in articulating the ‘early buddings’ of polyphony 

(Bakhtin, 1984, p. 33). 

Bakhtin writes that the reason the hero is able to gain quasi-independence is because 

the polyphonic author creates multiple discourses, rather than inventing a finalised 

image of a character. The quote below effectively describes the hero-author 

relationship from a Bakhtinian perspective: 

the new artistic position of the author with regard to the hero 
in Dostoevsky’s polyphonic novel is a fully realized and 
thoroughly consistent dialogic position, one that affirms the 
independence, internal freedom, unfinalizability and 
indeterminacy of the hero. For the author, the ‘hero’ is not ‘he’ 
and not ‘I’ but a fully valid ‘thou,’ that is, another and 
autonomous ‘I’ (‘thou art’) (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 63, original 
emphasis). 

Furthermore, ‘the author constructs the hero not out of words foreign to the hero, not 

out of neutral definitions; he constructs not a character, nor a type, nor a 

temperament, in fact he constructs no objectified image of the hero at all, but rather 

the hero’s discourse about himself and his world’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 53, emphasis 

added). Drawing from this, characters must be ‘not only objects of authorial discourse 

but also subjects of their own directly significant discourse’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 7, original 

emphasis). Thus, a polyphonic work allows the consciousness of the character to be 

truly ‘someone else’s consciousness’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 7, original emphasis). At first 

this reorientation seems impossible because, after all, the author is still the sole 

creator and designer of the work. Bakhtin continues, however, by suggesting that 

Dostoevsky does not create polyphony by giving up his power of design, rather he 
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alters the nature of the design by making the encounter with other consciousnesses a 

part of the very fabric of this work.  

A linear development of the plot or character, resulting in exposition and closure, 

Bakhtin continues, cannot explain the ‘pluralistic’ world of the polyphonic novel. The 

plot in a polyphonic text does not finalise the characters or events:  

Plot in Dostoevsky [polyphonic novel] is absolutely devoid of 
any sort of finalizing foundations. Its goal is to place a person in 
various situations that expose and provoke him, to bring people 
together and make them collide and conflict – in such a way, 
however, that they do not remain within this area of plot 
related contact but exceed its bounds (Bakhtin, 1984, pp. 276-
7). 

Judging by this, in order to create a polyphonic work, the author must be able to 

confront his characters as equals. His own ideology may receive expression in the 

work; however, the other or the character must be able to contest the author’s 

ideology as an equal. Therefore, the polyphonic author plays two roles in his work: he 

creates a world in which many disparate points of view enter into dialogue, and he 

himself participates in that dialogue. To support his idea, Bakhtin explores this sense of 

the author through theological analogies. For example, Dostoevsky, like Goethe in 

Prometheus, ‘creates not voiceless slaves (as does Zeus)’ but ‘free people, capable of 

standing alongside their creator, capable of not agreeing with him and even of 

rebelling against him’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 6, original emphasis). This is all possible 

because of the complexity of the character’s discourse constructed by Dostoevsky 

while writing a particular text. In the next few paragraphs we discuss some of these 
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discursive tools of enquiry, which we use to observe the dialogue in the selected plays. 

Before moving onto discussing he several types of discourse delineated by Bakhtin, at 

this point it is important to take a step back and explore where these multiple voices 

come from.  

Bakhtin proposes that Dostoevsky’s heroes are not only discourses about themselves 

and their environment but are also discourses about the world. In this sense the hero 

is not only self-cognisant but is also an ideologist. Thus, ideological stances or ‘truths’ 

about the world merge with the hero’s self-consciousness. This merging of the hero’s 

discourse about himself with this ideological discourse about the world means that the 

given idea, or ideological stance, is combined with the hero’s image.  

Bakhtin continues by arguing that Dostoevsky, 

possessed an extraordinary gift for hearing the dialogue of his 
epoch, or, more precisely, for hearing his epoch as a great 
dialogue, for detecting in it not only individual voices, but 
precisely and predominantly the dialogic relationship among 
voices, their dialogic interaction (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 90).  

Essentially these voices provided the substance for the idea in Dostoevsky’s novels. 

Thus, one can locate specific ‘prototypes’ for the ideas, as well as the images of his 

heroes, in Dostoevsky’s novels. For example, Raskolnikov’s ideas were influenced by 

Max Stirner as explored by him in Der Einzige Und SeinEigentumin 1844 (translated as 
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The Ego and Its Own or also as The Individual and His Property).19 Having said that, 

Bakhtin also stresses that ‘we are not talking of Dostoevsky’s “sources” ... but precisely 

about the prototype for his idea-images’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 91, original emphasis). In 

this respect, the idea-prototypes used in Dostoevsky’s novels ‘changed the form of 

their existence: they became thoroughly dialogized images of ideas not finalized 

monologically; that is, they enter into what is for them a new realm of existence, 

artistic existence’(Bakhtin, 1984, p. 91):  

upon entering his polyphonic novel ... [ideas] are transformed 
into artistic images of ideas: they are combined in an 
indissoluble unity with images of people (Sonya, Myshkin, 
Zosim) ... [the idea-prototypes] become thoroughly dialogized 
and enter the great dialogue of the novel on completely equal 
terms with other idea-images (the ideas of Raskolnikov, Ivan 
Karamazov, and others) (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 92). 

This brings us back to the question posed at the start of this paragraph: what is the 

origin of the voices in Dostoevsky’s novels? Drawing from the discussion above, it 

would seem that these voices are rooted in social ideologies or ideas and that these 

ideas are inseparable from the image of the hero, to the extent that ‘the idea really 

does become almost the hero of the work’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 78). 

So far, we have delineated complex Bakhtinian concepts such as polyphony, carnival 

and chronotopes. We have seen that, according to Bakhtin, the monologist author 

uses the hero as their own mouthpiece, without engaging the hero in a dialogue. This 

is because, in the world of the novel, the author has the potential to monologically 

                                                      

19
 For more examples see pages 90 and 91 in The Problem with Dostoevsky’s Poetics.  
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manipulate and use the hero for their own purposes. Contrastingly, in a polyphonic 

framework, the hero’s voice has relative freedom and independence from that of the 

author. This is because the polyphonic author does not ‘create’ a hero but rather pens 

‘active double-voiced’ discourses, which can be appropriated as tools of analysis. More 

importantly, it is these double-voiced discourses that convey a sense of ambiguity and 

carnivalesque openness.    

As I adopt polyphonic discursive devices such as ‘active double-voiced’ words and 

parody, to analyse how his heroines find pockets of carnivalesque space in everyday 

existence through dialogue, I think there is a need to explain the different types of 

discourse Bakhtin identifies; this is what I intend to do in the following section. 

Types of Discourse 

I would like to start this section by tackling what Bakhtin means when he talks about 

discourse as ‘pure voice’, which ultimately feeds into the hero-author relationship 

discussed above. Bakhtin distinguishes between two types of discourse. Bakhtin’s ideas 

on the diversity of the complex relationship between such discourses is systematised 

by Gary S. Morson and Caryl Emerson (1990) as follows:  
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Figure 1: Types of discourses identified by Bakhtin – taken from Morson and Emerson (1990)  

In the following sections we briefly outline some of the terminology above, particularly 

what Bakhtin calls ‘double-voiced’ discourse, and how we utilise it for our 

observations. Before doing so, we start below with a discussion on single-voiced 

discourse because, as we shall see, single-voiced utterances disclose a double-voiced 

discourse. 

Words of the First Type: Single-Voiced Discourse 

Here the discourse is typified as unmitigated and direct in the sense that it ‘recognizes 

only itself and its object’, and there is no intention to have another voice present 

(Bakhtin 1984, p. 186, 87). The author/speaker says whatever they want to say without 

acknowledging or questioning the existence of another/character ‘speech centre’,20 or 

another way of saying their utterance. This is the only type of discourse that directly 

expresses the author’s ‘ultimate semantic authority’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 188); for 

                                                      

20
 Bakhtin argues for the uniqueness of the individual within its social matrix by seeing each character/subject as a 

distinct ‘speech centre’. 
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Bakhtin this is found in drama – but, of course, as I discuss in a later section, there are 

several theorists who contradict him.  

Words of the Second Type: Single- and Double-Voiced Discourses 

Words of the second type, or what Bakhtin calls ‘represented’ or objectified’ 

discourses, are used for a narrator’s representation of a character’s words. The 

character’s words themselves belong to the words of the first type; thus, at this stage, 

the text is still monological. Essentially there are two ‘speech centres’ present – the 

narrator’s and the character’s – but this is still a single-voiced discourse. The reason for 

this is that the character here is ‘finalised’ and lives his/her life ‘unself-consciously’ and 

there is not a dialogic relationship between the author and character, in other words, 

no polyphony. Drawing from this, the fundamental feature of words of the second type 

is that the character’s speech is not shaped by his or her awareness of another ‘speech 

centre’. Rather, the character is ‘alive’ and ‘speaking’ in their own world: ‘Discourse 

that has become an object is, as it were itself unaware of the fact, like the person who 

goes about his business unaware that he is being watched; objectified discourse 

sounds as if it were single-voiced discourse’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 198).  

To exemplify this point, Bakhtin writes about the later work, particularly Death of Ivan 

Ilyich (1886), of the Russian author Leo Tolstoy. Tolstoy’s novels, Bakhtin continues, 

are ‘monolithically monologic’, as ‘a second autonomous voice (alongside the author’s 

voice) does not appear’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 56). We see the author introduce the ‘final 

thoughts of his dying hero, the final flicker of consciousness with its final word, directly 
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into the fabric of the story and straight from the author’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 56). There is 

no sense of unfinalisability in Ivan’s character; thus, the image of Ivan is not different 

than that of Vasili Andreevich Brekhunov’s from Master and Man (1895).  In contrast 

to Tolstoy, Dostoevsky would not have finalised his hero by depicting his death, rather, 

he would have shown the ‘crises and turning points in their lives; through the presence 

of a second voice Dostoevsky would have highlighted his hero’s self-consciousness as 

he dialogically explored these crises’(Bakhtin, 1984, p. 73, original emphases). 

Words of the Third Type: Passive Double-Voiced Words 

Stylisation  

The vital fact in ‘words of the third type’ or double-voiced words is that the sounding 

of a second voice is an essential part of the utterance. Here, the author utilises 

‘someone else’s discourse for his own purpose by inserting a new semantic intention 

into a discourse which already has, and which retains, an intention of its own’ (Bakhtin, 

1984, p. 189). Bakhtin divides the double-voiced discourse into two types: passive and 

active.  

On the one hand, in a passive double-voiced discourse the author or speaker is in 

control, and he/she uses the other’s discourse for his/her own purpose. The utterance 

of the other (character) is only allowed to be sensed or heard in the speaker’s 

discourse because their purpose requires it. On the other hand, in an active double-

voiced discourse the utterance of the other (character) actively resists the others’ 
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purpose and disputes his/her intentions, thus reshaping the meaning of the utterance. 

We will look at the interplay of active and passive discourse in the dialogue of 

Shakespeare’s female figures as active rather than passive, thus giving voices to 

supposedly silenced women who are incarcerated in private spheres of life and whose 

voices are politically absent and powerless.  

Passive Double-Voiced Discourse: ‘Unidirectional’ and ‘Varidirectional’ 

Bakhtin further divides passive double-voiced discourse into ‘unidirectional’, where 

another voice is co-opted in typically systematic service of the new discourse, and 

‘varidirectional’, where one privileged voice critiques another in a contradictory 

fashion. The distinction between the two pertains to the relationship between the 

purpose of the speaker and the purpose of the other. As the terms suggest, in 

unidirectional discourse the task of the speaker and other are the same, whereas in 

varidirectional discourse they are opposed. An example of unidirectional passive 

double-voiced discourse is stylisation. This is where the ‘styliser’ adopts the discourse 

of an earlier speaker or writer whose way of speaking or acting is seen as sufficient 

enough to achieve a certain task. What deems this a double-voiced discourse and 

words of the second type rather than a single-voiced discourse and words of the first 

type (accounting for the fact that both the speaker and the other essentially want to 

achieve the same outcome) is that, for the speaker to agree with the other’s discourse 

there must be a dialogic relation/interaction. Thus, the voice of the other must be 

heard in the utterance of the speaker. 
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For Bakhtin, a good example of stylisation is the narration of a narrator, but only when 

it ‘functions as a compositional substitute for the author’s word’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 

190). Here the author utilises the narrator’s discourse, like Belkin in The Tales of Belkin 

by Alexander Pushkin (1830),or Dostoevsky’s short stories such as A Gentle Creature 

(1876) and The Dream of a Ridiculous Man (1877), to convey his point of view. It is 

pivotal, however, to acknowledge that this type of text is still double-voiced because 

the narrator’s discourse, or voice, can never be purely objectified. This is because, for 

the author, the importance of the narrator lies ‘not only in his individual and typical 

manner of thinking, experiencing, and speaking, but above all in his manner of seeing 

and portraying: in this lies his direct function as a narrator replacing the author’ 

(Bakhtin, 1984, p. 190).  

In contrast varidirectional passive double-voiced words threaten and attack the 

words/discourse of the other. Here, the discourse of the other is tested and, after 

being found insufficient, it is challenged. One way of doing this is parody. 

Active Double-Voiced Words 

Parody 

True dialogism emerges with active double-voiced discourses such as parody. In this 

form one voice no longer dictates or contains another. Bakhtin writes that, ‘In such 

discourse, the author’s thought no longer oppressively dominates the other’s thought, 

discourse loses its composure and confidence, becomes agitated, internally undecided 

and two-faced’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 198). Additionally, it is important to acknowledge 
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that there are two forms of parody: passive and active. Passive parody is similar to 

stylisation in the sense that it allows the speaker to sense the discourse of the other. 

By contrast to stylisation, however, parody condemns the other’s discourse to ridicule 

through exaggeration. It ‘introduces into that discourse a semantic intention that is 

directly opposed to the original one’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 193). Parodic discourse 

therefore becomes a ‘battlefield’ between two voices.  

In the context of Shakespeare, a good example of this kind of ‘passive parody’ is the 

fool’s attempts to show the king the folly of his ways in King Lear. The function of the 

fool’s parody is to essentially call Lear a bitter fool, insinuating that his foolishness will 

be the cause of such bitterness and thus contradicting Lear’s voice and action.  

Furthermore, with the active double-voiced discourse, Bakhtin carries on the notion of 

parody. In this case, however, the targeted voice of the other is given equal rights and 

is allowed to resist what the parodist is doing to it; the parodist is no longer in control. 

It is vital to understand that this dialogical equality does not sever the utterance in 

two, but takes place within the original single utterance. It is also important to note 

that Bakhtin is describing opposite tendencies – one can find many gradations 

between passive and active double-voiced words. We explore the concepts of parody 

in Chapters Three and Four by examining the dialogue of Shakespeare’s cross-dressed 

heroines. 

Also, active double-voiced words are dialogised in the second sense. Bakhtin goes on 

to give examples of active double-voiced discourse, and one of them is the ‘hidden 
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polemic’ (Bakhtin, 1984, pp. 195-6). In the ‘hidden polemic’ the author or speaker’s 

discourse is partially directed at the other, but simultaneously the speaker takes a 

‘sideward glance’ at the possibly hostile answer. The speaker almost ‘cringes’ as they 

anticipate the other’s response. For example, the hero of Dostoevsky’s Poor Folk, 

Makar Devushkin, continually anticipates the answers of others. Devushkin is 

particularly anxious and conscious about what he writes in his letters to Varvara 

Dobroselova. We look at the words with a ‘sideward glance’ in The Taming of the 

Shrew in Chapter Three, and interaction between Angelo and Isabella in Measure for 

Measure (Chapter Five). 

The last type of active double-voiced discourse we will quickly discuss is ‘the word with 

a loophole’. In short,  

A loophole is the retention for oneself of the possibility for 
altering the ultimate, final meaning of one’s own words. If a 
word retains such a loophole this must inevitably be reflected 
in its structure. This potential other meaning, that is, the 
loophole left open, accompanies the word like a shadow. 
Judged by its meaning alone, the word with a loophole should 
be an ultimate word and does present itself as such. But in fact 
it is only the penultimate word and places after itself only a 
conditional, not a final period (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 233).  

In essence a word with a ‘loophole’ allows one to avoid finalisation. For example, 

Morson and Emerson (1990) note that a loophole can be detected in the Underground 

Man’s (Notes from the Underground) pathological desire for unfinalisability. They write 

that the Underground Man may come across as repentant as he condemns himself on 

several occasions. This is only done in order to provoke a contradicting view from the 
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other. More importantly, in case the other does not dispute his self-definition, ‘he 

leaves himself a loophole, so that if necessary he can say (as he often does): so you 

believe me!’ (Morson and Emerson, 1990, p. 161). In the following chapter we examine 

The Taming of the Shrew as a form of carnivalised preaching in which a number of 

conflicting discourses meet, and argue that Katherina resists finalisation by patriarchal 

discourse as her dialogues contain several examples of words with ‘loopholes’. From 

here, we look for the ‘sideward glances’ in Petruchio’s soliloquies during the ‘taming’ 

plot, which adduces an air of parody.  

The final discursive tool of analysis we will highlight here is intonation. In a nutshell, 

intonation gives dialogue/speech texture; this gives dialogue its complex layer of 

meaning and a sense of ambiguity. One way of looking at intonation is to look for 

particular forms of discourse, such as ‘inside-out’ and ‘outside-in’, within the dialogue. 

As we have already mentioned, what makes a text polyphonic is if the author and the 

hero enter a dialogic relationship, and there are different forms of power relation 

between the author and the hero. This is what determines whether the text is ‘single-

voiced’ or ‘double-voiced’. ‘Outside-in’ discourse is ‘single-voiced’ because the 

intonation within it does not allow the hero to challenge the authoritative voice of the 

author. Here the hero becomes static; he is shaped by the intonation in the 

authoritative voice as the author draws him from the outside world into his (the 

author’s) discourse. On the other hand, ‘inside-out’ discourse is more dialogical. In 

‘inside-out’ discourse, the hero is able to hold his own against the author, and one can 

find many gradations of equality between them.  
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Furthermore, for Bakhtin, a discourse is divided into genres and intonation. He 

proposes that the intonation of a voice can change dramatically depending on the 

genre within which we interpret it. An ‘outside-in’ discourse is usually associated with 

‘single-voiced’ genres such as epic and tragedy, while the ‘inside-out’ discourse is 

found in ‘double-voiced’ genres such as parody and irony; Chapters Four and Six 

develop the concepts of ‘inside-out’ and ‘outside-in’ discourse. In this thesis we look at 

intonation and how it changes when the female characters are in dialogue with 

different characters or, as mentioned in the previous chapter, what Gina Bloom 

identifies as ‘vocal flows’ (Bloom, 2007, p. 11). The following chapter observes how the 

interpretations of Kate’s final speech (5.2.142-185), Portia’s apparent pledge of 

obedience (3.2.14.21), Isabella’s declaration of women’s frailty (2.4.127–31) and 

Ganymede’s summary of the nature of women (3.2.390–7) can alter depending on the 

intonation in their dialogue. For example, in Chapter Four we examine the intonation 

in Portia’s dialogue and argue that it shifts from passive to active as the play 

progresses and not only anticipates the change of identity during the trial scene but 

also highlights the importance of power and possession. 

In order to apply Bakhtin’s theory of carnivalised literature to Shakespeare’s drama, 

some points have to be clarified, particularly his somewhat ambiguous position on 

whether drama is polyphonic or monologic by nature. After all, Bakhtin was writing 

about the Dostoevskian novel, whereas here he is being used in relation to 

Shakespeare’s drama. As mentioned earlier, this thesis considers drama as a 

polyphonic form, similar to the Bakhtinian polyphonic novel, thus, the following 
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section briefly contextualise this argument by looking at critical material on the 

subject. 

Treating Shakespeare’s Texts as Polyphonic and Carnivalised Drama 

In Rabelais and His World, Bakhtin (1968) acknowledges that Shakespeare’s drama is 

carnivalised. He states that the ‘analysis we have applied to Rabelais would also help 

us to discover the essential carnival element in the organization of Shakespeare’s 

drama’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 275). Having said that, Bakhtin’s work is also peppered with 

statements affirming that drama (including Shakespeare) – regardless of its dialogic 

structure – is monologic. On the one hand, in his later work, Problems of Dostoevsky’s 

Poetics(1984),21Bakhtin write that the ‘rejoinders in a dramatic dialogue do not rip 

apart the represented world, do not make it multi-leveled [sic]’ – it only encompasses 

the hero’s world vision (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 17):  

certain elements, embryonic rudiments, early buddings of 
polyphony can indeed be detected in the dramas of 
Shakespeare. Shakespeare, along with Rabelais … but to speak 
of a fully formed and deliberate polyphonic quality in 
Shakespeare’s drama is in our opinion simply impossible 
(Bakhtin, 1984, pp. 33-4).22 

                                                      

21
 The book was first published as Problems of Dostoevsky’s Creation (1929) and was later renamed Problems of 

Dostoevsky’s Poetics(1963) for the second, considerably revised and enlarged, edition, which was later edited and 
translated into English in 1984 by Caryl Emerson and Wayne C. Booth. Moreover, the first edition (1929)contains 
nothing about Menippean satire and the carnivalesque but devotes a chapter to Dostoevsky's relation to the 
adventure novel. In the second edition the discussion of polyphony is changed only in details. 

22
 For a disputed support of Bakhtin’s view on the issue of drama as being necessarily monologic, see Caryl Emerson 

and Gary Saul Morson, Mikhail Bakhtin: Creation of a Prosaics (Stanford: Stanford University Press,1990), pp. 148–9. 
The authors also dismiss Bakhtin’s work on Rabelais as an aberration in the author’s canon. For a criticism of 
Morson and Emerson’s ideas concerning this subject, see Anthony Wall and Clive Thomson, ‘Cleaning up Bakhtin’s 
Carnival Act’, Diacritics(1993), 23 (2), pp.47–68. 
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Emerson and Booth give three precise reasons for this. Firstly, that in its very nature 

drama is alien to genuine polyphony and this is because, even though ‘drama may be 

multi-leveled[sic] ... it cannot contain multiple worlds; it permits only one, and not 

several, systems of measurement’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 34, original emphasis). Thus, 

secondly, Shakespeare’s drama only allows the presence of one dominant voice or 

world-view, that of the hero, while polyphony requires fully valid multiple voices 

within a single piece of work. Thirdly, ‘the voices in Shakespeare are not points of view 

on the world to the degree they are in Dostoevsky; Shakespearean characters are not 

ideologists in the full sense of the word’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 34). Bakhtin, however, also 

quotes A. V.Lunacharsky. Lunacharsky agrees with Bakhtin in regarding Dostoevsky’s 

work as multivoiced but also focuses his discussion on Dostoevsky’s predecessors, 

particularly Shakespeare. He writes that Shakespeare possessed the ability to create a 

great variety of individual quasi-independent voices; this approach is developed in this 

thesis. 

One the other hand, judging by his writings in The Dialogic Imagination, Bakhtin’s idea 

of a monolithic drama seems to refer to classical theatre rather than Shakespeare’s. He 

had already made it clear, albeit in a footnote, that what he had earlier described as ‘a 

single world and a single unitary language’ can be found only in ‘pure classical drama’. 

In his book, Dialogue, Peter Womack (2011) delineates what Bakhtin means by ‘pure 

drama’: ‘it is “pure” drama when there is no admixture of authorial intonation at all, 

when the poet in propria persona is completely silent’ (Womack, 2011, p. 85, original 

emphases). Immediately after the footnote, however, Bakhtin admits that ‘comedy [to 

a certain extent] is an exception to this’; meanwhile, in the same footnote, he affirms 
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that ‘Contemporary realistic social drama may, of course, be heteroglot and multi-

languaged’ (Bakhtin, 1981,p. 405). 

In light of this, Marvin Carlson (1992) questions Bakhtin’s awareness of what 

constitutes drama. Carlson suggests that Bakhtin’s conception of monologic drama is 

largely determined by classical tragedy by looking back to Hegel and the German 

romantic tradition. To begin with, Carlson continues, it is by no means certain that high 

tragedy is monologic; even if it were so, ‘there is clearly a vast range of drama that falls 

outside this genre, much of it as disruptive of the represented world as anything in the 

novelistic tradition’. He points in particular to the historical significance of comedy and 

parody within the dramatic tradition – another important challenge since comedy and 

parody are, for Bakhtin, ancient forms of dialogism. Renaissance drama, for example, is 

full of examples of dialogic parody which can ‘subvert the dramatic world from within 

by direct challenge to the unity of its dominant voice’, featuring stock figures such as 

clowns, whose ‘central function is to provide just this sort of alternative voice within 

the structure of the drama’ (Carlson, 1992, p. 315). Drawing from this, the question 

here is: is one justified in interpreting the dramatic genre as dialogic, just like the 

polyphonic novel? Although in several places throughout Bakhtin’s work we find 

scattered references to dramatic text, it would seem ‘we never find (unless it is in 

unpublished material) the confrontation we await, between the novel and drama’ 

(Todorov, 1988, p. 90).  

Regardless of this, Bakhtin’s controversial vision of drama has been the subject of 

numerous recent analyses, which acknowledge the dramatic genre as being a 
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dialogical system.23 IlkkaJoki (1993) makes a particularly interesting contribution to the 

argument. By examining Bakhtin’s occasional statements on drama, in which 

Shakespeare’s name frequently appears, he develops Bakhtin’s theory and applies it to 

contemporary drama. Joki (1993) also takes into account one of Bakhtin’s later articles 

(1970), Response to a Question from the Novy Mir Editorial Staff, which was translated 

by Vern W. McGee and edited by Emerson and Holquist in 1986 (see Bakhtin, 1986). 

This article is particularly noteworthy because Bakhtin echoes his early propositions in 

which, as Joki puts it, ‘he is willing to admit that Shakespeare was Rabelais’ equal, if 

not superior, in the transmission of the dialogized heteroglossia based on the demotic’ 

(Joki, 1993, p. 61). Joki (1993) is particularly drawn to Bakhtin’s observations regarding 

Shakespeare’s contributions to introducing the ‘semantic treasures … hidden in the 

language’, which ‘before Shakespeare had not entered literature, in the diverse genres 

and forms of speech communication’ (Bakhtin, 1970 as cited in Joki, 1993, p. 11). It is 

also noteworthy that, in the same piece of writing, Joki points out that, according to 

Bakhtin, Shakespeare, in awakening ‘the semantic possibilities’ of a vast cultural 

legacy, has voiced the ‘accumulat[ing] forms of seeing and interpreting particular 

aspect[s] of the world’. This in turn would certainly align Shakespeare’s plays more 

with the Bakhtinian notion of polyphony rather than with what he called monologic 

drama (Joki, 1993, p. 5).  

                                                      

23
See, for instance, Michael D. Bristol, Carnival and Theater: Plebeian Culture and the Structure of Authority in 

Renaissance England(New York and London: Methuen, 1989), and Michael D. Bristol, ‘Charivari and the Comedy of 
Abjection in Othello, ’in True Rites and Maimed Rites: Ritual and Anti-Ritual in Shakespeare and His Age, ed. by 
Linda Woodbridge and Edward Berry (Urbana and Chicago University of Illinois Press, 1991). Also, Ilkka Joki, ‘David 
Mamet's Drama: the Dialogicity of Grotesque Realism,’ in Bakhtin: Carnival and Other Subjects, Selected Papers 
from the Fifth International Bakhtin Conference, University of Manchester, ed. by David Shepherd  (Amsterdam and 
Atlanta: Rodopi B.V. Editions, 1993), pp. 80–98, and Ronald Knowles, Shakespeare and Carnival: After 
Bakhtin(London: Macmillan Press, 1998). 
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Furthermore, as I mentioned in the previous chapter, Ronald Knowles’s (1998) 

influential collection of essays has considerably expanded the possibilities of applying 

Bakhtin’s philosophy of carnival to Shakespeare’s plays. Indeed, the 1990s saw the 

rereading and reconsideration of a wide range of Shakespeare’s plays such as several 

of the Henry plays, The Merry Wives of Windsor and Romeo and Juliet to name but a 

few. Several Shakespearean scholars base their research on the argument that Bakhtin 

himself actually encouraged the application of carnivalisation to Shakespeare: 

The logic of crownings and uncrownings, in direct or indirect 
form, organizes the serious elements also. And first of all this 
'belief in the possibility of a complete exit from the present 
order of this life' determines Shakespeare's fearless, sober (yet 
not cynical) realism and absence of dogmatism. This pathos of 
radical changes and renewals is the essence of Shakespeare's 
world consciousness ... Shakespeare's drama has many outward 
carnivalesque aspects: images of the material bodily lower 
stratum, of ambivalent obscenities, and popular banquet 
scenes (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 275). 

Without a fully developed Bakhtinian theory on drama, the quote above has been 

employed, on several occasions (as I have here) as a guide to a reinterpretation of not 

only the Shakespearean world but also to drama in general.24 

For example, even though Bakhtin is not explicitly mentioned, C. P. Castagno (2001), in 

New Playwriting Strategies, argues for a new (although American) playwriting 

aesthetic: a dialogic, language-based theatre that seeks to escape theatrical 

orthodoxies dating back to Aristotle’s Poetics conflict, in other words, a central 

                                                      

24
See Paul C. Castagno, New Playwriting Strategies: A Language-Based Approach to Playwriting(London: Routledge, 

2001) and Max Harris, The Dialogical Theatre: Dramatizations of the Conquest of Mexico and the Question of the 
Other(London: Macmillan, 1993). 
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protagonist and character-specific dialogue. Instead he argues for language-based 

theatre – language being the dominant force in shaping characters, action, theme and 

so on. Within this conception, dialogism is the driving force.  

In The Dialogical Theatre: Dramatizations of the Conquest of Mexico and the Question 

of the Other, Max Harris (1993) also takes an alternative approach to Castagno’s. 

Whereas Castagno focuses on the ‘internal’ strategies of a play’s construction – as 

does Bakhtin – Harris notes the process of developing the dramatic text towards 

performance. He argues that the creation of a text can be monologic, but the 

processes of rehearsal, staging and performance cannot be monologic: 

For playwrights, unlike novelists, relinquish control of their 
texts once they surrender them for performance. Novelists, 
despite the freedom they may grant their characters to speak a 
variety of alien languages or to take their authors by surprise, 
still in the end write the characters’ speeches and deliver those 
words to the reader in a fixed form. The playwright’s words 
(and those of her characters), by contrast, are refracted 
through the interpretative medium of a company of actors and 
their director. Whatever dialogue may or may not be in the text 
itself, there is inherent in the theatrical process of transferring 
script to stage a series of dialogues between the many 
independent, living voices involved in writing and production 
(Harris, 1993, p. 13). 

The quote above outlines the sense in which Harris claims theatre to be polyphonic – 

the inter-animation of different ‘voices’ with the dramatic text and each other (also 

mentioning audience, though as a secondary consideration), and the life of the play 

beyond its initial performance. In this sense, it is not only the text that is dialogic but 

also the institution of theatre. 
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Despite his contradictory view of Shakespeare’s drama, in Speech Genre and Other 

Late Essays (1986) Bakhtin states that ‘after Shakespeare, everything in drama became 

trivial’. He adds that Shakespeare’s heroes (the ones he earlier saw as monolithic) can 

be viewed as being subjected to ‘all reality that affects [them] into the semantic 

context of their actions, thoughts, and experiences: either they are actually words (the 

words of witches, of a father’s ghost, and so forth) or they are events and 

circumstances translated into the language of the interpretative potential word’ 

(Bakhtin, 1986, p. 171, 164). 

Before we end this chapter, the next few paragraphs briefly return to the issue of 

genre, which we touched on in the previous chapter and in the discussion above. In 

Chapter One we delineated that the seven plays analysed in this thesis include 

comedies, festive comedies, and tragedies. As twentieth century literary criticism has 

been preoccupied with producing descriptive analyses of the kinds of play Shakespeare 

wrote, at first it may seem problematic to apply Bakhtin’s theory of folk humour to 

Shakespeare’s tragedies (see Barber, 1959; Frye 1957; Snyder, 1979).It is important to 

acknowledge, however, that there has been a shift in our understanding of the 

concept of genre since the Romantic movement. Departing from Aristotelian heritage, 

‘instead of emphasizing the distinction between kind and kind, [post-Romantic genre 

theorists are] interested in finding common denominators of a kind, its shared literary 

devices and literary purposes’ (Wellek and Warren, 1977, p. 235). Thus, whereas genre 

in modern theory is primarily an issue of focusing upon major stabilisers in literary 

expression, pre-Romantic genres were more flexible (see Brooke, 1979; Danson, 2000; 

Guneratne, 2011).  
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Recent interpretations and productions of Shakespeare’s plays foreground several 

potential crossing points between the comic and tragic genres. For example, Peter 

Hall’s recent (1958) production of Twelfth Night ‘sought for and found the “dark side”’ 

of the comedy (Gay, 1994, p. 23). Hall’s Twelfth Night became a serious and dark play, 

lacking the sense of a light festive comedy, in which Malvolio was presented as a tragic 

figure, no longer the indispensable killjoy character of festive comedy. Feste the clown, 

the ultimate representative of festive culture and comic entertainment, also 

performed a tragic role in Hall’s production. 

In addition, Nicolas Brooke (1979)argues that the look of misery can also give rise to 

highly comical moments, as the feeling of pity mingles in ‘the ambiguous aura in which 

one may or may not laugh, but must perceive the laughter in the horror or vice versa’ 

(Brooke, 1979, p. 61).  To explicate his point he looks at Lear, an old man with his hair 

dishevelled, raging in and with the storm; without our awareness of what has 

happened to him and without hearing his words, could seem like just a mad old man, 

helplessly comic in appearance. Indeed, in Rabelais and His World, Bakhtin 

suggestively intimates the carnivalesque nature of Shakespeare’s tragedies: 

In world literature there are certain works in which the two 
aspects, seriousness and laughter, coexist and reflect each 
other, and are indeed whole aspects, not separate serious and 
comic images as in the usual modern drama. A striking example 
is Euripides’ Alcestis in which tragedy is combined with the 
satyric drama (which apparently becomes the fourth drama). 
But the most important works in this category are, of course, 
Shakespeare’s tragedies (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 121). 
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Unfortunately, Bakhtin abandons his analysis of Shakespeare’s tragedies after this 

paragraph and hardly broaches the topic again in his lengthy study of carnival. Perhaps 

this is why, while the body of carnival discussion on the comedies is extensive, the 

body of carnival discussion on the tragedies appears underemphasised. Scholars such 

as Roger Pooley (2006) write that, despite the excessive research on early modern 

comedy, critics have an affinity for tragedy, and that ‘Bakhtin’s call for a history of 

laughter has remained, if not unanswered, still drowned out by the continued interest 

in the history and theory of tragedy’ (Pooley, 2006, pp. 6-7). 

Having said that, in recent years there has been a substantial amount of work on comic 

structures found in Shakespeare’s tragedies. Most notably, Susan Snyder’s (1979)study 

on the intersection of comedy and tragedy focuses on traditional qualities of romantic 

comedies and how Romeo and Juliet and Othello divert ‘a well-developed comic 

movement ... into tragedy by mischance’ (Snyder, 1979, p. 1). Nevertheless, the 

carnival elements in the tragedies and the comedies, such as the reversal of hierarchy, 

anarchy and grotesque imagery, are left relatively understudied. Similarly, in his 

discussion of class, carnival and comedy, Robert Weimann (1978)underplays the 

dangers of carnival, or it’s ‘Dioynisiac potential’. Weimann argues that carnival 

permeates comedy with a ‘sense of freedom from the burden of the ruling ideologies 

and concepts of honor, love, ambition, and revenge’ (Weimann, 1978, p. 159). 

Developing the work of C. L. Barber (1959), Naomi Liebler (1995) explores the festive 

nature of tragedy and proposes to reveal a ‘broader, deeper and more complex 

[relationship] than the one Barber intended for comedy’ (Liebler, 1995, p. 2). She 
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locates the festive nature of tragedy in the crisis of communities, and asserts that the 

drama investigates means for a solution and a recompense in which the protagonist 

acts as ‘both priest and pharmakos, victim and villain, actor and acted upon, in the 

reciprocal relations of a community and its individual members’ (Liebler, 1995, p. 35). 

Thus, the hero develops a paradoxical relationship with the community he embodies, 

as he is both threatening and nurturing.25 For all the studies that discuss carnival and 

tragedy, however, not one touches on the dialogic exchange between Shakespeare’s 

tragic men and women, or the female voice. Building on the foundations provided by 

the likes of Weimann (1978), Snyder (1979)and Liebler (1995), we argue that utilising 

Bakhtin’s idea of carnival to observe Shakespeare’s tragedies not only broadens our 

scope of analysing the overlapping of the tragic and comic genres in Shakespeare, but 

also offers an alternative epistemological lens for looking at the tragic female leads. 

Chapter Six intends to build on Bakhtin’s curiously unexplored comment by analysing 

the complex relationship between violence and laughter, as we observe the fusion of 

the comic and horrifying through a grotesque lens in Macbeth and Othello.   

As we have already discussed above and in the previous chapter, taking a Bakhtinian 

approach to Shakespeare’s plays allows us to look beyond the authorial voice and 

observe the multivocality within a single text. In what follows, using the polyphonic 

analytical tools discussed in this chapter – such as double/single-voiced discourse and 

active/passive parody – as guides, we set Bakhtin and Shakespeare in critical dialogue 

                                                      

25
 For a discussion of the dual nature of carnival, see Michael D. Bristol’s discussion on Hamlet and Richard Wilson’s 

work on the carnivalised discourse of the flesh in Julius Caesar. Also see  Michael D. Bristol, ‘Funeral bak'd-meat’: 
Carnival and the Carnivalesque in Hamlet, in Hamlet: Case Studies in Contemporary Criticism, ed. by Susanne L. 
Wofford(Boston: St. Martin's, 1994), pp. 348-67, Roger Pooley, ‘“The Kingdom of God is between you”: Bakhtin and 
the Christian Reader’,The Glass (2006),18 (1), pp. 4-12, and Richard Wilson, “‘Is This A Holiday?”: Shakespeare's 
Roman Carnival’,English Literary History (1987),54 (1), pp. 31-44. 
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with each other, focusing on how they feed into the observation of the female voice in 

Shakespeare. We appropriate a form of Bakhtinian discourse analysis, but one in which 

chronotope, both physical and metaphorical, features in the analysis. In doing so, the 

aim is to re-think our recent approaches to interpreting Shakespeare by bringing 

dialogue to the foreground.  
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Chapter Three: Carnivalised Dialogue in The Taming of the Shrew 

In Chapters One and Two, we outlined that the primary purpose of this thesis is to 

examine the linguistic (polyphonic) discursive devices found in Shakespeare’s texts. 

Therefore, rather than focus on features associated with carnival such as thrashing, 

bodily degradation, physical violence, curse and abuse, we explore the carnivalesque 

characteristics such as chronotopic shifts, the ‘hidden dialogue’ and ‘words with a 

loophole’ found in the dialogue of The Taming of the Shrew(The Shrew). By doing this 

we suggest an alternative approach for looking at carnival, as we describe how the 

depiction of carnival in the play is not simply spatial and temporal, but that, through 

the polyphonic discursive devices and chronotopic shifts found in the text, it extends 

beyond temporal and spatial borders. More precisely, this concentration on polyphonic 

discursive devices lets us look beyond The Shrew’s supposedly misogynistic themes 

and unlocks the multiple voices within the text, particularly the female voice. In order 

to do this, it will be useful to start this chapter with a discussion on the representation 

of space in the play. Additionally, to underscore the multi-vocality in the text of The 

Shrew, this chapter also refer to excerpts from the anonymous text The Taming of A 

Shrew, which supplements my argument on analysing The Shrew as a carnivalised 

piece of work.26 

                                                      

26
 We know that an anonymous play entitled A Pleasant Conceited Historie, called The taming of a Shrew made its 

first appearance in the Stationers’ Register in 1594 and that a further two editions were published in 1596 and in 
1607. Shakespeare’s text of The Taming of the Shrew, as we know it, made its first appearance in 1623 with the 
publication of the First Folio, see Wells, S. and Taylor, G. William Shakespeare: A Textual Companion  (London and 
New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1997). From here onwards the play’s title will be shortened to A Shrew. 
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The existence of A Shrew has divided the cohort of Shakespeare scholars who have 

tried to establish a relationship between the two plays and establish their authorship. 

There are currently several views on the matter: firstly, some critics hold A Shrew as 

themain source of Shakespeare’s texts (see Bullough, 1957; Chambers, 1930; Sams 

1986); secondly, some argue that A Shrew is derived  from The Shrew and is a ‘bad’ 

Quarto of the First Folio printed in 1623 (Alexander, 1969; Hibbard, 1968); thirdly, 

some believe that both plays have a common source, which is an early ‘lost original’ by 

Shakespeare (see Duthie, 1943; Greg 1955; Wells and Taylor, 1997). All these critical 

arguments are aspects of a long-term dispute over the relationship between the two 

plays. None is likely to prove conclusive, however. Some argue that, ‘Unless new, 

external evidence comes to light, the relationship between The Shrew and A Shrew can 

never be decided beyond a peradventure’ (Morris, 1981, p. 45). Indeed some critics 

have preferred to leave this difficult matter open. J. W. Shroeder, for instance, who is 

one of the most recent critics to support the earlier view that A Shrew was the source 

for The Shrew, decided after arguing his case that this long debate ‘ought in fairness to 

be kept open and alive’ (Shroeder, 1958, p. 443). 

In terms of the evidence we have so far concerning the relationship between the two 

texts, all one can positively say about the connection between them is that their 

resemblance suggests that one is the source of the other. In this thesis, I treat A Shrew 

and Shakespeare’s The Shrew as two different versions of shrew-taming folktales.27 As 

                                                      

27
 Shrew-taming stories were not new when Shakespeare was writing - he drew upon a folktale tradition later 

detailed by Jan Harold Brunvand (1993). This tradition, regarding Aarne-Thompson's tale type 901, Brunvand shows, 
was not limited to England but spanned all of Europe as well as parts of Russia, Persia, and India, though no known 
version of the folktale precisely lines up with Shakespeare’s story (or the anonymous A Shrew, for that matter). See 
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I analyse the play’s carnivalesque mood in more detail I hope to delineate that the 

difference between the two texts is more profound than it first appears. For instance, 

despite the various similarities between the plays, looking at Shakespeare through a 

Bakhtinian lens underscores the absence of the active double-voiced dialogue in A 

Shrew. 

Chronotopic Shifts and the Representation of Space 

We discussed in the previous chapter how Bakhtin (1981) employs the term 

‘chronotope’ as an analogy to Einstein’s theory of relativity. Bakhtin remarks that 

‘Time, as it were, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible; likewise space 

becomes charged and responsive to its movements of time, plot and history’ (Bakhtin, 

1981, p. 84).28In accord with this, one could argue that the chronotopic shifts 

introduced in The Shrew make time and space visible to the playgoers in the audience. 

In the section below, we argue that there are three palpable chronotopic shifts during 

the play, each of which offers an alternative perspective for looking at the Induction in 

the play.  

The Induction in itself is an unusual feature in Shakespeare’s plays, which leaves it 

open to questioning: is it simply a device to introduce a full five-act play, or an integral 

part of the play’s structure? There is no definitive answer to this question, as Stanley 

Wells(1980) writes: ‘We cannot be certain whether the episodes involving Christopher 

                                                                                                                                                            
Jan Harold. Brunvand, The Taming of the Shrew: A Comparative Study of Oral and Literary Versions (London: 
Garland Publishing, 1991). 

28
 For more detailed discussion on chronotopes and the ‘thickening’ of time, see Glossary, pp. 35-39 in Chapter Two 

and pp. 116-17 in Chapter Four. 
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Sly form a framework enveloping the main action, or whether that action emerges 

from them ... But in any case, there is undoubtedly a relationship between these 

episodes and the play proper’(Wells, 1980, p. 56).  For example, if we examine 

Inductions from other Elizabethan plays, the Induction is a self-contained piece of 

writing, which is used as a device to introduce a given play to the audience. This is not 

the case with The Shrew. The Sly plot does not follow the same pattern as other plays 

from the Elizabethan period. This is because, in the 1623 First Folio, there are no 

explicit lines or characters that establish the fictional world the audience is about to 

see (see Wells, 1980). Indeed, the Sly plot was not recognised as an Induction until 

Pope’s edition of The Shrew in 1725, although from then on the designation of the Sly 

scenes as an Induction occurs in most major editions of the play. 

Additionally, in contrast to the inductions that appear in Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair, or 

in Beaumont’s The Knight of the Burning Pestle,29 in The Shrew the characters of the 

Induction are in a private residence. In contrast, the ‘Presenters’ in The Knight of the 

Burning Pestle, for instance, are in the playhouse and their function is clearly to 

introduce the play. In The Shrew this function is not clear; certainly, until the Lord 

addresses the company of players, ‘I have some sport in hand / Wherein your cunning 

can assist me much’, we have no clue that the practical joke on Sly is a play 

(Induction.2.90-91).  

                                                      

29
The Knight of the Burning Pestle is one of Francis Beaumont’s plays. It was first performed in 1607 and first 

published in a quarto in 1613. 
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The second scene of the Induction follows with Sly waking up in ‘his’ opulent chamber 

and, after much convening of his lordly status, he is keen to immediately go to bed 

with his wife: ‘Madam, undress you and come now to bed’ (2.114). After ‘her’ refusal 

to comply with his demand ‘for a night or two’ on medical grounds, the Sly story is 

redirected as we see the characters of the Induction transform into spectators when 

the players begin to perform a ‘kind of history’ on ‘household stuff’(2.116, 136–7). 

Contrastingly, in A Shrew, although the inner play is introduced at the same point, the 

Slie plot and the inner play continually interweave, creating what many argue is a more 

single and complete piece of text than that of Shakespeare (see Alexander, 1969; 

Hosley, 1961; Morris, 1981).30  Therefore, the Sly scenes from The Shrew are more 

ambiguous in their connection to the main play, and the open-ends of the Induction 

are characteristics of a polyphonic text.     

There is no absolute answer, for the function of the Induction, but one can propose 

that the metadramatic structure is a key feature of the play’s carnivalesque mode. For 

instance, Chapter Two explicated that a pivotal factor of carnival is that it is a collective 

experience, as the rejection ‘of the individual is affirmation of the collective for 

Bakhtin, for grotesque laughter mocks the individual in the knowledge that the 

collective will survive’ (Longstaffe, 1998, p. 28). Thus, rather than see the Sly 

framework as a feature that establishes a critical distance between the inner play and 

the audience, when viewed in context of a chronotopic shift, here, I suggest that it 

                                                      

30
 Brian Morris (1981) argues that The Shrew once had a ‘round-off’ Sly scene, and that one of the possible reasons 

for its disintegration was due to practical necessities, in other words, the maximum number of characters required 
to fit a small company onto the stage. Others, such as Richard Hosley (1961), pose the question that, if indeed a 
large cast and stage incompatibility was one of the reasons for the disappearance of the missing Sly scene at the 
end of the play, would it not have been easier for Shakespeare to simply erase the whole Sly framework? 
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incorporates the audience into the play as they become a part of the Lord’s practical 

joke on Sly and watch the staging of the shrew taming.  

For instance, the tinker’s silence after Act 1 Scene 2 and the change in scenery 

followed by the entrance of Lucentio and Traniocan be seen as a device used to initiate 

a chronotopic shift, which is experienced not only by the characters, but also by the 

audience. Thus, the theatre almost becomes a collective carnivalesque experience and 

the joke is not only on Sly but also on those in the contemporary audience who see 

Petruchio’s ‘taming school’ as a lesson for married men and propagate the submission 

and silencing of women. After all, Sly is only convinced about his lordship after the 

Page (disguised as Sly’s wife) displays wifely submission: 

My husband and my lord, my lord and husband, 
I am your wife in all obedience. 

(Induction.2.103–4) 

Furthermore, apart from the play-within-a-play, another metadramatic feature of the 

inner play is that, like the Sly plot, everything in the play, including Kate’s submission, 

seems deliberately artificial or rather theatrical. Starting from the Sly framework, 

Shakespeare creates further layering of theatrical illusions as the play unfolds. For 

instance, we often see groups of characters standing aside and watching another 

group performing (see Thompson, 1984). 

A second shift in space and time is not able towards the end of the wedding scene. The 

play goes through another chronotopic shift: the audience experience another change 
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in space and time as the bride and groom travel from Padua to the latter’s home, 

where the second phase of Petruchio’s plan is put into action. Essentially, this second 

change in place and time presents us with a play-within-a-play-within-a-play. 

Additionally, one could argue that the newlyweds move away from the carnival in 

Padua to a separate space, which represents ‘everyday life’. For example, one could 

argue that a mundane atmosphere predominates in Padua until the arrival of Lucentio 

and Tranio. To the despair of Bianca’s suitors, she is locked in, and deprived of being 

freely courted: ‘Why will you mew her up, / Signor Baptista’ (1.1.88–9). The newly 

arrived Lucentio soon realises how sad the situation is: ‘Ah, Tranio, what a cruel 

father’s he’ (1.2.184). If Bianca and her suitors are unhappy, the hopeless Baptista has 

even more reason to be discontented. Having two daughters to give in marriage but 

without any prospect of being able to perform his patriarchal duty, he laments: ‘Was 

ever gentleman thus grieved as I?’ (2.1.37). Tranio and Lucentio provoke the rise of the 

carnival spirit as they are the first ones to start the carnivalesque masquerade. Like the 

Lord of the Induction, Lucentio uncrownes himself by crowning Tranio and enabling his 

servant to take his position as the master. Like the Lord of the Induction, he promotes 

a carnivalesque misalliance. From now on during this carnivalesque period he is the 

humble man, while Tranio impersonates the master (Lucentio): ‘Thou shalt be master, 

Tranio, in my stead’ (1.1.201). This carnivalesque masquerade will take over the 

Paduan scenario. So, we have: Tranio disguised as Lucentio; Hortensio disguised as 

Litio, a man from Mantua ‘Cunning in music and the mathematics’ [2.1.56]); and 

Lucentio, who in the first instance was disguised as Tranio, now as Cambio, a ‘young 

scholar that hath been long studying at Rheims, as cunning in Greek, Latin and other 
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languages’ [2.1.79–81]). This is accompanied by a highly abusive wedding ceremony 

and a feast. 

Petruchio refuses to participate in the celebrations, however, and the newlyweds 

move from a time and space where, opposed to the feasting and excesses in Padua, 

there is starvation and forced vigil. Yet a sense of carnival continues beyond the 

borders of Padua, not only through Petruchio’s abusive behaviours towards his 

servants but also through carnivalesque verbal exchanges between him and Kate. As 

we see in a later section, The Shrew goes through a third and final spatial shift, which is 

introduced in the inner play when Kate and Petruchio return to Padua in Act 5. 

Our analysis of the Induction through a chronotopic lens to understand space and time 

has revealed a sense of interconnectedness. This interconnection places the 

audience/reader within a collective carnival, which goes beyond the norms of thematic 

representations of carnival. One of the implications of this collectively is that laughter 

in The Shrew is not simply a release. Rather, it is a collective experience, in the process 

of which the audience/reader not only laughs at the target but also at themselves.31A 

chronotopic approach also supplements the argument for interpreting the Induction of 

The Shrew as an integral feature that enhances the carnival atmosphere and the 

theatricality of the inner play.  

                                                      

31
For more on Bakhtin’s idea of carnival laughter and a discussion on the types of discourse found in a text see 

Chapter Two, pp. 2—42 and  pp. 50-58. 
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Rather than specifically focus on the temporal and special carnival anarchy in The 

Shrew, as contemporary criticism has, we explore the carnivalesque dialogue of the 

play, particularly Petruchio’s ‘taming plot’. For instance, the taming plot foregrounds 

carnival characteristics such as abusive language, bodily degradation and thrashing. 

However, in the section below, we look at how the discursive devices explicated in the 

previous chapter, such as ‘passive parody’ and the ‘sideward glance’, reveal a 

carnivalesque linguistic battle of ideas.   

The Carnivalised Taming Plot and the ‘Sideward Glance’ 

A significant difference between The Shrew and other Shakespearean comedies is the 

placement of a wedding in Act 1 rather than in Act 5 (see Pendlebury, 1975). Under a 

dialogic paradigm, one can argue that The Shrew questions the institution of marriage 

though exaggerated parody as the female leads each gain a voice.32‘Petruchio’s 

school’, as we are going to see, will not be of as much help to the other men as Kate’s 

apparent taming might suggest. This can be seen in Bianca and the Widow’s response 

to Kate’s demonstration of submission:  

WIDOW: Lord, let me never have a cause to sigh 
Till I be brought to such a silly pass. 

BIANCA: Fie, what a foolish duty call you this?  

(5.2.129–30, 31)   

                                                      

32
Smith makes a somewhat similar argument in her essay. She proposes that the play’s performance of marriage 

actually allowed the Elizabethan audience to re-think the meanings of marriage, in turn, contributing to gradual 
social change; see Amy L. Smith, ‘Performing Marriage with a Difference: Wooing, Wedding, and the Bedding in The 
Taming of the Shrew’, Comparative Drama (2002), 36 (3), pp. 289-320. 
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More importantly, through a Bakhtinian reading, one can argue that the whole taming 

scenario is potentially an act. Not only because the chronotopic shift after the 

Induction takes us to a place ‘betwixt and between’, where a holiday ‘communitas’ 

plays a practical joke on a drunkard, but also because the polyphonic discursive devices 

found in the play’s dialogue, such as the ‘sideward glance’, generates an air of 

ambiguity.  

For instance, the ‘sideward glance’ is part of what Bakhtin calls the ‘hidden polemic’, 

an active double-voiced discourse.33 In a hidden polemic dialogue, similar to the words 

of the ‘first type’, the speaker’s discourse (in this case Petruchio) is directed at its 

referential object (in this case Kate). What makes this interaction double-voiced is that 

the speaker (Petruchio) seems to, as Bakhtin calls it, ‘cringe’ in the presence of a 

listener’s (Kate) words – they take a ‘sideward glance’ and anticipate a possible hostile 

reply.34The speaker responds to this anticipated answer by striking ‘a polemical blow ... 

at the other’s discourse on the same theme’(in this case the subject of Kate and 

Petruchio’s marriage), thus, making the interaction between Kate and Petruchio 

dialogic (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 195).As we see in the analysis below, there are not only two 

voices detectable in the text (as with single-voiced words), but that the two voices are 

capable of interacting and actively influencing one another’s speech. 

                                                      

33
For more on the ‘hidden polemic’ and words of the ‘first type’, see Chapter Two p. 49.  

34
For Bakhtin’s discussion of Dostoevsky and the ‘sideward glance’ see Chapter Two, page pp. 54-6. 
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Here, I employ the ‘sideward glance’ to specifically review the interaction between 

Kate and Petruchio, starting from their first meeting in Act 2 Scene 1 up to the 

infamous sun and moon scenario in Act 4 Scene 5. I observe how the ‘sideward 

glance’s’ unbalancing function allows us to look at the female voice as it celebrates the 

coexistence of multiple contending voices, and prevents any one doctrine from 

dominating others, thus ultimately enhancing the theatricality of the whole taming 

process.  

When the dowry has been settled between Baptista and Petruchio: ‘ – After my death, 

the one half of my lands, / And in possession twenty thousand crowns’ (2.1.120–1) – 

the former warns the latter to be ‘armed for some unhappy words’ (2.1.138). 

Hortensio (disguised as the musician Licio) furthers Baptista’s warning by retelling his 

encounter with Kate: 

BAPTISTA: Why then, thou canst not break her to the lute? 

HORTENSIO: Why no, for she hath broken the lute to me. 
I did but tell her she mistook her frets  
And bowed her hand to teach her fingering 
....  
And with that word she struck me on the head,  
And through the instrument my pate made way, 
....she did call me ‘rascal’, ‘fiddler’,  
And ‘twangling Jack’, with twenty such vile terms, 
As she had studied to misuse me so. 

(2.1.146–58, emphases added) 

Baptista asks Hortensio if he will be able to ‘break’, or tame, Kate into playing the lute. 

Hortensio, however, turns Baptista’s taming metaphor into something far more 
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sexually suggestive (see Hodgdon, 2010, p. 201). According to the OED, apart from 

referring to a musical instrument, ‘lute’ is also a claylike paste, which is used to seal an 

orifice or joint. Peter Stallybrass points out that the patriarchal construction of women 

as tenuously held property involves the fear of a specifically female ‘openness’ at such 

sites as the mouth (Stallybrass, 1986). Coppelia Kahn (1993)supports this argument 

about the root of such fear in an essay discussing how images of the open female 

orifices connected to perceiving women as sexually promiscuous and leaky vessels. 

Viewed from this perspective, one can interpret Hortensio’s teaching of the lute as an 

attempt to school or finalise Kate’s speech by ‘sealing’ her mouth. In contrast to the 

Kate in A Shrew who, according to the stage directions (‘She offers to strike him with 

the lute’), merely threatens to strike Valeria, in true carnivalesque fashion The Shrew 

takes it a step further and Kate reacts with not only physical violence by actually 

breaking the lute but also with verbal abuse by insulting Hortensio ‘with twenty vile 

terms’. Hortensio and Baptista’s cautioning, however, only seems to ignite Petruchio’s 

ambition to tame Kate as he links her uncontrollable tongue with her sexual appetite: 

‘Now, by world, it is a lusty wench; / I love her ten times more than e’er I did’ (2.1.159–

160).  

As soon as Petruchio makes up his mind to tame Kate, the first ‘sideward glance’ in the 

taming plot is presented in the form of a soliloquy, which is not present in A Shrew, as 

Petruchio is left alone on stage to await Kate: 
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I'll attend her here, 
And woo her with some spirit when she comes. 
Say that she rail, why then I'll tell her plain 
She sings as sweetly as a nightingale; 
Say that she frown, I'll say she looks as clear 
As morning roses newly washed with dew; 
Say she be mute and will not speak a word, 
Then I'll commend her volubility  
And say she uttereth piercing eloquence. 
If she do bid me pack, I'll give her thanks 
As though she bid me stay by her a week; 
If she deny to wed, I'll crave the day 
When I shall ask the banns, and when be married. 

(2.1.168–79, emphases added) 

In his pre-taming soliloquy Petruchio reveals the first stage of his taming strategy: he 

intends to respond to any of Kate’s insults with a compliment. Petruchio’s use of the 

word ‘bid’ here is interesting. In the context of Petruchio’s line it simply suggests that, 

if Kate tells him to leave he’ll thank her as if she has asked him to stay. We know that 

there are also other meanings of ‘bid’. On the one hand, ‘bid’ can mean to offer a price 

or auction, which indirectly alludes to the theme of treating daughters as sellable 

goods (see OED 1). On the other hand, it also generates images of a battle or a 

challenge, thus possibly anticipating the war of words that follows as Kate and 

Petruchio pit their wits against each other (see OED 2). In some sense, the word ‘bid’ 

encapsulates the primary themes of the play: the potential treatment of women as 

transferable goods and a ‘shrewish’ daughter’s resistance to such treatment. 

Furthermore, words such as ‘rail’, ‘mute’, ‘word’, ‘speak’, ‘volubility’, ‘say’ ‘uttereth’ 

and ‘eloquence’ generate images of sound and voice to convey Petruchio’s desire to 

control Kate’s speech from the beginning – a task others have been unable to 
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accomplish. Similar to ‘bid’, ‘uttereth’ or ‘utter’ also means to put up for auction or 

sell, which once again highlights patriarchal possession of women and the custom to 

exchange daughters in the marriage market. Even though some scholars draw a 

parallel between Petruchio and Sly35 here, one cannot help but notice the similarities 

between Kate and Sly and the Lord and Petruchio. For instance, Petruchio’s delineation 

of his wooing plan is much like the Lord’s declaration to ‘practise on’ Sly by fooling a 

‘monstrous beast’ of a ‘swine’ to think that he is a ‘mighty lord’ (Induction.1.33, 64). 

Thus, Petruchio’s preparation for verbal abuse and the explanation of his plan 

anticipates not only Kate’s barbed words but also the reaction of the audience. 

The aggressive and energetic war of words that follows between Kate and Petruchio 

reveals a ‘sideward glance’ – both are aware of each other’s hostile reactions. Thus, 

the interaction between the two is multi-voiced rather than single-voiced as the two 

voices clash and neither is able to verbally dominate the other as they can meet 

caprice with caprice and, if need be, blow with blow: ‘I swear I’ll cuff you if you strike 

again’ (2.1.222). Their exchange lasts for 101 lines and, by analysing how they 

immediately begin to match wits and anticipate each other’s comments, we will now 

exemplify this point below.  

                                                      

35
 For a debate on seeing both Sly and Petruchio’s roles as parts of a clownish ‘jig farce’, see Dean Frye, 

‘Shakespeare Parody’,  Essays in Criticism(1965),XV (1), pp. 22-26, W. M. Thomas, Kemps Nine Daies Wonder: 
Dancing Carnival into Market, Publications of the Modern Language Association of America(1992) ,107 (1),pp. 511-
23, David Wiles, Shakespeare's Clown: Actor and Text in The Elizabethan Playhouse (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1987). Also Jayne Sears identifies Sly with Petruchio, arguing that after the Induction Sly should 
take the role of Petruchio in the inner play, where he acts out his own dream sequence and his own wish-fulfilling 
fantasy about how a wife should be trained to submit to her husband, see Jayne Sears, ‘The Dreaming of the 
Shrew’, Shakespeare Quarterly(1966) ,17 (1), pp. 41-56. 
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For instance, Kate matches Petruchio’s greeting of ‘Good Morrow, Kate, for that’s your 

name, I hear’, with ‘Well you have heard, but something hard of hearing / They call me 

Katherine that do talk of me’ (2.1, 181–3, emphases added). From the outset Kate 

shows Petruchio two things: she is quick-witted, and she will not comply with 

Petruchio’s words, in other words, she has her own voice. Kate plays off Petruchio’s 

word ‘hear’ by using it twice in her reply. Anticipating her response, Petruchio is ready 

to contradict what she has just said: he calls her ‘Kate’ instead of Katherine ten times 

in his reply passage (2.1. 184–90) and confesses that he is ‘moved to woo thee for my 

wife’ (2.1.193). Petruchio’s ‘moved’ turns into Kate’s ‘moveable’, ‘a joint stool’, which 

Petruchio turns into a sexual joke: ‘Thou hast hit it: come, sit on me’ (2.1. 194–9). This 

particular exchange of insults reflects the connection between women’s tongues and 

men’s phalluses we discussed in Chapter One: Petruchio’s manhood has suffered a ‘hit’ 

by Kate’s shrewish remarks.  

Apart from illustrating how they mirror each other’s utterances, the word ‘moved’ (see 

OED 1) may also refer to a portable item of furniture or an emotionally changeable 

person. Petruchio and Kate’s sparring resonates with Bakhtin’s idea that a dialogue 

does not function as a mere back-and-forth interplay of words. Rather, a dialogue 

refers to an active exchange in which we are addressed by others or have the ability to 

manipulate others; therefore, conflict/power exists on the level of words. For example, 

despite Petruchio’s earlier insistence that ‘She moves [him] not’ (1.2.71), the fact that 

they can both manipulate and alter the meaning of each other’s words with such ease 

illustrates that their dialogue is never totalised. Rather, Kate and Petruchio’s words are 

never total as one always has a retort to the other’s remark. The dialogical interplay of 
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one with the other gives rise to specific forms of thought and action, as well as making 

possible their transformation (see Todorov, 1988). Kate and Petruchio continue to play 

this verbal ping-pong for four more pages. This conversation is only the beginning of a 

dialogue between the two, with each of them sensing the other’s word on the same 

issue, and the unceasing dialogue continues up to the end of the play. 

The theatricality of the whole episode is further underscored when their first 

encounter is abruptly brought to an end as Baptista, Gremio and Tranio make a re-

entry onto the stage. The noteworthy point here is that in their private space, when 

Kate and Petruchio are left alone, we are never quite sure for long who has the upper 

hand. Once others are present, however, we see the banter come to a stop and 

Petruchio reiterates his opening statement of wanting to ‘move’, or change, 

‘Katherine’ into ‘Kate’ by addressing her thus five times in fourteen lines to emphasise 

his words: 

Marry, so I mean, sweet Katherine, ... 
Now, Kate, I am a husband for your turn, 
... 
For I am he am born to tame you, Kate, 
And bring you from a wild Kate to a Kate 
Conformable as other household Kates. 
... 
I must and will have Katherine to my wife. 

(2.1.269–83) 

In keeping with the carnivalesque atmosphere of the play, Petruchio’s wish to ‘tame’ 

involves a form of ‘uncrowning’. Although one could argue that, ultimately, it is the 

tamer who is uncrowned, at this point we see how Petruchio tries to uncrown Kate 
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from her ‘high’ ‘wild Kate’ position, which keeps her out of the reach of most men, to a 

‘low’ ‘household’ Kate.  

After their travesty of a first meal together, which further complicates the 

metadramatic structure of The Shrew, Petruchio delivers another timely soliloquy. 

Here Petruchio sums up the second phase of his taming plan, which I argue is his 

second ‘sideward glance’: 

Thus have I politically begun my reign, 
And ’tis my hope to end successfully. 
My falcon now is sharp and passing empty, 
And till she stoop she must not be full-gorged, 
For then she never looks upon her lure. 
Another way I have to man my haggard, 
To make her come and know her keeper’s call: 
That is, to watch her, as we watch these kites 
That bate, and beat, and will not be obedient. 
She ate no meat today, nor none shall eat; 
Last night she slept not, nor tonight she shall not. 
... 
And thus I’ll curb her mad and headstrong humour. 
He that knows better how to tame a shrew, 
Now let him speak; ’tis charity to show. 

(4.1.177–200, emphases added) 

A common response to Petruchio’s harsh treatment of Kate at their first meal together 

is to treat his behaviour as little more than an elemental assertion of male domination, 

aptly located in a sort of Darwinian great house where the stronger animal always 

prevails (see Ornstein, 1986, particularly pp. 71-72).Morris (1981) carries Ornstein’s 

argument forward by outlining the metaphorical structure on which such 

interpretations are based. He particularly focuses on the ‘primal images’ of the shrew 
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and the hawk, and argues that the story evolves from these two raw images (Morris, 

1981, p. 119). The soliloquy quoted above strongly supports Ornstein and Morris’s 

perspectives as Petruchio explicitly states his method for ‘manning’ Kate. Alternatively, 

Coppélia Kahn raises an interesting point when she suggests that Petruchio ‘is 

animated like a puppet by the idée fixe that a man must command absolute obedience 

from his wife’ (Kahn, 1975, p. 88). Petruchio’s tendency to go one step too far in 

testing Kate, exaggerated actions and speech support the argument of interpreting the 

taming plot as a carnivalesque parody of social ideologies surrounding gender roles. 

Some scholars36 argue that critics who take up Petruchio-bashing often 

underemphasise the fact that he subjects himself to exactly the same physical 

deprivations he inflicts on Kate. The ‘sideward glance’ in lines 199–200 – ‘He that 

knows better how to tame a shrew, / Now let him speak; ’tis charity to shrew’ – 

simultaneously anticipates and challenges the audience’s potential negative reaction 

to Petruchio’s harsh treatment. By tracing the folkloric origins of The Shrew, Jan Harold 

Brunvand (1966) points out that in folk tales on the taming of shrewish wives the 

husband customarily asserts his dominance by starving his wife while dining heartily 

himself. In contrast, in Petruchio’s carnivalesque parody of a wife-tamer he declares 

that: 

  

                                                      

36
 See Ann Thompson (ed.), The Taming of the Shrew (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), E. M. 

W.Tilliyard, Shakespeare's Early Comedies(New York: Barnes & Noble, 1965), T. F Baumlin, ‘Petruchio the Sophist 
and Language as Creation in The Taming of the Shrew’, Studies in English Literature 1500-1900(1989),29 (2), pp. 
237-257. 
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And better ’twere that both of us did fast, 
Since, of ourselves, ourselves are choleric, 
... 
we’ll fast for company. 

(4.1.162–6) 

Kate’s voice is by no means silenced after her first sleepless night in the ‘taming 

school’. We see her, frustrated and famished, trying to persuade the reluctant Grumio 

to give her something to eat and she is vocal about her mistreatment: ‘What, did he 

marry me to famish me?’ (4.3.3). 

The quibble between the lead pairing continues into Act 4 Scene 3 during a visit from 

the Tailor and Haberdasher. Petruchio’s outrageous behaviour persists as he rejects 

the Tailor’s gown and cap: ‘Away with it; come, let me have a bigger’ (4.3.70).Thus he 

not only deprives Kate of any valuable material comforts but also reminds us of their 

first encounter and the theme of being ‘movable’ (4.3.66–70). For example, Kate insists 

that she’ll ‘have no bigger’ as ‘gentlewomen wear such caps’, thus associating caps not 

only with social class but also with identity and personality. Petruchio promptly replies 

‘When you are gentle you shall have one too, / And not till then’, re-emphasising his 

supposed earlier desire to ‘move’ ‘Katherine’ into ‘Kate’ (4.3.71–4). Despite Petruchio’s 

best efforts, Kate’s next dialogue implies that she is not yet ready to let her voice 

infuse with her husband’s and that if he is not ready for her to ‘say [her] mind’, then he 

should ‘stop [his] ears’:  
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Why, sir, I trust I may have leave to speak, 
And speak I will. 
... 
Your betters have endured me say my mind, 
And if you cannot, best you, stop your ears. 
My tongue will tell the anger of my heart, 
... 
...    I will be free 
Even to the uttermost, as I please, in words. 

(4.3.75–82, emphases added) 

Ignoring Kate’s words but being forced to acknowledge her voice – ‘Why, thou sayst 

true’ –Petruchio returns to his earlier tactic of reversing the meaning of Kate’s words: 

‘I love thee well in that thou lik’st it not’ (4.3.83, 85). In the next line the cap seems to 

become a metaphor for freedom of speech: ‘Love me or love me not, I like the cap, / 

And it I will have, or I will have none’ (4.3.86–7). Read alternatively, Kate will have her 

say, and thus her freedom, whether Petruchio loves her or not.  

We arrive at the climax of the taming plot in Act 4 Scene 5 in the form of a 

‘transformation’ or ‘conversion scene’ (see Baumlin, 1989; Jones 1971). At this point, 

either from frustration or having finally understood the theatricality behind Petruchio’s 

taming act, we see a subtle shift in linguistic discourse between Kate and Petruchio. In 

the previous chapter I explained the significant difference between a ‘passive double-

voiced discourse’ and an ‘active double-voiced discourse’. Although during this pivotal 

scene Kate’s language transmutes from active to passive, ‘What you will have it 

named, even that it is, / And so it shall be so for Katherine’, it is noteworthy that the 

shift is ‘varidirectional’ rather than ‘unidirectional’ (4.5.22–3). In other words, even 

though we see Kate become the passive speaker, as the play moves into Act 5 the 
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discourse in her speech is still hostile towards Petruchio, in other words her voice can 

still be heard, and this is achieved through parody. Before we move on to looking at 

Kate’s final speech in the next section, the section below briefly considers Act 4 Scene 

5 to observe the ‘transformation’ in Kate’s dialogue, and discuss what this means for 

the play as a whole. 

For the analysis above we can see that, ultimately, there is an aura of irresolvable 

ambiguity surrounding Kate and Petruchio’s initial interaction in Act 2 Scene 1, thus 

allowing several differing interpretations of Kate and Petruchio’s relationship. For 

example, although there are elements of victory for Petruchio in the fact that the 

wedding date has been fixed, this does not mean that Kate has accepted his 

dominance. Indeed, she dubs him witless (‘A witty mother, witless else her son’) and 

exits, claiming that she will see him ‘hanged’ before they are married (2.1.266, 302). 

One could not only argue that this air of indecisiveness is rooted in the polyphonic 

nature of the text, but also that the multi-vocality of the text alludes towards an 

‘unfinalisability’ of the play’s characters (Bakhtin, 1984). In other words, because of the 

‘openness’ of their dialogue, characters such as Kate and Petruchio are difficult to pin 

down, define and limit to one particular role or function.  

Nevertheless, there is an ample amount of literature available in which scholars have 

made connections between characters from the Induction and characters from the 
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inner play, particularly the connections between Sly and Petruchio.37In the section 

above, we briefly touch on the similarities between Kate and Sly and the Lord and 

Petruchio. To further this perspective, after the Lord’s and the servants’ supposedly 

convincing justifications, Sly agrees to play the role they are assigning to him – ‘Now 

Lord be thanked for my good amends’ – to which the deceivers say in relieved unison: 

‘Amen’ (Induction 2. 95–6). In this respect Sly does not differ very much from Kate 

when she apparently accepts the role that is imposed upon her. But has Kate really 

been tamed? The carnivalesque open-endedness of this scene indicates not.  

Casting doubt on her transformation, Kate’s agreement to play in the sun and moon 

scene creates an open ending, which is reinforced at the end of the play. Examining 

this scene we can see that, on the one hand, in the shorter A Shrew, Kate surrenders 

almost immediately and agrees to call the sun the moon: 

FERANDO: Come Kate, the moon shines clear tonight methinks. 
KATE: The moon? 
 Why husband, you are deceived, it is the sun. 
FERANDO: Yet again, come back again. 
 It shall be the moon ere we come at your father’s. 
KATE: Why, I’ll say as you say, it is the moon.  

(12.5–10) 

On the other hand, in The Shrew Kate listens to Hortensio’s advice: ‘Say as he says, or 

we shall never go’ (4.5.11).Then Kate, though not without self-consciousness and 

                                                      

37
 For a lengthy and detailed examination of the connection between Sly and Petruchio, see Jayne Sears, ‘The 

Dreaming of the Shrew’, Shakespeare Quarterly(1966),17 (1), pp. 41-56. Also see Ruth Nevo, Comic Transformations 
in Shakespeare   (London: Methuen, 1980, p. 39). 
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‘know[ing] that it is the sun that shines so bright’, replies, ‘Forward, I pray, since we 

have come so far’, and agrees with Petruchio: ‘And be the moon or sun or what you 

please, / And if you please to call it a rush-candle, / Henceforth I vow it shall be for me’ 

(4.5.5, 12–15). Henceforth we hear no more argument between the couple. It is pivotal 

to acknowledge that, although Kate offers no more verbal resilience, she still refers to 

herself as ‘Katherine’ rather than ‘Kate’, the name given to her by Petruchio in Act 2 

Scene 1. So, has Petruchio finally managed to ‘move’ her or is this simply a new mask 

assumed by her character? We tackle this question in the following section by looking 

at the language of Kate’s final speech in the context of what Bakhtin calls the 

‘loophole’, which foregrounds the ambiguous undercurrents in the speech. Thus, like 

Petruchio’s taming, Kate’s final gesture of submission is open to questioning and has 

the potential to be read as an embodiment of female power. 

The ‘Loopholes’ in Kate’s Final Speech 

The previous chapter explicated that in a chronotopic framework time and space are 

intrinsically connected. This is characterised by the reversibility of moments in space 

and temporal sequence. Therefore, as the inner play moves back to Padua, one can 

argue that the play goes through another chronotopic shift, rather than just a change 

of scene. For example, they journey from a land of deprivation where neither has 

eaten or slept to Bianca and Lucentio’s wedding feast. In returning to Padua for a 

wedding banquet, Petruchio and Kate reappear in the city in the same physical space 
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where they left it. In many ways one can argue that Kate and Petruchio return to their 

own wedding banquet that was so abruptly abandoned in Act 3.38
 

Drawing on her final speech, several twentieth-century scholars argue that upon their 

return Kate unconditionally obeys even Petruchio’s silliest commands.39 Now she is not 

simply an obedient woman, she is acting as Petruchio’s puppet – ‘ventriloquising’ the 

male stereotype of women’s nature, and men’s expectation of what ideal wives should 

be, is her final act. Lynda Boose (1991) points out that ‘Ironically enough, if The Taming 

of the Shrew presents a problem to male viewers, the problem lies in its 

representation of a male authority so successful that it nearly destabilises the very 

discourse it so blatantly confirms’ (Boose, 1991, p. 179). I would take this a step further 

and replace Boose’s ‘nearly’ with totally. The reasons for this are the two ‘active 

doubled-voiced’ discourses found in Kate’s speech and her actions: the words with 

‘loophole’ and parody. As Fiona Shaw, who played Kate’s speechless scenes, reminds 

us: ‘action is also language’ (Rutter, 1988, p. 8).  
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 Joseph Candido makes a similar argument while looking at the importance of food and drink in The Shrew, see 

Joseph Candido, ‘The Starving of the Shrew’, Colby Quarterly(1990) ,26 (2), pp. 96-111. 
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102, Marianne Novy, Patriarchy and Play in the Taming of the Shrew, in Lover's Argument: Gender Relations in 
Shakespeare (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1984), pp. 45-62 and Leah Marcus, The Editor as 
Tamer: A Shrew and the Shrew, in Unediting the Renaissance: Shakespeare, Marlowe, Milton, ed. by Leah Marcus 
(London and New York: Routledge, 1996), pp. 101-31. 
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Chapter Two outlined the Bakhtinian definition of a ‘word with a loophole’. In their 

simplest form, words with loophole prevent the finalisation of one’s own words and 

another’s words towards them: 

Judged by its meaning alone, the word with a loophole should 
be an ultimate word and does present itself as such, but in fact 
it is only the penultimate word and places after itself a 
conditional, not a final, period (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 233, emphasis 
added). 

It is this lack of closure, this openness of discourse, that Bakhtin calls ‘a word with a 

loophole’. We will now examine some of the open-ends created as Kate becomes a 

carnivalesque figure; as her speech contains ‘words with loophole’ as, on the face of it, 

her words carry the hierarchical masque of authority and, on the flip side, the 

liberating masque of unfinalisability.  

The speech is forty-four lines long and at the beginning Kate establishes a woman’s 

supposed status in ‘the chain of being’: ‘thy lord, thy king, thy governor’ (5.2.143). As 

the speech continues, however, the overemphasised and exaggerated declaration of 

male superiority (‘thy life’, ‘thy keeper’, ‘thy head’ and ‘thy sovereign’) seems too 

grandiloquent to be taken seriously. The lines that follow appear to matter-of-factly 

list a woman’s duty to her husband, and the consequences one faces when they refuse 

to do adhere to this duty. The ambivalence in Kate’s words, however, increases as her 

preaching mixes religious and secular perceptions involving women. For instance, she 

alludes to St Paul’s exhortations (Ephesians: 5.22–33) to preach the subjugation of 
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women to their husbands. As Thompson (1984) points out, this is probably drawn from 

the Anglican Homily on Matrimony and from the marriage ceremony itself.  

In her annotations on The Shrew, Barbara Hodgdon (2010) proposes that the repetition 

of ‘thy’ intensifies the force of Kate’s speech. Having said that, what Kate is trying to 

reinforce with her multiple references to the word remains open to interpretation. I 

suggest that by using the word ‘thy’ thirteen times during her speech Kate is detaching 

herself from what she is saying. In other words, the wifely duties Kate outlines are 

applicable to others, such as Bianca and the Widow, but not for her.  For example, ‘thy’ 

is a possessive adjective corresponding to ‘thou’, and in the second person, ‘thou’ 

refers to ‘ye’, ‘you’ or ‘yours’ (see Crystal and Crystal, 2002, OED). In this context, 

Kate’s line can be read as, ‘your lord, your king, and your governor’. Thus, the repeated 

use of ‘thy’ can be seen as a loophole through which Kate eludes the power of the 

other (her husband) to define her and her duties. Rather than include herself in her 

own statements, she questions them; the line, ‘When they are bound to serve, love 

and obey’, is promptly followed by a question: 

Why are our bodies soft, and weak, and smooth, 
Unapt to toil and trouble in the world, 
But that our soft conditions and our hearts 
Should well agree with our external parts? 

(5.2.171–4, emphasis added) 
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The following lines, for the first time in the speech, Kate actually refers to herself: 

My mind hath been as big as one of yours, 
My heart as great, my reason haply more, 

Read as a verb, ‘hath’ can refer to the past tense; from this interpretation, Kate’s mind 

had been as prideful as Bianca’s and the Widow’s. According to the OED, however, 

when read as an adjective ‘hath’ or ‘hathful’ can also mean scornful or mocking. Thus, 

reinterpreted in this light, one can argue that, just like the Widow’s and Bianca’s, 

Kate’s mind is scornful and mocking of the wifely duties she has just explained, and 

that her ‘heart’, which could be read as fighting spirit, is still potent and her mental 

reasoning even more so. The next few lines strengthen the argument of viewing the 

speech as a passive parody: 

Our strength as weak, our weakness past compare, 
That seeming to be most which we indeed least are.  

(5.2.180–1, emphasis added) 

The use of the word ‘seeming’ (OEDn 3a) once again suggests a possible trace of 

ambiguity, irony or sarcasm in Kate’s words. Furthermore, in the case of actions, in 

contrast with A Shrew’s Kate’s ultimate show of submission:  

And for a precedent I’ll first begin, 
And lay my hand under my husband’s feet. 

 She lays her hand under her husband’s feet 

(14.141–2)  
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Kate from The Shrew introduces another conditional clause or a loophole into her 

speech: her hand is ‘ready ... if [Petruchio] please[s]’ and ‘may it do him ease’ 

(5.2.184–5, emphases added). Kate’s use of the words ‘may’ and ‘if’ further suggests 

the ambiguous or open-ended nature of the final speech. The OED(v¹ :15)  defines 

‘may’ as ‘expressing ability or power’, therefore implying that Petruchio’s ‘ease’, as 

Kate puts it, is indeed in her hand and she can withdraw that hand, and thus the ease, 

at will. We may perhaps, then, draw the conclusion from this that Kate is the one who 

has learned to deal with Petruchio rather than vice versa. 

Furthermore, even though Kate’s hand is ready, in contrast to A Shrew, we are never 

entirely sure for what purpose. For example, A Shrew’s Kate, as the stage directions 

make very clear, unequivocally ‘lays her hand under her husband’s feet’. With the lack 

of stage direction in the First Folio, however, and modern editions of The Shrew, it is 

not clear whether Kate actually performs the act of placing it under Petruchio’s foot. 

Nevertheless, there is a range of interpretations we can draw from Petruchio’s 

response: ‘Why, there’s a wench. Come on, and kiss me, Kate’ (5.2.186). In some 

sense, Petruchio’s ‘Why’ can be read as a predicate clause, which affirms Kate’s status 

as a wench rather than a shrew because she has performed the act of placing her hand 

under his foot (see OED 5b). Many modern theatrical and screen adaptations, 

however, have chosen to show that Petruchio actually catches Kate’s hand before she 

places it on the floor and demands a kiss instead.40 The noteworthy point here is the 

carnivalesque aspect of the language. In other words, the analysis above implies that, 
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Amongst many, Ann Thompson (1984) and Barbara Hodgdon (1992) present critical analysis concerning the 

uneasiness which has been provoked by Kate's surrender at the end of The Shrew. 
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in contrast to A Shrew, the loopholes in Kate’s speech make it more complex, as we 

can note contradicting accents in her voice, thus generating a sense of unfinalisability. 

Another interesting factor that supports a carnivalesque reading is Kate’s reaction to 

Petruchio’s command that she throw her cap on the floor. Although most editors of 

The Shrew have followed Nicholas Rowe’s (the first formal editor of Shakespeare) 

stage directions (She pulls off her Cap and throws it down), which presume that Kate 

has obeyed Petruchio’s command (Rowe, 1709), the First Folio contains no such stage 

directions (Moston, 1998, p. 246; Wells and Taylor, 1997, p. 174). Judging by this, then, 

we cannot say for certain whether or not Kate obeys this particular command. We are 

never sure whether or not the actual physical cap in Act 5 is the one the haberdasher 

offered in Act 4 Scene 3. Nevertheless, the meaning of ‘cap’ in Kate and Petruchio's 

relationship has changed or expanded since the symbol was first introduced into the 

discourse of the play. This underscores the theatricality of the whole taming plot. For 

example, in Act 4, the cap raises the issue of who will decide which cap Kate will wear, 

and it stands for submission to her husband. Petruchio’s command to dispose of Kate’s 

cap – ‘Katherine, that cap of yours becomes you not: / Off with that bauble’ (5.2.127–

6) –however, may instead be a sign that he is thereby liberating her from 

subordination to him. This could potentially imply, metaphorically at least, that he is 

‘winking’ at her – urging her to give him a public display of obedience. For instance, at 

line 136, Petruchio addresses her by her chosen name: ‘Katherine, I charge thee tell 

these headstrong women’; now that they have found equilibrium he asks the Kate 

from their first meeting to join him in carrying on the pretence (see 2.1.183). After her 

agreement to play along with him and deliver her final speech he reverts back to ‘Kate’ 
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at lines 186–90: ‘Come on, and kiss me Kate’, ‘Come Kate, we’ll to be’.41Although, one 

could suggest that Kate’s liberation is subject to Petruchio’s will, rather than 

something she can exclusively attain, it is noteworthy that by addressing Kate with her 

preferred name, he is the first one to make peace. The potential reason for this could 

be that Petruchio’s masculine reputation is subject to Kate’s will, she can confirm his 

husbandry by lecturing the ‘headstrong women’ or refute it by remaining silent.  

Furthermore, the final scene highlights women as being powerful rather than 

powerless and the male anxiety around harnessing this power. For example, prior to 

his command regarding the cap, Petruchio comments (5.2.125–6, emphases added): 

See where she comes, and brings your forward wives 
As prisoners to her womanly persuasion. 

In a nutshell, at a first reading the lines generate negative meanings around the term 

‘womanly persuasion’ by suggesting that Kate is a prisoner to them. The word 

‘womanly’ appears in only two other Shakespeare plays: Antony and Cleopatra and 

Macbeth. When Lady Macduff’s home is invaded by Macbeth’s assassins we witness 

her facing a dilemma: ‘Do I put up that womanly defence’ (Macbeth, 5.2.77, emphasis 

added). The noteworthy point here is that on both occasions the word ‘womanly’ is 

not only signified to have emotional roots but also that it is followed by words that 

project imagery of resistance (‘defence’) and power (‘persuasion’), suggesting that 

women can use this, as Kate puts it, seeming weakness to their advantage. For 
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 For a more lengthy discussion on Kate’s name see Laurie. E. Maguire, Shakespeare's Names (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2007). 
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instance, one of the most powerful examples of emotional persuasion in Shakespeare 

is Lady Macbeth’s speech in Act 1 Scene 7 lines 54–9 as she attempts to convince 

Macbeth to murder Duncan. Keeping this in mind, one can argue that it is actually 

Petruchio who is in danger of becoming a prisoner of Kate’s womanly persuasions and, 

in order to demonstrate his authority, in the last two lines he commands her to throw 

her cap underfoot.  

We have already argued that Kate’s overzealous sense of duty provokes a 

carnivalesque open ending. The closing paragraph briefly discusses how the open-

endedness of The Shrew is amplified by the closing words of the play, spoken by 

Lucentio: ‘’Tis a wonder, by leave she [Bianca] will be tamed so’ (5.2.195).Frances E. 

Dolan (1966) argues that The Shrew concludes with the exchange between Hortensio 

and Lucentio where they evaluate what they, and we, have just witnessed. Looking at 

the last few lines, however, we can see that Lucentio’s words do not sound like a reply 

to Hortensio, who in his turn is greeting Petruchio: ‘Now, go thy ways; thou hast tamed 

a curst shrew’ (5.2.194). Nevertheless, Dolan is partially correct in his conclusion as he 

states that: ‘By closing on this expression of amazement, the play leaves open to 

question the extent and duration of Petruchio’s success’ (Dolan, 1966, p. 39). The play 

is certainly open to question, though this does no thinge upon the extent and duration 

of Petruchio’s success. Lucentio’s line seems more complex in its implications than 

simply an illusionist observation about Kate and Petruchio’s future. Rather, the 

conclusion of the play is in keeping with the rest of it: a carnivalesque representation 

of an old story in which a shrew is tamed. The last words we hear, however, are 

possibly the most open-ended of all the open endings we can find in the play. Much 
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like the whole theatricality of the ‘taming’ performed by Petruchio, Lucentio’s words 

actually question the patriarchal authority represented in the play by the ‘taming’ of 

Kate. This opens up another dialogue with the reader/audience as at its end the play 

invites us to be sceptical about any truth that we, or indeed the original audience, 

could possibly find in the play with respect to its final ‘resolution’. If Slie in A Shrew, 

who has ‘dreamt upon it all this night’ (15.18), thinks he knows ‘now how to tame a 

shrew’ (15.17), it seems clear that – just as in the folktale – this simple resolution is no 

more than a fool’s dream. 

It is an agreed point amongst critics that ‘it is impossible to provide a magic formula’ to 

define Shakespearean comedy (Muir, 1979, p. 2). Some critics define the comedies 

chronologically, while others have attempted to provide a number of definitive moulds 

or categories (see Frye, 1957, 1965; Salingar, 1974). C. L. Barber (1959) writes that 

‘”Festive” is usually an adjective for an atmosphere’, but ‘”Festive” can also be a term 

for structure’ (Barber, 1959, p. 2). This chapter, moves beyond Barber’s statement and 

current criticism on The Shrew by looking at the play under a polyphonic lens, 

particularly the taming theme and Kate’s final speech. I argued that carnival is not 

simply a temporal or spatial experience. Rather carnivalesque characteristics become 

visible in ‘everyday spaces’ through discursive devices, such as ‘the sideward glance’ 

and ‘words with loophole’, found in the play’s dialogue. 

What is particularly noteworthy about this chapter in terms of our understanding of 

the representation of women in Shakespeare is that, even though there is little doubt 

that The Shrew underscores patriarchs’ anxiety about losing control over everything in 
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their domain, the polyphonic method exposes the multivocality of the text. More 

specifically, in contrast to the misogynistic reading of the play,42 it discloses an 

ambiguous and open female voice, which questions and challenges the authoritative 

voice. Indeed, one could argue that it is this sense of unfinalisability in the dialogue 

(generated by the ‘sideward glance’ in the taming plot and the ‘words with a loophole’ 

in Kate’s speech) that has prompted several scholars to read the two scenarios as a 

parody.  

Furthermore, by utilising a chronotopic analysis we were able to observe the 

integration of time and space into one unified ‘time-space’ framework. This not only 

provided an alternative perspective for looking at the relationship between the 

Induction and the main text, but also revealed a sense of collectivity between the 

readers/audience and the play. For instance, in the opening section of this chapter we 

discussed whether the Sly framework was a simple device to introduce The Shrew, or 

an integral part of the play’s plot structure; of course, there is no easy answer to this 

question. As time and space become entwined, however, under a chronotopic lens, 

the shift from the Induction to Act 1 becomes a lot more complex than a simple 

archetypal structure. As time-space ‘thickens, takes on flesh, [and] becomes artistically 

visible’ it also becomes visible and palpable to the playgoer, thus drawing the 

reader/audience member into the play (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 84).   

                                                      

42
For details on scholars who treat the play as a misogynist text see footnote 39. 
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Drawing from this then, one could argue that the language and dramatic structure of 

The Shrew introduces a festive atmosphere– a mood where religious law (the wedding 

ceremony) and social rules of decorum associated with gender are subverted. The 

play, when viewed from a carnivalesque perspective, can be read as, in Rosalind’s 

phrase, ‘holiday humour’ (As You Like It, 4.1.63).The primary function of the festive 

element in Shakespeare’s comedy is to unlock and help induce an atmosphere of joyful 

liberation and the release of social control during the holidays. The following chapter 

explores this paradigm by analysing the dialogue of the female leads in Shakespeare’s 

festive comedies. 
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Chapter Four: Chronotopes and the Shakespearean Festive 
Comedy 

 Chapter Three explored female voices in The Taming of the Shrew through a 

polyphonic lens and argued that carnival in The Shrew is not limited to temporal and 

spatial boundaries. Rather, we assayed the carnivalesque features of the play’s 

language as we analysed the double-voiced discursive devices in the play’s dialogue. 

Additionally, in employing Bakhtin’s idea of the chronotope, we argued for an 

alternative way of interpreting the representation of time-space and the Sly 

framework in The Shrew.  

Continuing from the previous chapter, here we assay two of Shakespeare’s best-known 

festive comedies, As You Like It and Twelfth Night, through a chronotopic lens.43 While 

recent works on festivity and Shakespeare serve a valuable role in illuminating the 

struggle of daily life and the use of carnival as a ‘safety valve’,44 they imply that both 

                                                      

43
 At this stage, without getting too much into the genre debate and without anticipating the various criteria used to 

define the sub-genre known as Shakespeare’s ‘festive comedies’, it may be useful to give a short list of titles that 
belong to it. For François Laroque, Shakespeare’s first attempt at writing ‘forest’ comedies began with Two 
Gentlemen of Verona, which led to A Midsummer Night’s Dream and As You Like It. Plays such as The Merchant of 
Venice, Twelfth Night and The Merry Wives of Windsor are also considered as falling under this particular genre. For 
the presence of a huge carnivalesque backdrop see Lawrence Danson, Shakespeare's Dramatic Genres (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2000), François Laroque, Shakespeare's Festive World: Elizabethan Seasonal Entertainment 
and the Professional Stage (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). 

44
See Cesar Lombardi Barber, Shakespeare's Festive Comedy: A Study of Dramatic Form and its Relation to Social 

Custom (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1959). Barber is one of the first scholars to touch on the topic of 
festivity. Barber’s work was later adopted by several Shakespearean scholars such as Naomi Conn Liebler, 
Shakespeare's Festive Tragedy: The Ritual Foundations of Tragedy (New York: Routledge, 1995). Moreover, there 
are those who criticise the Saturnalian pattern described by Barber as ‘a complicated version of the “safety valve”, 
which explains festivity according to a theory of necessary and beneficial repression’, see Michael D. Bristol, 
Carnival and Theater: Plebeian Culture and the Structure of Authority in Renaissance England (New York and 
London: Routledge, 1989), pp. 32. Also, for a detailed discussion of the ‘three level’ structure of Shakespeare’s 
festive comedies see Northrop Frye, The Argument of Comedy, in English Institute Essays, 1948, ed. by David Allan 
Robertson (New York: Columbia University Press,1949), pp. 58-73, Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism: Four Essays 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957) and Northrop Frye, Northrop Frye on Shakespeare (Yale: Yale 
University Press, 1988). 
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plays are festive comedies, which offer a period of celebration and revelry. This 

chapter argues that this monologisation of the festive comedies, in the sense that all 

festive plays reflect some degree of emancipation, underemphasises the differences 

found in the festive comedies and their leading female figures. 

With this in mind, this chapter discusses both plays by employing Bakhtin’s philosophy 

of the chronotope which, in turn, allows us to detect subtle distinctions about the 

kinds of festivity and female voice the plays employ (Bakhtin, 1968, 1981, 1984). The 

intention here is to revisit both plays and view them through a chronotopic paradigm 

to explore the differences between space and place, and thus the different kinds of 

festivity, within the plays. The voice and the cross-dressing disguise of the two 

heroines, Rosalind and Viola, in their respective festive space each reveals how the 

festive experience of the plays differ.  For example, the carnivalesque atmosphere of 

As You Like It is created once Rosalind, disguised as Ganymede, enters Greenwood; 

thus, space is prominent over time. 45Despite Celia’s suggestion, it is Rosalind’s 

decision to disguise herself as ‘Jove’s own page’ Ganymede because she is ‘more than 

common tall’ (1.3.113, 121). Alternatively, judging by the play’s name, it would seem 

that the storyline of Twelfth Night(also called What you Will) took place during a 

festive period, not only giving time prominence over space but also implying that Viola 

adapts to her surroundings rather than creates them. In this sense, Rosalind’s 

character has often been interpreted as the initiator of the agency in the play, whereas 

                                                      

45
 For detailed discussions of the importance of the forest or arden in As You Like It see Louis Montrose, ‘“Eliza, 

queen of shepheardes”, and the Pastoral of Power’, English Literary Renaissance(1980),10,pp. 153-82, Juliet 
Dusinberre, ‘As Who Liked It?’, Shakespeare Survey(1994),46, pp. 9-21, Juliet Dusinberre, Topical Forest: Kemp and 
Mar-text in Arden, in In Arden: Editing Shakespeare, Essays in Honor of G. R. Proudfoot, ed. By A Thompson and G 
McMullen (London: Arden Shakespeare, 2003), pp. 239-51. 
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Viola, having been shipwrecked, can be seen as a victim of her circumstances as she is 

flung into the unknown, propelled by forces beyond her control. Therefore, if As You 

Like It stresses space, Twelfth Night focuses on time.  

The differences between the time-spaces of Illyria and Greenwood can be put in 

context by looking at the various forms of chronotope identified in The Dialogical 

Imagination. For instance, in the closing section of his chapter on forms of times and 

chronotopes, Bakhtin writes that: 

We have been speaking so far only of the major chronotopes, 
those that are most fundamental and wide-ranging. But each 
such chronotope can include within it an unlimited number of 
minor chronotopes; in fact … any motif may have a specific 
chronotope of its own. Within the limits of a single work and 
within the total literary output of a single author we may notice 
a number of different chronotopes and complex interactions 
among them, specific to the given work or author; it is common 
moreover for one of these chronotopes to envelope or 
dominate the others (such, primarily, are those we have 
analyzed in this essay) (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 252, emphases 
added). 

Gary Morson and Caryl Emerson (1990) note that Bakhtin on occasion uses the terms 

chronotope and motif as synonyms, for example when he uses the phrase ‘chronotope 

of meeting’ interchangeably with ‘motif of meeting’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 97). For this 

reason, Morson and Emerson have labelled these minor chronotopes ‘chronotopic 

motifs’ (Morson and Emerson, 1990, p. 374). The most important chronotope or motif, 

Bakhtin continues, is the ‘motif of meeting’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 97). In different pieces of 

work the motif or chronotope of meeting has a different meaning ‘depending on the 

concrete associations, such as the emotional evaluation of the meeting (a meeting may 
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be desirable or undesirable, joy or sad, sometimes terrifying, perhaps even 

ambivalent)’ (Bakhtin, 1981, pp. 97-8). Additionally, the ‘chronotope of meeting’ is 

closely connected to the ‘chronotope of the road’. The chronotope of the road (‘open 

road’) is associated with encounters or meeting on the road; meetings between 

individuals who would normally not meet. During this meeting on the road, ‘the most 

various fates may collide and interweave with one another’, and these meetings have 

the potential to change the course of one’s life. To exemplify his point, Bakhtin 

continues: 

Time, as it were, fuses together with space and flows in it 
(forming the road); this is the source of the rich metaphorical 
expansion on the image of the road as a course: ‘the course of 
a life’, ‘to set out on a new course’, ‘the course of history’ and 
so on; varied and multi-leveled are the ways in which road is 
turned into a metaphor, but its fundamental pivot is the flow of 
time (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 244).  

Bakhtin develops these ideas of travel, the open road and the flow of time into two 

‘major’ chronotopes: ‘adventure-time’ and ‘adventure-time of everyday’. As we discuss 

below, in the former chronotope the hero’s journey and the flow of time are reversible 

and abstract, while in the latter they are irreversible and continue after the adventure 

ends. Employing Bakhtin’s concept of the ‘adventure-time’ chronotope, shows that 

rather than being encapsulated within Arden, the carnivalesque space in As You Like It 

is driven by what Bakhtin calls ‘Moments of adventuritic time’, which occur when the 

normal sequence of life’s events is interrupted. It is also important to stress, however, 

that this does not mean that space/place holds no significance. On the other hand, an 

examination of Twelfth Night in the context of the ‘adventure-time of everyday’ 
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chronotope, illustrates how both space and time are meaningful. Additionally, rather 

than view Viola as a passive victim of events, this particular chronotope, ‘indicate[s] 

[her] as the source, and thus the weight is on [her] to change the present structure of 

things’ (Bakhtin, 1981, pp. 116-17). 

For chronological consistency, the chapter begins with As You Like It in the context of 

an ‘adventure time’ chronotope, then considers Twelfth Night with reference to the 

‘adventure-time of everyday’ chronotope. It is important to contextualise Bakhtin’s 

idea of the chronotope within the Renaissance period, as Bakhtin not only knew 

Renaissance prose narratives well, but employed earlier classical texts that themselves 

shaped early modern prose narratives. Indeed, the Greek romances Bakhtin mentions 

to exemplify his argument link his idea of the chronotope to the works of Shakespeare 

and his contemporaries.  

Recent scholarship has often disputed the possibility that Shakespeare appropriated 

Greek dramatic sources in writing his plays. As most of the Greek canon, such as the 

works of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, had not been translated or printed in 

England during the time Shakespeare was writing, access to Greek texts was limited, or 

achieved through intermediaries, such as Latin translations (see Martindale and 

Martindale, 1990; Martindale and Taylor, 2004). Many scholars suggest that it would 

have been impossible for Shakespeare to read Greek as it was not included in the 

curriculum of English grammar schools (Martindale and Martindale, 1990; Nuttall, 

2004).  
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Alternatively, there are also those who argue for ‘unmistakable’ commonalities 

between Shakespeare and the Greeks. For instance, although he echoes the assertions 

of Root, Michael Silk (2004) writes that, ‘Against all the odds, perhaps there is a real 

affinity between Greek and Shakespearean plays. What there is not is any “reception” 

in the ordinary sense’ (Silk, 2004, p. 241). Nevertheless, there exists a century old 

tradition of scholarship that recognises elements of Greek tragedies in Shakespearean 

tragedies Hamlet, The Winter’s Tale and Timon of Athens (Anders, 1904; Haigh, 2006, 

originally published in 1896). 

While there remains some dispute about Greek drama, the Greek influence through 

prose is more widely accepted. In European Erotic Romance, Victor Skretkowicz (2009) 

notes that the Greek romance prose of ‘love-and-adventure’ received wide circulation 

during the Renaissance, and inspired the erotic romances of Sidney, Shakespeare and 

Lady Mary Sidney Wroth. The complex Greco-Roman prose fiction, Skretkowicz 

continues, gave rise to dialogue-based romances in which storylines unravelled 

gradually and were ‘frequently interrupted and suspended by artfully contrived 

digressions, and [had] happy romantic endings’. Moreover, ‘Vehicles of plot-change 

included oracles, chance, coincidence, dream-vision and supernatural intervention’ 

(Skretkowicz, 2009, p. 11). 

For instance, Helen Foley (1984) argues for the ‘potential sexual inversion’ present at 

the end of the Odyssey and Shakespeare’s As You Like It. She proposes that, Odysseus 

is ultimately successful only because of Penelope’s intelligence, cunning and bravery. 

This role reversal (a heroic Penelope) has the potential to cause dangerous marital 
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tension. Penelope’s choice to subordinate herself to her husband, however, averts the 

potential inversion. This deflected tension and peaceful resolution, Foley argues, 

perfectly mirrors the relationship between Rosalind and Orlando at the close of As You 

Like It. Others, such as Erich Segal (2001), suggest that Shakespeare’s use of Homer 

centres on A Comedy of Errors and the Odyssey, in this case regarding witchcraft and 

transformations. Segal writes that, like Circe, Adriana can be viewed as a pernicious 

‘femme fatale’ who uses her seductive appeal to bewitch men. For instance, 

Antipholus of Ephesus and his Dromio, for their part, feel mutually bewitched and even 

transformed by their first encounter with Adriana (Segal, 2001, p.142). They believe 

themselves beset by ‘enchanting’ ‘witches’, afflicted by the ‘imaginary wiles’ of 

‘sorcerers’, and made to transform and ‘wander in illusions’ (III.ii.160, 155; IV.iii.10-1; 

IV.iii.41). As Harold Brooks notes, Antipholus of Ephesus and his Dromio were being 

changed by the jealousy of his wife (his servant was being beaten into an ass), thus 

they ‘fear[ed][a] Circean metamorphosis’(Brooks, 1961, p. 21). 

Also, like Odysseus, Segal continues, Antipholus has ‘spent years wandering 

throughout farthest Greece. His love for Luciana is like the ‘siren’s song that distracts 

and lures him from his quest’ (Segal, 2001, p. 301). He concludes his argument by 

asserting that the twins’ long travels have been a voyage of rebirth and discovery, 

which is the central theme of the Odyssey. Although Foley’s work does not show direct 

influence of Homer on Shakespeare, it does foreground the particular sensibilities that 

find expression in both the ancient and the Shakespearean works. For instance, 

scholars such as Samuel Lee Wolff (1912) insist that, ‘Hardly any other kind of fiction ... 

could appeal more strongly to the sixteenth century ... than the ornate, spectacular, 
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rhetorical, sentimental, fortuitous medley [of the Greek romance]’ (Wolff, 1912, p. 

235). Perhaps this is why both Renaissance dramatics and Greek romances display a 

number of similar features, such as shipwreck and violence and youthful lovers (see 

Gillespie, 2004). 

The characteristics noted by Stuart Gillespie (2004) play a pivotal role in Twelfth Night. 

Additionally, the theme of identical twins, another central element of the play, can be 

traced back to the ancient Greeks and Romans who often wrote about girls who used 

disguise to get around the restrictions of their own societies. For instance, The 

Menaechmi is a comedy about mistaken identity involving a set of twins, which many 

argue Shakespeare had read in grammar school. Geoffrey Bullough (1958) writes that 

among the first records of Twelfth Night is in a diary entry by John Manningham: ‘we 

had a play called Twelfth Night or What You Will. Much like The Comedy of Errors or 

Menaechmi in Plautus, but most like and near to that in Italian called Inganni’ 

(Bullough, 1958, P. 269). Following Manningham’s observations, critics have focused 

on Twelfth Night’s Italian sources rather than on Plautus’s influence (see Miola, 1994). 

For instance, scholars have identified three instances where Plautus’s work has 

influenced Twelfth Night. Firstly, that Sebastian’s monologue in Act 4 Scene 3 is a 

revision and combination of two speeches in the Menaechmi, which shows 

Shakespeare striving to achieve in blank verse what Plautus did in ancient Greek 

literature (trochaic septenarius). Secondly, the drunken revelry of Act 2 Scene 3 

includes both song and musically accompanied physical comedy, echoing Plautus’s use 

of cantica in action scenes (see Fortson, 2008; Hanson, 2006). Thirdly, Malvolio’s 
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imprisonment and taunting, found nowhere in Shakespeare’s other sources, clearly 

derives from the scene in the Menaechmi when the protagonist is proclaimed mad and 

nearly hauled off for treatment; both scenes hint at the horror of being diagnosed 

insane, and as counterpoint both combine song and spoken wordplay in order to 

maintain a comedic tone (Daalder, 1997; also see Neely, 2004). 

Bullough’s (1958) magisterial study of Shakespeare’s sources also noted the wide 

spared use of prose romances drawn directly or indirectly from Greek novels. In the 

case of As You Like It, Shakespeare used Rosalynde: Euphues Golden Legacie (1590) as 

a source. Rosalynde, a pastoral romance, provides the basic plot, but in As You Like It 

Shakespeare adapts the characters of Rosalynde, Celia, Phebe, Corin, and Silvius, and 

introduces other characters of Touchstone, Jaques, Amiens, Audrey, and Le Beau to 

facilitate the traditional and conventional pastoral romance and comedy. The 

noteworthy point here is that, the pastoral genre, full of fanciful country descriptions, 

is Greek in origin, starting with the Idylls of Theocritus, but was called upon by writers 

throughout the centuries. Longus also employed the pastoral in his Daphnis and Chloe, 

which Bakhtin references in order to exemplify his idea of the ‘adventure-time’ 

chronotope. This overlapping of themes and sources supplements the argument for 

employing Bakhtin’s idea of the chronotope to look at Shakespeare’s comedies. In the 

discussion below we observe Shakespeare’s festive romance comedies under a 

chronotopic framework.  
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As You Like It and the Adventure-Time Chronotope 

This section  analyses As You Like It in the context of an ‘adventure-time’ chronotope 

and argues that it offers an alternative view of the play, which, in contrast to 

contemporary criticism, allows the prominence of time rather than space, as the word 

‘time’ appears in As You Like It no less than 51 times. Indeed, the ‘adventure-time’ 

chronotope paradigm not only foregrounds the theme of time but also characterises it 

as an abstract rather than a linear sequence. For instance, As Rosalind, Celia and 

Touchstone set off on their adventure they leave behind the time-consciousness of 

court and city life journey to a place where there are no clocks and the banished Duke 

Senior and his ‘merry men’ ‘fleet their time carelessly’ (1.1.112). The play reflects an 

adventure where linear time temporarily ceases to exist: ‘There’s no CIock in the 

Forest’ (3.2.292).  Rather time ‘knots’ as the ‘golden world’ of Duke Senior merges with 

Orlando and Rosalind’s court world (1.1.113). We also examine Twelfth Night from the 

perspective of an ‘adventure-time of the everyday’ chronotope and argue that, in 

contrast to current criticism, the structure of the play places emphasis on space rather 

than time. This not only underscores the differences between Shakespeare’s festive 

comedies but also highlights the similarities and differences between his cross-dressed 

festive women, which in turn points to a more complex and nuanced representation of 

gender in the two plays. 

Bakhtin begins by analysing the Greek romance, which he argues ‘utilized and fused 

together in its structure almost all genres of ancient literature’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 89). 

In addition, Greek romance novels encapsulate a highly developed adventure-time 
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(known as the adventure-time chronotope), and that the plots of these romances are 

highly similar. For example, 

There is a boy and girl of marriageable age ... They meet 
each other unexpectedly, usually during some festive 
holiday. A sudden and instantaneous passion flares ... 
However, the marriage cannot take place straightway. They 
are confronted with obstacles that retard and delay their 
union (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 87, emphases added). 

In order to reunite, the lovers must part, go on an adventure and overcome certain 

obstacles such as the abduction of the bride, the absence of parental consent, a 

journey or a storm at sea resulting in a shipwreck. While on this adventure, they must 

find each other again, part once more and eventually reunite at the end. For instance, 

The Aethiopica by Socrates of Constantinople46 depicts the love story of Theagenes and 

Chariclea. The lovers elope and encounter many perils such as pirates, bandits, and are 

parted. Ultimately, the lovers are reunited at a pivotal moment, which leads to them 

being happily married. 

It is important to note that, during this adventure, time does not have an effect on the 

hero’s biological and biographical time. In other words, these adventures leave no 

trace and do not alter the hero’s personality or course of his life (biographical time) 

and age or life-span (biological time), because adventure-time chronotopes ‘lack any 

natural, everyday cyclicity’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 91). For example, in The Aethiopica, the 

initial meeting of the hero and heroine and the sudden ignition of their passion for 
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 Not to be confused with the Classical Greek philosopher Socrates. Socrates of Constantinople was a Greek 

Christian church historian. 
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each other is the starting point for plot movement, and their eventual marriage is the 

end point of plot movement (known as poles of plot movement). Bakhtin notes that 

these poles of plot movement are pivotal moments in the hero’s life and that they are 

biographically and biologically significant. The action is not, however structured 

around these two points but ‘rather, it is around that which lies (that which takes 

place) between them’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 89, original emphases). More precisely, the 

pause that appears between these two biographical moments, in which the entire 

action takes place, is outside biological time; ‘It is, precisely, an extratemporal hiatus 

between two moments of biographical time’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 90). In order for this 

suspension of biological time to work, one must have an abstract understanding of 

time and space. For instance, Bakhtin writes that: 

The nature of a given place does not figure as a component in 
the event … All adventures in the Greek romance are thus 
governed by an inter-changeability in space; what happens in 
Babylon could just as well happen in Egypt or Byzantium and 
vice versa (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 100). 47 

Thus time, rather than space, is specifically significant in this chronotope because it 

never effects change in the hero, which I argue resonates with Rosalind and Celia’s 

adventures in Greenwood. Under this particular chronotope we should not look for the 

evolution of Rosalind’s character or the significance of the place where the action 

takes place (the Forest of Arden). Rather, the drama is in the romantic situation 

between Rosalind and Orlando, and events are determined by chance alone. 

                                                      

47
 Here, Bakhtin is referring to the ancient Greek romance, The Adventures of Leucippe and Clitophon by Achilles 

Tatius.  
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Ultimately, Rosalind emerges from the forest unchanged, regardless of her actions 

while there. 

This particular feature of the adventure-time chronotope is reflected in the play’s 

continual use of the word ‘if’. As Phyllis Rackin (2006) notes, As You Like It ‘uses the 

word “if” more than any other Shakespearean play, repeatedly insisting that the entire 

action takes place in the conditional tense that insulates it from the offstage 

dichotomy of truth and falsehood’ (Rackin, 2006, p. 119). In this sense, As You Like It 

presupposes possibility but implies that, once the inevitable return occurs, nothing 

changes. To some extent, rather than temporarily distorting gender boundaries, the 

hypotheticality of Rosalind’s male attire actually reinforces them, as her two personas 

do not fuse into one. This is not only because Rosalind never actually crosses the 

border even when she ‘transvests’ herself (from trans ‘across’ and vestire ‘to clothe’) 

but also because her dialogue discloses two distinct voices. For Rosalind, donning male 

attire is similar to wearing a mask to play a role: transvestism means in this context ‘to 

adopt the clothing and external attributes of the male sex in order to be “free”’(Fitz, 

1980, p. 17).As we shall see, this does not mean that Rosalind does not question the 

discourse surrounding gender. 

For example, at Celia’s suggestion that they both dress as women ‘in poor and mean 

attire, / And with a kind of umber smirch’ their faces (1.3.107–8), Rosalind promptly 

replies: 
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Were it not better, 
Because that I am more than common tall, 
That I did suit me all points like a man? 
A gallant curtal-axe upon my thigh, 
A boar-spear in my hand, and in my heart, 
Lie there what hidden women’s fear there will, 
We’ll have a swashing and martial outside, 
As many other mannish cowards have 
That do outface it with their semblances. 

(1.3.112–19, emphasis added) 

The earlier joke in Act 1 Scene 2 lines 70–1, where Touchstone urges both women to 

swear by their non-existing beards, and Rosalind’s use of the term ‘mannish coward’, 

generate gender ambiguity that spreads male anxiety about insubordinate female 

behaviour and the crossing of gender boundaries. The phrase ‘mannish coward’ is a 

new way to describe a man with a woman’s heart. ‘Mannish’ is only used in two other 

places in his plays, in Cymbeline and Troilus and Cressida, where ‘A woman impudent 

and mannish grows’ (3.3.219) means a woman who has stepped out of her place in the 

gender hierarchy – a masculine woman. A male coward – a ‘mannish man’ in 

Rosalind’s context, however, questions what it is to be a man as much as it parodies a 

woman dressed in man’s clothes. There are two quite distinct uses here: one is fluid 

where a woman ‘grows’ into a man by behaviour, against one where male and female 

are well-defined and so become only ‘man-like’, but not actual men; the latter 

meaning resonates with Rosalind’s transformation.48  In agreement with one of the 

features of an adventure-time chronotope, we will see that Rosalind’s transformation 
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Several critics have various perspectives on Rosalind’s motives for transforming to Ganymede. For two of the 

prominent approaches in the field see, Anne Barton (1974) and Alexander Leggatt (2005, originally published in 
1987), Anne Barton, The Taming of the Shrew, in The Shakespeare Volume 1, ed. by G. Blakemore Evans and J. J. M 
Tobin, 2

nd
 edn  (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1974), pp. 137-177, Alexander Leggatt, Shakespeare's 

Comedy of Love   (London and New York: Routledge, 2005). 
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is only skin-deep because we can observe two distinct and contradicting voices in 

Rosalind’s speech, and this is because of the friction notable in her dialogue (Erickson, 

1982, 1985). 

For instance, Stephen Greenblatt (1988) notes that, even though during the 

Renaissance gender was heavily influenced by determined boundaries as the period 

was intolerant to ambiguity, it is the friction between the genders that is the point of 

creation for Shakespearean comedies such as As You Like It and Twelfth Night, and that 

without the friction between man and woman there would be no play. More precisely, 

for Shakespeare, friction is specifically associated with verbal wit. Although Rosalind 

remains unchanged biologically and biographically, her decision to ‘speak to [Orlando] 

like a saucy lackey and ... play the knave with him’ initiates verbal friction between her 

and Orlando, and Ganymede’s parodic impersonation of ‘Rosalind’. More importantly, 

Rosalind/Ganymede’s effortless shift from female to male questions the stability of 

gender boundaries (3.2.287–9).49 By analysing a sample passage, 4.1.171–200, I want 

to show how the multivocality of Act 4 Scene 1 generates a flickering effect between 

two genders as she shifts back and forth between Ganymede and Rosalind’s layers of 

voice. This formula is further complicated as a third voice is added into the equation, 

that of the ‘Rosalind’ portrayed by Ganymede. While reading this passage it is 

important to keep in consideration that, although the voices of Rosalind and 

                                                      

49
On the androgynous identity of Ganymede also see D. J. Palmer, ‘As You Like It and the Idea of Play’, Critical 

Quarterly (1971), 13 (3), pp. 234-246, H. M. Richmond, Shakespeare's Sexual Comedy: A Mirror for Lovers  (New 
York, Bobbs-Merrill, 1971), M. B. Beckman, ‘The Figure of Rosalind in As You Like It’, Shakespeare Quarterly (1978), 
29 (1), pp. 44-51, Robert Hapgood, Shakespeare the Theatre-Poet   (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988) and Stephen 
Orgel, Impersonations: The Performance of Gender in Shakespeare's England (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1996). 
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Ganymede merge together in the persona of ‘Rosalind’, under an adventure-time 

chronotope framework, to use Bakhtin’s terminology, they do not fuse into a single 

consciousness, thus we can detect the friction between the voices in the text. I would 

like to contextualise this flickering effect by analysing the three voices in Rosalind’s 

interaction with Orlando. The multi-voiced nature of the text invites the reader to 

‘hear’ these three layers of voice, it is not obvious at each moment how one should 

interpret each layer, thus evoking the sense of carnivalesque open-endedness and 

ambiguity discussed in Chapters One and Two.50 

In the opening of Act 4 Scene 1, Ganymede offers Orlando ‘man-to-man’ advice on the 

behaviour of wives. He suggests the possibility of infidelity, and reaches the climax of 

his exuberant cynicism in celebrating the wit of woman in ‘make[ing] her fault her 

husband’s occasion’. Orlando, perhaps to break off this misogynist diatribe, recalls his 

duty to the Duke: ‘For these two hours, Rosalind, I will leave thee.’ Unaware of the 

disguise, we know that at this point it is most likely that, Orlando is addressing the 

‘Rosalind’ portrayed by Ganymede. It might be, however, the real Rosalind and not 

Ganymede’s imperious ‘Rosalind’ who replies: ‘Alas, dear love, I cannot lack thee two 

hours!’ One could argue that, to cover-up this involuntary revelation of her true 

feelings, Rosalind resorts to overly dramatic speech, usually associated with 

Ganymede’s ‘Rosalind’, in her next dialogue. For example, first her contemptuous 
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 For a discussion of how past performers have opted to portray the multi-layered character of Rosalind, see Philip 

Brockbank ed., Players of Shakespeare Essays in Shakespearean Performance (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1985), Patty S. Derrick, ‘Rosalind and the Nineteenth-Century Woman: Four Stages Interpretations’, Theatre 
Survey(1985),26 (2), pp. 143-162, Penny Gay, As She Likes It: Shakespeare's Unruly Women (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1994), Alexander Leggatt ed., The Cambridge Companion to Shakespearean Comedy (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2002), Emma Smith ed., Shakespeare's Comedies(Oxford: Blackwell, 2004) and Penny 
Gay, The Cambridge Introduction to Shakespeare's Comedies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008). 
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dismissal of Orlando, ‘Ay, go your ways, go your ways,’ and then her extravagant self-

pity, ‘’Tis but one cast away, and so come death!’ In the next line we flicker back to 

Rosalind’s voice as she anxiously attempts to verify the time of Orlando’s return. In the 

next instance, with a breezy response to Orlando’s ‘Ay, sweet Rosalind’, we could 

potentially be ‘hearing’ Ganymede as ‘he’ issues a stern warning that Orlando should 

dare not be late lest he be unworthy ‘of her you call Rosalind’. During this scene, and 

at other similar points in the play, the audience is allowed potentially different 

decisions about how to interpret each layer of voice which in turn complicates 

responses to situations and dilemmas in the text. The noteworthy point is that we can 

indeed observe three distinct voices within Rosalind’s dialogue and that the text invites 

the reader to move rapidly between them.51 

As polyphony underscores the multi-voicedness of a text, Ganymede’s description of 

women in love does not necessarily reflect what Rosalind would have thought an ideal 

woman to be. Rather, through her exaggerated parody of masculinity she is 

simultaneously questioning the male perspective on women. Thus, arguably, 

Rosalind/Ganymede’s dialogue reveals several ideological stances on gender. For 

instance, preceding Ganymede’s enactment of Rosalind, he offers Orlando a preview 

of the female role he is about to play out. Here, by exaggerating and parodying the 

undesirable characteristics associated with women, Ganymede assumes a role akin to 

Petruchio (The Taming of the Shrew) and lists the shortcomings of women: 

                                                      

51
 For a discussion of how actors have approached the performance of Rosalind, Ganymede and Ganymede’s 

enactment of Rosalind see Carol J. Carlisle, ‘“Helen Faucit's Rosalind”’, Shakespeare Survey (1979), 12, pp. 65-94, 
and Patty S.Derrick, ‘Rosalind and the Nineteenth-Century Woman: Four Stages Interpretations’, Theatre Survey 
(1985), 26 (2), pp. 143-162. 
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He was to 
imagine me his love, his mistress, and I set him every 
day to woo me. At which time I would – being but a 
moonish youth – grieve, be effeminate, changeable, 
longing and liking, proud, fantastical, apish, shallow, 
inconstant, full of tears, full of smiles; for every passion 
something and for no passion truly anything, as boys 
and women are for most part cattle of this colour; 

(3.2.390–7, emphasis added) 

Although one could argue that Ganymede does paint a pretty accurate picture of 

Rosalind, to some extent her actions also contradict Ganymede’s view. For example, if 

nothing else, Rosalind is proud and fantastical enough to don male attire in order to 

search for her father, and even more so to have the confidence to woo a lover during 

the process. Indeed one could even consider her ‘shallow’ in the sense that, when we 

first meet her, she is mourning for her father and yet she manages to partake in bawdy 

prattle with Celia and Touchstone. Once she falls in love with Orlando, however, her 

only thoughts are for him and her own heartache. The opening dialogues of Act 1 

Scenes 2 and 3 illustrate the shift in the reason for Rosalind’s melancholy: 

CELIA: I pray thee, Rosalind, sweet my coz, be merry. 

ROSALIND: Dear Celia, I show more mirth than I am 
 mistress of... 
Unless you could teach me to forget a 
banished father you must not learn me how to 
remember any extraordinary pleasure. . .  

CELIA: Why, cousin, why, Rosalind! Cupid have mercy! 
 Not a word? . . .  
But all this for your father? 

ROSALIND: No, some of it is for my child’s father. . . 
But what talk we of fathers when there is such a 
man as Orlando? 

(1.2.1–7, 1.3.1–11, 3.4.34–5)   
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Furthermore, Rosalind’s actions are also ‘inconstant’; despite her vow to hide her 

‘woman’s fears’ – ‘I could find in my heart to disgrace my man’s apparel and to cry like 

a woman’ – she is also full of tears as she declares ‘Never talk to me, I will weep’ at 

Orlando’s failure to keep his appointment (2.5.4–5, 3.4.1).  

Additionally, Rosalind’s actions and dramatic speech on her love for Orlando also 

counterpoint Ganymede’s perspective on love. For example, Ganymede warns Orlando 

about the perils of love: 

Love is merely a madness,52 and I tell you 
deserves as well a dark house and a whip as madmen do; 
and the reason why they are not so punished and cured 
is that the lunacy is so ordinary that the whippers are in 
love too. 

(3.2.384–8) 

We know that Rosalind is the first one to fall in love, which she does simply by setting 

eyes on Orlando. Rosalind further contradicts Ganymede’s anti-romantic stance in Act 

4 Scene 1 lines 173–4, when she is melodramatically quick to call upon death after 

realising Orlando must leave her for some time: ‘’Tis but one cast away, and so, come 

death! Two o’ clock is your hour?’ The noteworthy point here is that, looking at the 

multivocality of the text’s language specifically that of Rosalind/Ganymede generates 
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two very different images of women and gender: one, women as foolish and 

incompetent, two, women as witty and competent. For instance, one the one hand, 

Ganymede’s words (3.2.390-7) characterise the stereotypical and misogynistic view on 

women. One the other hand, Rosalind’s actions turn the same ‘apish’ characteristics 

into her strength. It is Rosalind’s eccentric behaviour, ‘pride’, ability to adapt and 

‘change[ability]’ that gives her enough strength to pursue the suitor she desires, but 

also to escape from the danger posed by her uncle.  

This is not to say that Rosalind and Ganymede are utterly different beings, and that 

nothing Ganymede says can be taken as Rosalind’s view; as Alexander Leggatt points 

out, ‘it is not as simple as that’ (Leggatt, 1975, p. 420). The multivoicedness of the text 

suggests that Ganymede is part of Rosalind but not the whole – we can still read two 

distinct voices because Rosalind’s ‘adventure-time’ is based on conditionality, the 

abstract and temporary nature of her adventure means that she does not go through 

the irrevocable process of becoming a ‘mannish’ women. Rather, her male attire 

allows her the capacity to question ‘ready-made truths’ surrounding social 

expectations (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 110, original emphasis).For instance, in Act 4 Scene 1 

lines 54–8 Ganymede/Rosalind indirectly tests Orlando on his opinion of women’s 

position in marriage:   
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ROSALIND: I had as liefbe wooed of a snail. 

... Besides, he brings his destiny 
with him. 

ORLANDO: What’s that? 

ROSALIND: Why, horns – which such as you are fain to be 
 beholding to your wives for;  

(4.1.47–55) 

The OED (5c) attests that the word ‘horn’ can also refer to the male sexual organ. 

Using the word ‘horn’ as a double entendre, Rosalind invites Orlando to slander 

unchaste women for cuckoldry, as Orlando will undoubtedly be ‘beholden to [his] 

wives’ ‘unless [he] takes her without her tongue’ (4.1.161–2). As with the metaphorical 

use of the phrase ‘joint-stool’ between Kate and Petruchio, by using the word ‘horns’ 

Rosalind introduces a similar suggestiveness to her dialogue (The Taming of the 

Shrew,2.2.198).  

Alternatively, the multivocality of the text also offers an interpretation that implies 

men create other men as cuckolds through their horning. There are several other 

reminders, especially through Touchstone’s courting of Audrey (3.3.46, 47, 49, 51, 57), 

of the male anxiety induced by male desire and infidelity. For instance, as well as 

Ganymede’s reference, there is constant joking about horns that are the dowry of a 

man’s wife (4.2.14–19). Even up to the final marriages, Touchstone alludes to the male 

infidelity that rises as lust fades: ‘to swear and to forswear according as marriage binds 

and blood breaks’ (5.4.56–7). In doing so, Rosalind questions the causation of 
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cuckoldry; it is not simply because women allow themselves to be unchaste (as a male 

perspective might have it) but also because of male infidelity – it takes two to horn. 

Additionally, as mentioned in Chapter Two, the parodic discourse in As You Like It 

employs ‘active parody’. This means that the targeted voice of the other (the 

patriarchal voice) is given equal rights and is allowed to resist what the parodist 

(Ganymede/Rosalind) is doing to it, and that the parodist is no longer in control, thus 

creating a multi-voiced text. Therefore Orlando has the capacity to respond and 

disagrees with the ideological perspective that is being parodied and declines the 

invitation to converse about the ‘changeable’ nature of women: ‘Virtue is no horn-

maker and, my Rosalind is virtuous’ (4.1.57–8). Orlando has obviously passed the test 

and we see a shift from Ganymede to Rosalind – ‘And I am your Rosalind’ – as she 

demands to be wooed: ‘Come, woo me, woo me – for now I am in a holiday humour’; 

which results in a mock wedding between the two (4.1.59, 62–3). Arguably, Rosalind 

and Orlando’s adventure-time comes to an end, with their mock wedding as the active 

parody between the couple, and Ganymede’s voice seems to disappear from 

Rosalind’s dialogue. In other words, her speech no longer generates the flickering 

effect we discussed earlier. 

Therefore, having listened to Ganymede’s remarks about the fickleness of women, and 

having been bullied into performing a mock wedding between ‘Rosalind’ and Orlando, 

Celia is there to rebuff Rosalind. The intonation in her response is not only scornful but 

also earthy: 
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 You have simply misused our sex in your love –  
 prate! We must have your doublet and hose plucked 
over your head and show the world what the bird hath 
done to her own nest.53 

(4.1.189–90, emphasis added) 

Celia’s use of ‘prate’ is particularly interesting here. According to the OED, when read 

as a noun, ‘prate’ means to talk or act in an idle or irrelevant manner. In this light, we 

can argue that Rosalind’s provoking statements about gender and her donning of male 

attire are nothing but examples of idyllic prattling and chattering; her words and 

actions hold no long-term significance. This feeds back into our earlier argument on 

interpreting the whole escapade in Arden as an abstract moment in time. For instance, 

Bakhtin (1981) asserts that adventure-time is a ‘sharp hiatus between two moments of 

[the heroine’s] biographical time’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 90, emphasis added).   

Celia’s words also remind us about the ‘real’ Rosalind behind her enactment of 

Ganymede (4.1.60–1) and seem to warn Rosalind that the time has come to pluck off 

her disguise and ‘show’ the femininity beneath. Thus, after the mock wedding has 

been performed and the ideologies surrounding women and marriage have been 

tested, the play picks up pace with multiple references to time and forward 

movement, which signal the approach of the resolution. Before the resolution is 

achieved and the lovers are reunited, however, there are several frustrated 

relationships in precarious positions, and they have to be resolved. 
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After some brief confusion in Act 5 Scene 2 lines 80–84, Silvius and Phebe are paired 

off and there is a whirlwind courtship and marriage between Oliver and Celia, the 

following scene with Touchstone and Audrey reinforces the forward movement: 

‘Tomorrow is the joyful day, Audrey, tomorrow will we be married’ (5.3.1–2, emphasis 

added). Other than Touchstone, Rosalind also displays an awareness of time, which 

she has imported from her court life. Rosalind’s sense of time relates to her impatience 

to gain Orlando’s attention and, ultimately, their union. For example, their first 

exchange of dialogue is about time: ‘I pray you, what is’t o’clock? (3.2.291). As we 

discussed above, Rosalind is distraught when Orlando fails to keep the time for their 

meeting, and which Orlando reminds her that there are no clocks in the forest. This 

emphasis on time is particularly significant because, in the ‘adventure-time’ 

chronotope time is ‘interchangeable’; it is abstract and can therefore be sped up. 

Indeed, as Rosalind explains to Orlando, ‘Time travels in divers paces’ in Arden; ‘Time 

ambles’, ‘Time trots’ and ‘Time gallops’ (3.2.299-301). As the movement is set in 

motion we see a sudden change in Rosalind’s speech. For example, whenever we 

subsequently hear from her, her words are no longer those of a ‘saucy lacky’, rather 

they are direct and aim to resolve rather than confuse (3.2.287). The rational and quite 

simply brilliant manner in which Rosalind sets about reaching a resolution parallels the 

exaggerated dialogue we have come to expect by this point. For example, to prevent 

any patriarchal intervention and further confusion in her marriage she secures her 

father’s consent before revealing herself: ‘You say if I bring in your Rosalind / You will 

bestow her on Orlando here?’ (5.4.6–7). Another example is the speech Rosalind 

delivers in Act 5 Scene 2 lines 105–116 to ease the tension her disguise has caused.  
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The theme of time consciousness is also reflected in Duke Senior’s ‘golden world’. For 

example, in contrast to the court life of power-seekers such as Oliver and Duke 

Frederick (1.2., 1.3.), the men in Duke Senior’s alternative court loll under 

Greenwood’s trees discussing philosophical matters such as the progression of time in 

the form of passing seasons and the Seven Ages of Man (2.7140-177).  

Appropriately, the casualness of time is the theme of several the foresters’ discussions 

(2.7.12-34) and songs (5.3.16-39). On one of the last songs (4.2), Touchstone 

comments: ‘I count it but time lost / to hear such a foolish song’ (5.3.45-6, emphases 

added). There are two possible interpretations for Touchstone’s comment. Firstly, he 

could be simply referring to listening to the song as a waste of his time. Alternatively, 

Harold Jenkins (1955) dubs Touchstone the play’s timekeeper. Thus, Touchstone could 

be referring to the whole adventure in Arden as a sequence of lost time, or a break in 

biographical time. This particular perspective reinforces Bakhtin’s idea that, in an 

adventure-time chronotope, events that take place between the beginning (the first 

encounter between Rosalind and Orlando) and the end (their marriage) of the 

narrative hold no importance in the hero’s life. Rather time ‘is deprived of its unity and 

wholeness – it is chopped up into separate segments’ and encompasses moments 

from everyday life such as meeting and parting. Bakhtin argues that because of this 

disjointed representation of time, there are a lot of ‘suddenlys’ that pervade the time-

space of the adventure-time chronotope. To sum up the matter, Bakhtin writes: 

‘Moments of adventurist time occur when … [the] normal sequence of life’s events is 

interrupted’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 95). The text of As You Like also uses the word 

‘suddenly’ nine times – more than any other of Shakespeare’s comedies. For example, 
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Rosalind and Orlando suddenly happen to meet at his wrestling match with Charles 

and, much to Celia’s scepticism, Rosalind suddenly happens to fall in love: 

CELIA:       Is it possible on such a 
 sudden you should fall into so strong a liking with old 
 Sir Rowland’s youngest son? 

(1.3.25–7, emphasis added) 

Rosalind and Celia’s court life is suddenly intruded after Duke Frederick makes the 

decision to banish Rosalind; she only takes the decision to parody Orlando’s Rosalind 

after their sudden encounter in the forest. Therefore, ‘a logic of random disjunctions’ 

seems to work and events occurring a moment ‘earlier’ or a moment ‘later’ are what 

serve to progress the action. This focus on the ‘sudden’ occurrence of events once 

again emphasises the importance of time in As You Like It. For instance, if Orlando and 

Rosalind had not suddenly crossed paths at the right time and fallen in love and Duke 

Frederick had not suddenly decided to banish Rosalind, there would be no play. 

In the discussion above, we analysed As You Like It in context of an ‘adventure-time’ 

chronotope and argued that time, rather than space, occupies a central position in the 

play. More precisely, the discontinuous nature of this form of time results in a loss of 

cyclical everyday-time, thus reducing the action in the play to an abstract pattern. 

Time and space in Twelfth Night, however, have very different functions and 

characteristics and are more aligned with what Bakhtin calls the ‘adventure-time of the 

everyday’ chronotope, where time is a linear and irreversible whole.      
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Twelfth Night and the Adventure-Time of the Everyday Chronotope 

In contrast to As You Like It, the festive time-space of Illyria imagines a space that 

underscores restriction rather than emancipation. Indeed, even the language in Viola’s 

dialogue, rather than creating her as the Shakespearean festive heroine who lifts the 

gloominess of Illyria, makes her pivotal in restoring order. In the section below, we 

argue that Viola’s limitations in her male attire situate Twelfth Night as an ‘adventure-

time of the everyday’ chronotope, in which everyday life is intersected with moments 

of adventure and crisis.  

After his delineation of the ‘adventure-time’ chronotope, Bakhtin (1981) moves on to 

describe the ‘adventure novel of everyday life’. There are two specific reasons why this 

particular type of chronotope resonates with the structure of Twelfth Night. First, this 

second type merges both ‘adventure-time’ and ‘adventure-time of everyday’ and, with 

the amalgamation of the two, ‘there emerges a new type of adventure – time, one 

sharply distinct from Greek “adventure-time”, one that is a special sort of everyday 

time’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 111). Like ‘adventure-time’, this new time is full of chance 

events, exceptional occurrences and adventure, however, the pivotal difference here is 

that time and space are no longer abstract; they become whole and move forward in 

linear sequences. For instance, on the one hand, parallel with the structure of an 

‘adventure-time’ chronotope, Rosalind’s adventure in Greenwood is a phase in her life 

from which she must return to socially prescribed gender relations. On the other hand, 

the plot of Twelfth Night is in not an extratemporal hiatus between two adjacent 

moments of real-life sequence.  Rather, it is the course of Viola’s life in its critical 
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moments that make up the plot of the play (see Bakhtin 1981, p. 111);thus, in unlike 

Rosalind, Viola does not have the avenue to return to her previous life by exiting her 

location. This is because, in contrast to the ‘adventure time’ chronotope, where 

location has little influence on the play’s events, here space becomes meaningful and 

endowed with the power to bring change whereas (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 120). I 

acknowledge that the title of the play, Twelfth Night, suggests a counter-argument to 

interpreting the play as echoing everyday life. Indeed, Twelfth Night is one of the few 

Shakespeare plays we can accurately date and we can confidently say it was first 

performed on 2 February 1602 (see Manningham 1976). More importantly, it is the 

festive day of Candlemas. Having said that, I think it is also noteworthy that Candlemas 

was the formal end of a festive period (Christmastide) in the year’s calendar. The 

second part of the play’s title, however – or What You Will – seems to invite the 

audience/reader to make ‘what [we] will’ of the play’s time, themes and setting. 

Bakhtin asserts that for this type of chronotope to work, ‘two special prerequisites are 

essential … which define the peculiar nature of time’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 111, emphasis 

added). First is that the course of the hero’s life must involve ‘an actual course of 

travel’, where he wanders along ‘the road of life’, which makes space ‘more concrete 

and saturated with a time that is more substantial’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 111, 120; 1984). 

Second, that the course of the hero’s life must be presented to us ‘sheathed in the 

context of a ‘metamorphosis,’ in other words, his body must undergo a 

transformation. More specifically, this ‘Metamorphosis serves as the basis for a 

method of portraying the whole of an individual’s life in its more important moments 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Candlemas
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of crisis: for showing how an individual becomes other than what [s]he was’ (Bakhtin, 

1981, 115, emphasis added). 

The first prerequisite, an actual course of travel, is met by the opening scene of Act 1 

Scene 2, where we find out that a young, aristocratic-born woman named Viola has 

been swept onto the Illyrian shore. Additionally, the play is also full of journeys across 

the terrain as we witness, firstly, Viola travel to Orsino’s court and, secondly, her 

running messages between Orsino and Olivia. Similarly, Sebastian, also having been 

swept onto a shore, journeys with Antonio until he reaches the country Illyria. With 

regards to the second prerequisite, Viola’s enactment of Cesario is facilitated by her 

remarkable resemblance to her ‘glass’ (reflection), Sebastian, not just through her 

attire, but also through her mannerisms:  

I my brother know 
Yet living in my glass. Even such and so 
In favour was my brother, and he went 
Still in this fashion, colour, ornament, 
For him I imitate.54 

(3.4.376–80, emphasis added)  

Viola’s representation of gender becomes a lot more complex than Rosalind’s as her 

male persona is an imitation of a role model – her identical twin, Sebastian. For 

instance, in the previous section, we identified three distinct contradicting voices in 

                                                      

54
 Trevor Nunn’s film version of the play sets this role-playing by including an additional scene in the movie version. 

In this scene, which occurs just before the shipwreck itself, Viola and Sebastian participate in a gender-bending 
parlour show, in which Viola plays on the idea of male and female physical characteristics by wearing a fake 
moustache, which Sebastian eventually pulls off – to the delight and surprise of the audience. This additional scene 
may reflect how Viola gathered the background material for her characterisation of a male, specifically Sebastian, in 
the form of Cesario. 
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Rosalind/Ganymede’s dialogue; in Viola’s case, however, the implication of Viola’s 

disguise becomes more slippery as the play progresses. At certain points, one could 

even argue that Cesario usurps Viola. For instance, in the final recognition scene, the 

metaphor of perspective Orsino uses to characterise the identical twin not only implies 

gender ambiguity but also paints an anamorphic picture: 

One face, one voice, one habit and two persons: 
A natural perspective, that is and is not. 

(5.1.212-13, emphasis added) 

Horace Howard Furness notes that Edward Capell interprets the term ‘perspective’ as 

a synonym for ‘reflection’, and in this light, the ‘last enterer [Sebastian]... is a reflection 

of the other, an appearance of nature’s forming that seems a body and is 

none’(Furness, 1901, p. 299). Capell’s interpretation turns Sebastian into a reflection, 

and thus an imitation, of Cesario. Indeed, in contrast to Rosalind and Ganymede, the 

sense of ambiguity and split inherent in Viola’s disguise does not evaporate with the 

final revelation. Contrastingly, the split male part is materialised and subsumed in the 

presence of Sebastian, facilitating Olivia’s transference of passion from Cesario to 

Sebastian. Therefore, we know that Viola’s metamorphosis is more complex than that 

of Rosalind because it conveys a sense of wholeness. We can identify another missing 

piece of Viola beneath the disguise of Cesario – that of her ‘other half’, her identical 

twin; but, who is substance, and who is shadow? Capell’s approach reflects the 

difficulty to settle down the complication of Viola’s disguise into a simple conclusion 

that Viola is a copy of her brother Sebastian. 
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Antonio’s remarks on Sebastian’s division of self also illustrate the difficulty to 

distinguish the original from the copy: 

How have you made division of yourself? 
An apple cleft in two is not more twin 
Than these two creatures. Which is Sebastian? 

(5.1.218-220) 

Even though for Viola herself her male disguise Cesario is a reflection, a shadow, of 

Sebastian, for the other characters, Sebastian is a reflection, a shadow, of Cesario. The 

final resolution certainly relies on this implication. For Olivia to substitute the object of 

her love from Cesario to Sebastian, the male part created by Viola will have to be 

subsumed by Sebastian. Furthermore, although Olivia cannot marry the Cesario 

created by Viola, she can marry another ‘Cesario’ – Sebastian, thus, making the latter a 

replacement of the former. In a sense, compared to the gender representation in As 

You Like It, here, the representation of gender remains elusive. Although this 

elusiveness of Viola/Cesario’s gender representation roots it in the carnivalesque, it 

actually generates images of restriction, which reminds the reader of ‘everyday’ life 

and reality. This in turn suggests that the festive time-space of Illyria is one that 

emphasises order and limitations. 

For example, the opening lines of the play reveal that Illyria is already in the full throes 

of festivity prior to Viola’s arrival. Read as a whole, Orsino’s monologue may come 

across as a reflection on upper-class self-indulgence; representing a supposedly 

powerful figure with boundless wealth who is sentimentally in love with love. Indeed, 
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the grotesque imagery generated by Orsino’s language echoes the principle 

characteristics of Bakhtin’s carnival world: 

If music be the food of love, play on, 
Give me excess of it, that surfeiting 
The appetite may sicken and so die. 
That strain again, it had a dying fall. 
O, it came o’er my ear like the sweet south 
That breathes upon a bank of violets, 
Stealing and giving odour. Enough, no more,  
‘Tis not so sweet now as it was before.  [Music ceases.] 
O spirit of love, how quick and fresh art thou 
That, notwithstanding thy capacity 
Receiveth as the sea, naught enters there 
Of what validity and pitch soe’er 
But falls into abatement and low price 
Even in a minute. So full of shapes is fancy 
That it alone is high fantastical. 

(1.1.1–15, emphasis added) 

As we’ve already discussed in Chapter Two, carnival initiates a change from the 

principles of stability and closure to that of constant possibility; it is also a time of 

abundance and banquets, of eating, drinking and emphasises orifices, both physical 

and conceptual (Bakhtin, 1968). Orsino’s opening speech summarises the key concerns 

of both the play and carnival –; for instance, ‘music’, ‘food’, ‘love’, ‘play’ – each of 

which he desires in a vast quantity: ‘Give me excess of it.’ The pivotal point here is that 

Orsino demands them in excess not for pleasure, but because he wants to free himself 

of such ‘appetite[s]’ by an overindulgence to the point that it ‘sicken[’s]’ him. In this 

sense, the lovesick Orsino desires change: ‘Enough no more, /’Tis not so sweet now as 

it was before.’ Orsino’s reference to violets is interesting here because it alludes to 

Viola, whose name not only means ‘violet’ in Latin but also means a musical 
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instrument in Italian. The musical connection of Viola’s name is made by Sir Toby: ‘viol-

de-gamboys’ (1.3.23–4) (Maguire, 2007). One could argue that the words of Sir Toby 

and Orsino anticipate Viola’s arrival; more importantly, both references mention Viola 

in a reductive context, rather than one of carnival excess. For instance, Orsino’s 

mention of violets is immediately followed by the terms ‘stealing’ and ‘no more’, both 

of which generate images of loss and limits. Additionally, Illyria’s festive formations are 

also confirmed by the carnivalesque downstairs atmosphere of Olivia’s household 

(especially in 1.3); the presence of Sir Toby Belch underscores the carnivalesque 

elements in the play. Sir Toby’s deformation of ‘viola da gamba’ to ‘He plays o’ th’ viol-

de-gamboys’ may hint at Viola, who plays the role of a boy by donning male clothing. 

When read in context of Sir Toby’s earlier comment on clothing – ‘Confine? I’ll confine 

myself no finer than I am’ – Viola’s situation encourages us to recognise the limitations 

not only of her disguise but also of festivity (1.3.9). Thus, Viola represents the 

abnegation of carnivalesque openness and profusion, as she represents the ‘everyday 

life’ in the ‘adventure-time of the everyday’ chronotope. From this perspective, it 

seems fitting that between the two scenes of excess, drunkenness and revelry we are 

introduced to Viola who continues to remind us of limitations, loss and death: 

VIOLA: And what should I do in Illyria? 
 My brother he is in Elysium. 
 Perchance he is not drowned. What think you, sailors? 

(1.2.3–5, emphasis added) 

Earlier we discussed that, for Bakhtin, under an ‘adventure-time of the everyday’ 

chronotope the hero’s metamorphosis takes place at moments of crisis and journeys 
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across land in his or her transformed state. These moments of crisis bear similarities to 

pure ‘adventure-time’: ‘a time of exceptional and unusual events, events determined 

by chance, which, moreover, manifest themselves in fortuitous encounters’ (Bakhtin, 

1981, p. 116).Here, we argue that Viola’s adventure takes place as one phase of her 

life, divided into a series of crises and accidental events. More importantly, in contrast 

to As You Like It, Viola’s dialogue suggests that her disguise/transformation proves to 

be an obstacle rather than an aid. 

We first meet Viola at a pivotal moment of her life. Her sense of loss is so deep that, 

similar to Olivia, who has also lost a brother and has retired behind a mourning veil, we 

see Viola’s instant desire to withdraw and ‘veil’ herself, in the image of her brother, at 

a moment of crisis, ‘Till [she has] made [her] own occasion mellow’ (1.2.40). She urges 

the captain to aid her in her metamorphosis: ‘Conceal me what I am, and be my aid’ 

(1.2.45, 50). Upon arrival at Orsino’s court, Viola faces another unexpected crisis as we 

learn that she has fallen in love with Orsino (who is in love with Olivia) at first sight. 

This particular crisis is further complicated as we learn that Olivia has fallen in love 

with Cesario: ‘My master loves her dearly, / And I, poor monster, fond as much on him, 

/ And she, mistaken, seems to dote on me’ (2.2.33–5). In contrast to Rosalind, who 

employs her disguise to woo and quibble with Orlando, Viola condemns her disguise as 

‘wickedness’, as she underscores the curse of her disguise and likens it to the 

‘pregnant enemy’ (the devil) and seeing herself as a ‘poor monster’ (2.2.27-
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8).55Furthermore, because time and space are not abstract or interchangeable – Viola 

cannot speed up or slow down the pace of her adventure-time by simply removing her 

disguise – she is forced to leave the outcome to time: ‘O time, thou must untangle this, 

not I. / It is too hard a knot for me t’untie’ (2.3.40–1). 

Viola/Cesario faces another crisis as s/he is forced into a duel with Sir Andrew in Act 3 

Scene 5. As the scene unfolds, so does the imbalance between Viola and her male 

attire. The swordfight between Cesario and Sir Andrew, refereed by Sir Toby, is a prime 

example of this paradox between Cesario’s masculine ‘outside’ and the Viola who 

resides within. Although Sir Andrew himself certainly embodies a more effeminate 

characterisation than even Cesario, when the two are juxtaposed in the swordfight 

scene in Act 3 Scene 4, Viola’s limitations are revealed starkly through Fabian’s 

description of the two awaiting their swordfight:  

[aside to Sir Toby]          He is as horribly conceited of 
him, and pants and looks pale as if a bear were at his 
heels. 

(3.4.286–9) 

And we hear Viola whisper (3.4.295-6): 

Pray God defend me! A little thing would 
make me tell them how much I lack of a man. 

                                                      

55
For a discussion of how Rosalind consciously uses her disguise to act in a way that society will not allow a woman 

to act, see Robert Kimbrough, ‘Androgyny Seen Through Shakespeare's Disguise’, Shakespeare Quarterly(1982),33 
(1), pp.17-33. 
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Viola’s response in this particular crisis reminds us that there are limitations to her 

disguise, and in time her ‘lack’ of this ‘little thing’ is bound to force her to reveal her 

femininity (see Sprengnether, 2004). In contrast to Rosalind, Viola focuses on this ‘lack’ 

throughout the play. Although this scene is intended to generate laughter, as Viola and 

Sir Andrew stand for a moment with drawn swords and knocking knees, at some 

deeper level we become aware that there are limits to revelry and ‘what you will’.56 

Although, unlike Viola, Rosalind is firmly in control of her disguise,57 the final point I 

would like to highlight about the differences between the festive time-spaces of the 

two plays is that the difference between Rosalind’s ‘adventure-time’ and Viola’s 

‘adventure-time of the everyday’ is that, while the events in Arden occur by pure 

chance and their origins are prominently beyond Rosalind’s power, contrastingly, the 

actions that occur in Illyria indicate Viola as the source (Bakhtin 1981, pp. 116-17). As 

we have seen in the analysis above, it is Viola’s decision to instantly don the disguise of 

her identical twin brother after being shipwrecked and it is Viola’s decision to take on 

the position of the Duke of Illyria’s messenger. Granted it is Orsino’s wish that Cesario 

(Viola in disguise) woo Olivia on his behalf; however, it is Viola’s decision to carry on 

with the dual persona once she is alone with Olivia instead of confiding in another 

woman who has also lost a brother.  

                                                      

56
 Carol Hansen suggests that Viola is a ‘creature caught in two worlds; for her the disguise is not so much a 

liberating force as it was for Rosalind, but an additional dilemma’. See Carol Hansen, Woman as Individual in English 
Renaissance Drama: A Defiance of the Masculine Code   (New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 1993), pp. 177.  

57
 In her renowned 1985 article, Catherine Belsey presents an interesting argument on the difference between 

Rosalind and Viola’s alter egos. 
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Bakhtin writes that, during this particular time-space, 

the temporal sequence is an integrated and irreversible whole. 
And as a consequence, the abstractness so characteristic of 
Greek adventure-time falls away. Quite the contrary, this new 
temporal sequence demands precisely concreteness of 
expression (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 119). 

Whereas beforehand the location had no influence as a component in temporal 

events, now space becomes meaningful as time becomes endowed with the power to 

bring change (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 120). Perhaps this is why, in contrast to Rosalind, we 

do not witness Viola exiting her adventure-time in her ‘woman’s weeds’ (5.1.269); she 

does not have the opportunity to speak with the audience in female attire in an 

epilogue.58 

This chapter analysed the festive time-space in As You Like It and Twelfth Night under a 

chronotopic lens. This particular approach differentiated between the time-spaces 

presented in each play and, by analysing the disguises and dialogues of the female 

leads, highlighted the variances in the heroines’ representations of gender.  

                                                      

58
 There are numerous scholars who have theorised the epilogue of As You Like It. Various scholars extract different 

meanings depending on their discipline. For example, psychoanalytic critic Janet Adelman (1985) sees the 
emergence of the play-boy as reinstatement of an androgynous ideal; see Janet Adelman, Male Bonding in 
Shakespeare's Comedies, in Shakespeare's "Rough Magic": Renaissance Essays in Honor of C. L. Barber, ed. by Peter 
Erickson and Coppélia Kahn (London and Toronto: Associated University Presses, 1985), pp. 73-103. On the other 
hand, Peter Erickson (1982) regards it as a dilution of Rosalind’s female power. See Peter Erickson, ‘Sexual Politics 
and the Social Structure in As You Like It’,The Massachusetts Review(1982),23 (1), pp.65-83. Moreover, Catherine 
Belsey (1985) sees it as another disruption of sexual differences, a final gesture towards the arbitrariness of gender-
roles. Also see Keir Elam, Shakespeare's Universe of Discourse: Language-Games in the Comedies, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press,1984), Albert Cirillo, ‘As You Like It: Pastoralism Gone Awry’, ELH(1971),38 (1), pp. 19-
39, Kent T. Van den Berg, Playhouse and Cosmos: Shakespearean Theater as Metaphor (Delaware: Delaware 
University Press, 1985) and C W. Carroll, The Virgin Not: Language and Sexuality in Shakespeare, In Shakespeare 
Survey Volume 46: Shakespeare and Sexuality, ed. by Stanley Wells  (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 
pp. 107-119. 
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Furthermore, Twelfth Night also offers glimpses of unrestrained female voices in Olivia 

and Maria. For example, Malvolio is orchestrated by a female figure, Maria, whom Sir 

Toby calls a ‘most excellent / devil of wit’ (2.5.199–200). Despite Feste’s warning – that 

he (Malvolio) is a fool – Maria’s manipulation of appearance (like Viola’s disguise) 

deceives Malvolio and leads him to make a choice based on the ‘vice’ that ‘all that / 

look on him love him’ (2.5.146–7) – an illusion that has him locked away in darkness 

after being declared mad until the end of the play. Thus, we have a sequence 

suggesting the manipulative nature of women, especially women with any degree of 

power, and the consequences if this power is not harnessed. Through her interaction 

with Sir Toby, we know that Maria is saucy and sharp-tongued as her dialogue is witty 

and, more importantly, she reprimands Sir Toby on several occasions: ‘Ay, but you 

must confine yourself within the modest limits of order’, ‘That quaffing and drinking 

will undo you’, ‘What’s that to th’ purpose?’ (1.3.7, 13, 19). 

Similarly, as Orsino commands Olivia’s servants in her own house, one could argue that 

Olivia’s strength seems to wane. The exchange between the two spouses, Olivia and 

Sebastian, however, paints a different picture: 

OLIVIA: Nay, come, I prithee, would thou’dst be ruled by me. 

SEBASTIAN: Madam, I will. 

OLIVIA: O say so, and so be. 

(4.1.63–5) 
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Olivia’s words here remind us of her earlier conversation with Cesario: ‘I would you 

were as I would have you be’ (3.1.140). Keeping this particular relationship in mind, 

the following chapter develops the thread of adventure and journey further and 

explore how it opens up the space for the female voice in The Merchant of Venice and 

Measure for Measure.    
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Chapter Five: Menippean Satire and Socratic Dialogue in The 
Merchant of Venice and Measure for Measure 

This chapter explores the female voice in Shakespeare’s ‘problem comedies’, The 

Merchant of Venice and Measure for Measure, through a Menippean satire and 

Socratic dialogue paradigm. Utilising Bakhtin’s idea of the chronotope, in Chapter Four 

we examined the differences between the time-space presented in the Shakespearean 

festive comedy, and how those alter the experience and voice of the female figures. In 

this chapter I argue that a shift in time and space, which is a source of emancipation 

for heroines such as Rosalind, is not limited to the festive plays. Rather, the sense of 

ambiguity that is associated with carnival is also detectable in the voices of the female 

characters in Shakespeare’s so-called ‘problem comedies’, thus initiating a 

carnivalesque atmosphere.  

The primary aim of this chapter is to explore how Bakhtin’s genres of Menippean Satire 

and Socratic dialogue, which he argues are rooted in carnivalistic folklore, can reveal 

an alternative interpretation of the two plays and their leading female figures. As the 

term Menippea has been subjected to reassessment by contemporary scholars, before 

we move onto my analyses, in the next two sections, we unpack the complex 

underpinning of their propositions. 
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Bakhtin and the Widening Categories of Menippean Satire and Socratic 
Dialogue 

Menippean satire has been a recognised genre since the classical antecedents. As we 

shall see in this section, an unhelpful tendency towards loose uses of Menippean satire 

as a critical label, combined with the fluidity and inclusiveness of some classical and 

early modern versions of the genre, fosters the lack of clarity regarding the term. 

Nevertheless, examining the current breadth of this critical category illustrates some 

key points about how Menippean satire continues to impact upon genre, and this 

thesis’s position on the topic. In the following section, we delineate the widening 

categories of Menippean satire and Socratic dialogue and look at where Bakhtin is 

situated on this axis.     

Several scholars regard Menippean satire as an ‘anti-genre’, or a ‘form of discourse’ 

rather than a genre (see Milowicki and Wilson, 2002, p. 391; Relihan, 1984, p. 28). The 

history of Menippean satire, however, can be unfolded in a series of exemplars, earlier 

instances of which shape and mould the latter, to produce a variety of forms that are 

linked together. The genre is simultaneously recognised as a set of characteristics 

possessed by texts, and its history as being a catalogue of features and their 

development.  

Amongst many, Margaret A. Rose (1993), Joel Relihan (1984) and Eugene P. Kirk (1980) 

explain that Menippean satire is an ancient genre informed by the works of the Greek 

cynic, Menippus. Rose (1993) notes that Menippus wrote parodic treatments of ‘high’ 

texts, mixing styles to incorporate forms and linguistic registers that veered wildly from 
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refined to coarse. With reference to Menippus’s now lost parody, Kirk writes that, 

Menippus ‘chose to parody the established genres of philosophic discourse- the 

dialogue, symposium, epistle, treaties, testament and cosmography’ and that he 

achieved this by ‘exaggerating their fictions and arguments, pushing their logic to an 

absurd extreme simply by taking the sages completely literally’ (Kirk, 1980, p. xiv). 

Menippus also incorporated verses, songs, curses and other contrasting material into 

the formal learned genres. Therefore, the most ‘characteristic’ innovation of the early 

Menippean form was the novel mixture of verse and prose (Relihan, 1984, p. 228). 

Relihan (1984) also notes that along with the ‘mocking’ of high forms, the genre 

consists of a combination of particular features that define it as a ‘continous narrative, 

subsuming a number of parodies of other literary forms along the way, of a fantastic 

voyage that mocks both the traveler who desires the truth and the world that is the 

traveler’s goal, related by an unreliable narrator in a form that abuses all the 

proprieties of literature and authorship (Relihan, 1984, p. 9).  

Although the works of Menippus are lost, the spirit of his work persists thought the 

works of others, most notably, Lucian59, who even incorporated Menippus as a 

character in his work. The classical genre goes through Lucian (True Story and 

Dialogues of the Dead) and Varro to Seneca, Petronius (Sayricon), (Apocolocyntosis), 

Apuleius (The Golden Ass) and right up to Rabelais (Gargantua and Pantagruel) and 

                                                      

59
The Greek satirist, Lucian, is not to be confused with either the Roman satirist, Lucius Apuleius, author of The 

Golden Ass, or the character Lucian, who is the protagonist of Lucius’s The Golden Ass. Just to complicate matters, 
Lucian of Samosata, the aforementioned Greek satirist, wrote a work called, Lucius, or The Ass. I believe this is why 
classical scholars tend to refer to just ‘Apuleius’ when discussing the author of The Golden Ass. There is no 
confusion that both were influenced by Menippus. Lucian was an imitator of Menippus, and included a character 
called Menippus in several of his satires. 
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beyond. Drawing from such works Bakhtin proposes his (Bakhtin, 1981, 1984, 1986) 

influential discussion on Menippean satire and Socratic dialogue within the novel, with 

particular reference to Dostoevsky.60 

For Bakhtin, Menippean satire is one of the ‘special’ genres of what Bakhtin calls the 

serio-comical realm. In Problems with Dostoevsky’s Poetics, Bakhtin (1984) outlines 

several broad, loosely-based characteristics associated with a Menippean text; here I 

briefly outline a few. The essence of a Menippean text is to depict a ‘quest’, a journey 

to the ‘other’ world for the purpose of investigating the truths (ultimate questions). 

During this quest, as he wonders through fantastical lands, the hero is placed in 

extraordinary life situations. To exemplify his point, Bakhtin notes that ‘Diogenes, for 

example, sells himself into slavery in the marketplace, Peregrinus triumphantly 

immolates himself at the Olympic Games, Lucius the Ass finds himself constantly in 

extraordinary situations’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 114).  Furthermore, a Menippean text tests 

the truth from the (necessarily exaggerated, distorted, abnormal) perspective of the 

fantastic world, in comparison to our own ‘ordinary’ world which is re-examined and 

satirised. 

                                                      

60
 Along with Bakhtin also see Northrop Frye’s (1957) Anatomy of Criticism: Four Essays. Northrop Frye’s (1957) 

interpretation of prose fiction traces the ‘anatomy’ to a source in Menippean satire. Similar to the classical 
definition, Frye’s Menippean text moves rapidly between styles and points of view; he describes the genre’s 
prosodic forms, characterisations, themes, and dramatic structures. In order to exemplify his argument, amongst 
several others, Frye refers to authors such as Lucian, Petronius, Swift and Voltaire. He also argues that the fantasy 
element of satire creates the ‘literary fairy-tale’, as in Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland (1865) and Charles 
Kingsley’s Water Babies(1863). 
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Another important characteristic of the Menippea is the organic combination of the 

‘free fantastic, the symbolic, at times even mystical-religious elements with an 

extreme and crude slum naturalism’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 115). In other words, the wise 

man’s ideas and world intersect with ‘worldly evil, depravity, baseness, and vulgarity in 

their most extreme expression’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 115). Bakhtin explains that there is a 

significant amount of slum naturalism in The Golden Ass, but the best example is found 

in the Menippea of Petronius and Apuleius, which is preserved in ‘all subsequent 

stages in the development of the dialogic line of novelistic prose right up to 

Dostoevsky’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 115). 

In addition to exploring ultimate questions in the words and acts of a person’s ‘whole 

life’, one must combine the fantastical elements of the Menippea with ‘an 

extraordinary philosophical universalism and a capacity to contemplate the world on 

the broadest possible scale’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 115). Thus, Bakhtin suggests a three-

plane world of the Menippea: Olympus, the nether world, and earth; this multi-layered 

world is best presented in Seneca’s Apocolocyntos is. Other Menippean characteristics 

include an abnormal mentality, insanity, strange dreams, scandalous scenes and sharp 

contrasts, and parody.  

This leads us to a reflexive question: what makes Menippean satire carnivalistic? 

Bakhtin writes that certain Menippean works, such as Varronian satires, directly 

portray ‘festivals of the carnival type’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 133). Furthermore, all three 

planes of the Menippea illustrate carnivalistic characteristics. For example, in Lucian’s 

Jupiter Tragoedus, Olympus is a depiction of the carnival square; it involves not only 
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eccentric behaviour but also some form of crowning and uncrowning. Even more 

fascinating, Bakhtin continues, is the carnivalisation of the nether world. This is 

because the nether world ‘equalizes representatives of all earthly positions in life’; this 

is where individuals from all walks of life (the emperor, the slave, the rich man and the 

beggar), are all equal as ‘death decrowns all who have been crowned in life’ (Bakhtin, 

1984, p. 133). Thus, the carnivalistic nether world of the Menippea is the ultimate 

representation of the medieval tradition of ‘joyful hell’, which found its broadest and 

fullest extent in Rabelais. For Bakhtin, the earthly plane is also carnivalised. This is 

because ‘behind almost all scenes and events … there glimmers more or less distinctly 

the carnival square with its specific carnivalistic logic … [of] mésalliances, disguise and 

mystification, contrasting paired images, scandals, crowning/uncrowning, and so forth’ 

(Bakhtin, 1984, p. 133).  

What sets Bakhtin’s Menippean satire apart from his contemporaries is his 

incorporation of polyphony into the concept. He argues that Dostoevsky ‘breathed 

new life into Menippean satire by adapting other traditional features of the genre to 

polyphony’, as it was well suited to ‘developing the rich potential of the genre (Morson 

and Emerson, 1990, p. 465). For instance, the multiple voices of polyphony enrich the 

hero’s exploration by presenting competing ideas of the truth.  

In this sense, Bakhtin develops the ‘original’ Menippean features of unsettling 

hegemonic styles, the mixing of contrasting literary forms, and the fantastical voyage. 

One of the possible reasons for this could be thatthey not only reflect a degree of 

material social reality, but also because each is connected to the significant category of 
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the carnivalesque. Utilizing Bakhitn’s theory, Kirk (1980) argues that late Menippean 

satire lists ‘unconventional diction, neologisms, portmanteau words, macaronics, 

preciosity, coarse vulgarity, catalogues, bombast, mixed languages, and protracted 

sentences ... sometimes appearing all together in the same work’ (Kirk, 1980, p. xi). To 

support his argument, Kirk finds the Menippean in the works of Swift, Fielding, Sterne 

and Cervantes. 

Howard D. Weinbrot (2005), however, asserts that in the wake of Bakhtin, ‘current 

theories of Menippean satire ... allow too many texts at too many times to be 

Menippean’, and that the form is too broadly associated with ideas of philosophy 

expressed in dialogic voices or languages (Weinbrot, 2005, p. 296).  Weinbrot points 

out that few have read the actual classical sources, either Menippus, or followers Bion, 

Varro, and Petronius, whose Menippean work in the main survives in mere fragments 

but which nonetheless constitutes collectively the roots of the early Menippean satire 

from which such influence and definitions are drawn. Weinbrot also debunks some of 

Bakhtin's assertions that early modern writers were directly influenced by these 

classical sources, since the work was indeed so obscure and unobtainable. His updated 

definition would preserve the oppositional quality of Menippean satire, as well as its 

multivocality, while limiting some of its avenues for referentiality:  

My notion of Menippean satire is of a kind of satire that uses at 
least two different serious people who see serious trouble and 
want to do something about it - whether to awake asomnolent 
nation, define the native in contrast to the foreign, protest the 
victory of darkness, or correct a careless reader (Weinbrot, 
2005, p. 2). 
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Weinbrot’s Menippean seems notably distinct from the parodic and satire elements of 

Menippus’ original work. Further debunking is carried out by Relihan (1984), who 

states that the notion of a Menippean genre being recognised in any sense in antiquity 

is false: ‘That such a genre existed is evident from the lines of influence and tradition 

that can be traced in Varro, Seneca, Petronius, and others, but antiquity does not 

acknowledge the genre which modem literary acumen has uncovered and named on 

its own’ (Relihan, 1984, p. 227).  

In addition, the Bakhtinian Menippea’s focus on questioning the truth intrinsically 

intertwines it with Bakhtin’s second serio-comic genre, Socratic dialogue. Bakhtin’s 

Socratic dialogue is not congealed or rhetorical. The Platonic/ Aristotelian Socrates 

seeks universal definition by way of inductive arguments. In contrast, the Bakhtinian 

Socrates interacts with and listens to multiple voices, not just one. He is not interested 

in defining and imposing ideas but rather in testing people and ideas.  As with most 

Bakhtinian concepts, the two overlap continuously in Bakhtin’s work, thus the 

boundaries between them are blurred. For example, similarly to its counterpart, the 

essence of Socratic dialogue is the ‘dialogic nature of truth and the dialogic nature of 

human thinking about truth’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 110). Two primary devices which 

expose the dialogic nature of true are syncrisis and anacrisis, which take different 

opinions and juxtapose them, comparing and contrasting them with each other. 

Bakhtin explains that the plot situation of the Socratic dialogue is sometimes utilized 

alongside anacrisis, or the provocation of the word by the word, for the purpose of the 

‘purely ideological event of seeking and testing truth’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 111, original 
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emphasis). For instance, in Plato’s Apology ‘the situation of the trial and expected 

death sentence determines the special character of Socrates’ mode of speaking; it is 

the summing-up and confession of a man standing on the threshold’; I look at this in 

more detail in Chapter Six (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 111, original emphasis). From here, 

Bakhtin moves on to explain that, in Plato’s Phaedo, the discussion around the 

immortality of the soul is directly ‘determined by the situation of impending death’; in 

this sense, the plot (the impending death) provokes the thematics of the dialogue 

(Bakhtin, 1984, p. 111).  

Furthermore, Bakhtin writes that by intertwining this multivocal feature, or polyphony, 

into his Menippean satire Dostoevsky develops traditional Menippean characteristics; 

Polyphony ... suggested ways to extend traditional 
menippean techniques about the world: journeys to the 
underworld or heaven (present in the dreams and 
fantasies of Dostoevky’s characters); dialogues in the 
other world and in extreme or liminal situations 
(‘threshold dialogues,’ as in Ivan Karamazov’s 
conversation with the devil); and circumstances 
temporarily free from quotidian consequences and social 
positions in which people can discover and articulate 
their most fundamental beliefs and the sense of their 
lives (Morson and Emerson, 1990, p. 465). 

Because fantastic episodes are introduced to test ideas, however, Menippean satire 

contains more comedy than the Socratic dialogue. Nevertheless, regardless of their 

differences, both genres are united by their deep bond with carnivalistic folklore. In 

other words, both genres challenge/test the seriousness, rationality and singular 

meaning of reality.  
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When applying the Bakhtinianidea of Menippea to Shakespeare, itis useful here to 

draw upon Milowicki and Wilson’s reading of Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida with 

regard to their articulation of the workings of the genre. Their description highlights 

how Menippean satire achieves its mockeries by employing textual elements such as 

fragmentary views, grotesqueries, seemingly antagonistic juxtapositions, hybridity and 

varied textual sources, all in differing combinations: ‘a self-conscious, encyclopaedic 

array of discursive techniques, both motifs and conventions, any subset of which can 

be employed for exploratory or subversive purposes’(Milowicki and Wilson, 2002, p. 

293). They continue by describing how 

different genres flow together ... struggling in opposition to 
each other (rather as characters ... behave), affirm their 
presence, are mocked and reduced, finally dissolving into 
constituent elements ... capable of crossing any and all generic 
boundaries (Milowicki and Wilson, 2002, p. 391). 

Milowicki and Wilson argue that the Menippean lens allows a way to view Troilus and 

Cressida as a ‘transgeneric’ play as it combines romance with politics and war, a 

feature one would not be able to argue for without the distorting mirror of Menippean 

discourse (Milowicki and Wilson, 2002, p. 391). In addition, they assert that Troilus and 

Cressida reflects many of the elements associated with the Bakhtinian Menippean lens, 

particularly the mocking and debasing in the speech given to Thersites. For example, 

Thersites wittily mocks unlearned characters such as Agamemnon. Furthermore, the 

mockery of heroic pretensions echoes throughout the play, and Thersites’ character 

‘underscores the weakness of the heroes and the hollowness of their rhetoric’ 

(Milowicki and Wilson, 2002, p. 295). 
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Similarly, we apply Bakhtin’s Menippea to two of Shakespeare’s eariler plays and 

suggest an alternative reading. For example, in recent years contemporary criticism for 

The Merchant has been overshadowed by the subject of anti-Semitism.61 Arguably, this 

has generated predominantly Shylock-centred interpretation of the play, to the extent 

that Portia has either been marginalised in favour of Jessica and her religious 

conversion, or reduced to a figure of feminine ideal (for a discussion on Victorian 

interpretations of Portia see Hankey 1994). Observing The Merchant and Measure in 

the context of Bakhtin’s idea of Menippean satire, however, not only allows us to give 

prominence to the carnivalistic and fantastical aspects of the plays, but also allows us 

to treat the two plays as ‘biter bit’ satires. This is my intention in the following 

sections. 

By focusing the analysis on the closing act of the play, we observe The Merchant under 

a Menippean lens, and sketch out an alternative approach to Portia that depicts her– 

even more so than in current criticism62 – as a rather alarming figure akin to the 

enchantress of Il Pecorone, one of the play’s folk sources. As in Bakhtin’s Menippea, 

where ‘different genres flow together ... struggling in opposition to each other (rather 

as characters ... behave)’, I suggest a much darker implication of Portia’s emerging 
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 For example, see John Gross, Shylock: Four Hundred Years in the Life of a Legend (London: Chatto & 
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Portia is now emerging as a Bianca-like (The Taming of the Shrew) figure, who tricks to defeat both her father’s 

will and Shylock. For instance, Anne Parten writes that it is in ‘constantly demonstrating her ability to beat men at 
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companions’, see Anne Parten, Portia, in Shakespeare for Students, ed. by Mark W. Scott(Detroit: Gale,1992), pp. 
276-286, and Anne Parten, ‘Re-establishing Sexual Order: The Ring Episode in The Merchant of Venice’, Women's 
Studies(1982),9 (2), pp. 145-155. 
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powers as the play combines ‘biter bit comedy’63 with romance structures, which may 

seem in tension with each other (Milowicki and Wilson, 2002, p. 319). Similarly, we 

argue that, although the brief exchange between the Duke and Lucio during the final 

scene of Measure shows how women are perceived as voiceless objects in the play, 

this is offset by the presence of a female figure whose ‘speechless dialect’ has the 

capacity to ‘persuade’ and ‘move men’ (1.2.174–6). By focusing on the interaction 

between Angelo and Isabella, the principle aim with Measure is to explore the play’s 

Socratic provocative interrogation of the social position of women. 

The ‘Biter- Bit’ Menippean Satire in The Merchant of Venice 

There has been a tendency amongst both critics and producers to regard the whole of 

the last act of The Merchant, with its episode of the rings, as a serious anti-climax after 

the high drama of the trial scene because, ultimately, submission to the generic 

demands of high romantic comedy means we must return to harmony (Barber, 1959; 

Granville-Barker, 1970). In performance, from the time of the re-opening of the 

theatres to the first half of the twentieth century, Shylock became the dominant 

character, as can be seen from the popularity of George Granville’s adaptation The Jew 

of Venice, first performed in 1701 (see Brown, 1996, p. xxxiii). In this version, Shylock 

gained extra scenes and the final act was omitted altogether during the nineteenth 

century, when the play ended with the trial scene. The fact remains, however, that 

Shakespeare did write the last act of The Merchant and therefore intended it to 

function as an important element. We argue that Act 5 not only encapsulates the story 
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of the preceding acts, but also that the Menippean atmosphere transforms Belmont 

into a fantastical island, which offers both liberation and a glimpse into the dangers of 

female rule. For instance, understanding Belmont simply as a place of liberation can 

make the Belmontian scenes seem like awkward codas to the play and the ‘biter bit’ 

plot. Catherine Belsey (1992), ironically, describes Belmont as ‘the location in the play 

of happy love’, a destination for eloping lovers (Jessica and Lorenz) and a place for 

promiscuousness (Launcelot Gobbo) (Belsey, 1992, p. 41). Belsey argues that Belmont 

is a representation of illusionary fulfilment and actually domesticates desire. 

Developing Belsey’s idea, and likening Portia to the enchantress of the source Il 

Pecorone, we argue that Belmont can be read as the source of Portia’s power, which is 

at its most dangerous in Act 5, and can be interpreted as a distant land where would-

be biters, such as Antonio, Bassanio and Gratiano, are ‘uncrowned’.  

Act 5 opens 64 with a lengthy quibble between Jessica and Lorenzo. Their continual 

comparison of themselves to famous lovers from mythology and the entrance of the 

musician evoke an atmosphere of romantic harmony. One senses that the lovers have 

escaped on a Menippean fantastical journey from the world of finance; from the noisy 

bargaining of Venice to the moonlit Belmont: ‘And with an unthrift love did run from 

Venice / As far as Belmont’ (5.1.16–17). Bakhtin writes that Menippean satire is ‘full of 

sharp contrasts and oxymoronic combinations’ and in Act 5 this is presented in the 
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form of inconsistency between Belmont’s atmosphere and the imagery generated by 

the lovers’ language. For instance, in sharp contrast to the tranquil setting, the 

language of Jessica and Bassanio’s quibble generates images of chaos and betrayals. 

For example, the Trojan War and Cressid (Cressida) represent death, gloom and ill-

fated love. More importantly, Jessica’s reference to Medea is particularly noteworthy. 

On the one hand, Jessica herself resembles Medea in her elopement with Lorenzo, and 

in her prodigal ‘scattering’ of Shylock’s money and jewels, which he regards as his 

children, if SoIani’s report in Act 2 Scene 8 of his reaction to the loss of his money and 

his daughter can be believed. On the other hand, if Bassanio is Jason, on a fortune-

hunting quest (2.6.59–69) to obtain the sought-after ‘golden fleece’, Portia must be, as 

well as the personification of the golden fleece itself, Medea (1.1.170). Medea fell in 

love with Jason and helped him to complete the impossible tasks her father had set 

him, and to win the golden fleece. Similarly, for some critics,65 Portia helps Bassanio 

make his choice of casket by giving him subtle clues; even if this is discounted, she still 

rescues Bassanio’s friendby her ‘magical’ transformation into a male lawyer.Medea 

rejuvenated Jason’s father by her magic, it is this part of the story Jessica refers to in 

Act 5. According to Greek legend, however, Medea used her sorceress powers for ill as 

well as for good and, as we see in this chapter, Portia is indeed, like Medea, a 

dangerous figure.  

Another Menippean contrast is reflected in the difference between how Portia and 

Jessica deal with patriarchal restrictions (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 118). From her interaction 
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with Nerissa in Act 1 Scene 2, we can judge that Portia internalises and challenges the 

patriarchal values of her father. For example, in sharp contrast to Jessica – who 

emasculates Shylock by taking off with his ‘two rich and precious stones’ (2.8.20) – 

Portia understands the need for self-restraint: ‘The brain may devise laws for the 

blood, but a hot temper leaps o’er a cold decree; such a hare is madness the youth’ 

(1.2.17–19).Here, I would also like to draw attention to some of the imagery present in 

the closing act. Although emblems such as music, the moon and the sun have been 

noted before, a Menippean framework offers alternative interpretations.For instance, 

music makes two appearances in the play: in the background during Bassanio’s choice-

making scene, and during the final act. At both times the music heralds an important 

event in the romantic relationship between Bassanio and Portia. Indeed, the casket 

scene and Act 5 are the only two occasions in the play where Bassanio and Portia come 

together. In this sense, although in both cases that union is about to be put in 

jeopardy, the music symbolises romantic harmony as the dangers are successfully 

negotiated and tranquillity is restored.  

Alternatively, under a Menippean lens, the significance of music in Act 5 also suggests 

another Menippean characteristic – an abnormal state of mind. Lorenzo states that 

‘The man that hath no music in himself, / Nor is not moved with concord of sweet 

sounds’ is akin to the Ereus, the personification of darkness and chaos in Greek 

mythology (5.1.83–4). Jessica’s prompt reply – ‘I am never merry when I hear music’ – 

hints at her melancholic or unusual state of mind. Jessica’s mirthless spirit is significant 

as it alludes to the psychic state of the play’s three main closely interwoven characters: 

Portia, Shylock and Antonio. For instance, Antonio opens the play as a textbook 
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melancholic, and Portia’s first line in the play links her in spirit with Antonio: ‘By my 

troth, Nerissa, my little body is aweary of this great world’ (1.2.1-2). Furthermore, very 

much like his daughter, Shylock cannot respond to music, as he admits in Act 2 Scene 

5.  

In addition, the reference to the moon in the opening line of Act 5 – ‘Themoon shines 

bright’ – is particularly interesting for several reasons, as the moon has numerous 

associations (5.1.1). Firstly, it implies a movement of time, because the moon waxes 

and wanes as it passes through its monthly cycle; it is the embodiment of the idea of 

change and time (see Montgomery 1999). Opening Act 5 with a mention of the moon 

seems fitting not only because the play has gone through both corporal and temporal 

shifts but also because, on a larger scale, Portia is about to initiate some changes in 

Antonio and Bassanio’s relationship. The moon also encapsulates the Menippean 

carnival sense of the world as it represents harmony, growth and renewal as well as 

disorder, fickleness and inconstancy because of its changing nature. Thus it is not 

surprising that the moon has often been associated with femininity as the phases of 

the moon are linked with the monthly phases of a woman’s cycle, while the sun 

represents masculinity. Additionally, in classical mythology, the moon is connected to 

the Triple Hecate, the pagan trinity that had power over the sky, earth and 

Underworld. In this sense, the moon is a representation of the darker and more 

sinister characteristics of femininity. This supplements my argument for viewing Portia 

as an enchantress. Also, as Portia dominates the closing act, it seems significant that 

on ‘such a night’ the moon ‘shines bright’ (5.1.1) because, when she returns to 

Belmont, Portia retains the assertiveness in her voice seen during the courtroom 
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scene, as she puts her speech on ‘mercifixion’ into practice – to the extent that the 

male characters are ‘uncrowned’ and left voiceless.  

One of the ways to explore how Portia subjects Bassanio, Antonio and Gratiano to a 

Menippean ‘uncrowning’ is to observe the tone and intonation in her voice. Bakhtin 

(1986) writes that intonation gives dialogue/speech texture.66  The intonation of a 

voice can change dramatically depending on the genre within which we interpret it.67 

Bakhtin explains that the amalgamation of multiple genres in a Menippean text 

reinforces its ‘multi-styled’ and ‘multi-toned’ nature.   

For instance, upon Bassanio and Antonio’s entry in Act 5, when greeting her husband, 

the intonation in Portia’s voice returns to the soft-spoken quibbler and giver of Act 3: 

Let me give light, but let me not be light; 
For a light wife doth make a heavy husband, 
And never be Bassanio so for me. 
But God sort all. You are welcome home, my lord. 

(5.1.129–32, emphases added) 

When read from the lens of a romantic genre, the first line of the excerpt implies that 

Portia is content with her position as the passive giver. When read in the contexts of 

the ‘biter bit’ theme and her ‘quality of mercy’ speech, however, we can see that, if 

Portia participates in the ‘earthly power’ of merciful giving, it will ‘show likest God’s’ 

(4.1.19). In the next line Portia’s usage of the word ‘light’ changes from meaning 
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illuminating and radiant to wanton and promiscuous, thus perhaps anticipating the 

‘uncrowning’ ring test that is about to take place.  

In Act 3 Scene 2, with the exchange of the ring, we witness a metaphorical ‘crowning’ 

of Bassanio as Portia pledges herself to him in marriage: ‘Myself, and what is mine, to 

you and yours / Is now converted ... I give them with this ring’ (3.2.166–2, 171). A 

noteworthy point here is not only the binding of Portia and Bassanio but also that with 

the words ‘I give’ Portia redefines herself as the one who has the power to give and 

take away. This idea is further exemplified by Nerissa’s ambiguous line at the close of 

Act 2 Scene 9 – ‘Bassanio, lord, love, if thy will it be’ – which is the first implication not 

only of the extent of Portia’s power but also of the air of supernaturalism that 

surrounds it. For instance, the first half of the dialogue (‘Bassanio, lord, love’) seems to 

state the possible ‘crowning’ of Bassanio as a lord and lover, but only if ‘thy’, Portia, 

wills it. As Drakakis points out, ‘The problem arises because of the uncertainty of the 

identity of the possessive thy, although the ambiguity that arises emphasizes both 

Bassanio’s own agency and the limitations imposed upon it by forces beyond his 

control’ (Drakakis, 2010, p. 279). The suggestion of a lack of control implies a 

supernatural force and the fact that this dialogue is directed towards Portia suggests 

that it (the all-consuming force), as with the sorceress in Il Pecorone, comes from her. 

It almost seems as if Portia has actually drawn Bassanio on his quest to Belmont. For 

example, when we first see Portia and Bassanio together it is not their first meeting, 

and there is a suggestion that Portia was active about her interest in Bassanio: 

‘Sometimes from her eyes I did receive fair speechless messages’ (1.1.163–4). Judging 
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by Portia’s display of insight in the play, one would assume that she is aware of 

Bassanio’s hollow social status as an aristocrat.  

In accordance with the interpretation of Portia as a sorceress, another noteworthy 

point is the speech Portia gives before Bassanio makes his choice and its indication of 

elements of magic and bewitchment. For instance, the leading lady of Il Pecorone, to 

ensure that the hero fails, secretly drugs or bewitches him. Similarly, the dialogue 

exchange between Portia and Bassanio in 3.2.14–18 alludes to Portia’s enchantment of 

Bassanio to ensure that he succeeds: 

Beshrew your eyes, 
They have o’erlookedme and divided me: 
One half of me is yours, the other half yours. 
Mine own, I would say: but, if mine, then yours, 
And so, all yours. 

(3.2.14–18, emphases added) 

The key words in the excerpt above are ‘Beshrew’ and ‘o’erlooked’. In the OED one of 

the definitions (3) of ‘Beshrew’ is ‘to invoke a curse on; to curse’, while ‘o’erlooked’ is 

defined as ‘bewitched’ (OED 7). Thus, alternatively, lines 14 and 15 can be read as 

‘curse your [Bassanio’s] eyes, they have bewitched me and divided me’. In this sense, 

then, Portia is accusing Bassanio of bewitching her; however, her following lines – ‘One 

half of me is yours, the other half yours … And so, all yours’ – reverse not only the 

bewitchment but also the meaning of her alleged submission. Therefore, it is actually 

Bassanio who has been beshrewed or enchanted by Portia rather than vice versa.  
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One could argue that to emphasise Portia’s vocal mastery one of the biggest changes 

Shakespeare makes to the source story is substituting the bed test of Il Pecorone with 

the casket test. One possible interpretation is that the commodification of Portia 

through the casket test reduces her power: ‘I am locked in one of them’ (3.2.40, 

emphasis added). In some sense, this 40 generates a double meaning; as well as being 

locked inside the casket, due to her Father’s will, Portia is also locked outside it. 

Alternatively, one could argue that the casket test sets the scene for a Menippean 

entanglement and actually works to Portia’s advantage and places the power in her 

hands. Indeed, the replacement of the bed test with the casket test renders Portia a 

more conventional female lead for a romantic comedy and, in contrast to Jessica, 

removes any sexual knowingness from her character. However, despite Portia’s 

declaration of being an ‘unpractised’ and ‘unschooled girl’, her dialogue at Act 1 Scene 

2 lines 17–21 and her rebuke to Nerissa’s bawdy meaning of ‘Why, shall we turn to 

men?’ suggests that she is not completely innocent (3.2.159, 3.4.9). The fact that the 

suitors are contracted to ‘Never to speak to lady afterward / In way of marriage’, 

denies the princes any further opportunity to solidify their patrilineal bloodline with 

legitimate heirs (2.1.41–2). It is also important to note that The Merchant is not 

concerned with Bassanio’s but with Portia’s father’s legacy, and the fact that she is her 

father’s heir and sole remaining member of his bloodline places her centre-stage, but 

ambivalently as both subject and object of the dialogue.  

Similarly to the manner in which Bassanio is tested in the casket test and then again in 

Act 5, the trial scene in Act 4 Scene 1 can be regarded as Portia’s test to see if he holds 

up to the obligations of his marriage contract; in the process of this, she also solves the 
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Shylock and Antonio problem. For example, the audience knows that Portia has her 

‘trump card’ before she arrives at court; it was contained in the notes she received 

from Bellario. This raises a reflexive question: why does she not play it immediately 

and save Antonio and thus relieve Bassanio’s agony? There are several possible 

reasons for Portia’s delay in saving Antonio’s life. Firstly, Portia holding off underscores 

the fact that she holds the power to decide whether Antonio lives or dies, thus she 

places herself at the centre of the action. Secondly, it ties in with the argument that 

she has not yet finished her testing and questioning of ‘an idea or a truth in the world’. 

As Bakhtin puts it: 

Boldness of invention and the fantastic element are combined 
in the menippea with an extraordinary philosophical 
universalism and a capacity to contemplate the world on the 
broadest possible scale ...  [In the menippea] ultimate 
philosophical positions are put to the test (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 
115). 

For instance, despite claiming that she is ‘informed thoroughly of the cause’, her first 

line directed to the courtroom– ‘Which is the merchant here, and which the Jew?’ 

(4.1.169–70) – raises some provocative questions, since visually their identities should 

be apparent (see Moisan 1987). 

In the case of Bassanio, we know that he has failed Portia’s test by parting with the 

ring. It is noteworthy that simultaneously she requests a second boon – Bassanio’s 

gloves. While the ring is the most powerful symbol of love and marriage in the play, 

another iconographic image is juxtaposed with it: that of the gloves. When Portia asks 

for Bassanio’s gloves she is conjuring up a whole new set of associations that, while 
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loosely connected with the ring, encompass the concept Portia is at that moment 

losing her battle against: friendship. For the Elizabethans gloves were a far more 

important item of apparel than they are today, and had considerable symbolic 

significance. Like the ring, they formed part of coronation ceremonies in much of 

Europe as a symbol of power and authority (see Smith, 1982, p. 75). Although there 

has been speculation about whether Portia is asking Bassanio or Antonio for his gloves, 

either way the message of the exchange is clear: they represent the transference of 

authority and influence with Bassanio from Antonio to Portia, thus beginning the 

‘uncrowning’ of Antonio from the position of Bassanio’s ‘most noble kinsman’ (1.1.57). 

In some sense, with the parting of the ring and gloves, one could argue that Bassanio 

has also been ‘uncrowned’ as he has been stripped of both Portia’s pledge and 

Antonio’s friendship (for a discussion on the exchange of power see Lerer, 1994; 

Newman, 1987b; Oldrieve, 1993; Olson, 2003-2004; Stallybrass and Jones, 2001). 

As we return to Act 5, the dangerous and sinister implications of female power begin 

to unfold as the ‘uncrowning’ of Antonio continues. The intonation in Portia’s voice 

poignantly changes from when she addresses the others; she is as offhand with 

Antonio as she can be with a guest:  

Sir, you are very welcome to our house. 
It must appear in other ways than words: 
Therefore I scant this breathing courtesy. 

(5.1.139–41)  
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Her simple response not only anticipates the ‘courtesy’ she will shortly bestow on 

Antonio but also ‘disallows the entire seriousness of male love’ (Sinfield, 2006, p. 57). 

After Portia questions Bassanio about the absence of the ring, Antonio, perhaps to be 

bound to Bassanio once again, intervenes and tries to appear in the role of sacrificial 

victim: ‘I am th’ unhappy subject of these quarrels’ (5.1.238). This time Portia’s 

response is curter: ‘Sir, grieve not you. You are welcome notwithstanding’ (5.1.239). 

After her testing of Bassanio during the courtroom scene, Portia, seeing that the men’s 

oaths are worth little, is not satisfied until she has bound Antonio – the reason for 

Bassanio’s transgression – as a guarantor (5.1.249-52):  

I once did lend my body for his wealth, 
Which, but for him that had your husband’s ring, 
Had quite miscarried. I dare be bound again: 
My soul upon the forfeit, that your lord 
Will never more break faith advisedly. 

To seal the deal, Portia actually passes Antonio a ring to hand over to Bassanio. I think 

it is important to note here that Bassanio’s gloves, the symbol of Bassanio and 

Antonio’s friendship and authority for the contemporary audience, are never 

mentioned or returned. Just as with the twist in Love’s Labour’s Lost and the exchange 

of gloves between Katherine and Dumaine, Shakespeare uses the accepted symbolism 

of the gloves as a promise of fidelity, and they remain in Portia’s possession. In this 

sense, then, both the biter (Bassanio) and her competition (Antonio) have been bitten.  

As the play comes to an end, the demonstration of Portia’s mercy continues. She not 

only hands Lorenzo and Jessica the documentation to Shylock’s fortune but also, 
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despite several references to the tragedy that all six of Antonio’s ships are known to be 

lost, Portia miraculously produces a letter explaining that three have arrived safely at 

port. When questioned about how she has obtained the information, her reply is 

ambiguous: ‘You shall not know by what strange accident / I chanced on this letter’ 

(5.1.278–9). Just as Portia had provided a legal quibble, which only she knew, against 

Shylock, in this instance her power turns out to be formidable as she possesses 

knowledge that no one else has, and renders her greatest rival speechless: ‘I am 

dumb!’ Antonio replies (5.1.279). Indeed, as Harry Berger points out, ‘she never rains 

but she pours’ (Berger, 1981, p. 162).  

Thus far, we have observed The Merchant under a Menippean lens, and shown how 

this allows us to foreground the fantastical and carnivalesque aspects of the play, 

particularly the ‘uncrowning’ of the male characters by Portia. In the following section, 

we move to the second of Bakhtin’s serio-comic genres, the Socratic dialogue. 

Although the two genres are united by their carnivalesque roots, as both are multi-

voiced and mix elevated and lowly themes and language, as we have discussed above, 

they do have specific differing features. In contrast to Menippean satire, Socratic 

dialogue tests the truth lying between people, between their respective discourses 

rather than within any discourse as such. Under a Menippean framework we observed 

how Portia challenges and overturns the patriarchal discourse in general by 

dominating all the male characters in The Merchant. Alternatively, by utilising the 

Socratic paradigm we can specifically focus on the dialogic interaction between Angelo 

and Isabella in Measure and argue that it epitomises another essential feature of both 
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Menippean satire and Socratic dialogue – provocative investigation of the ideological 

position of women.  

The Socratic Provocative Word in Measure for Measure 

As delineated in the opening section, Bakhtin (1984) writes that two of the primary 

features of Socratic dialogue are syncrisis and anacrisis: 

Syncrisis was understood as the juxtaposition of various points 
of view on a specific object ... Anacrisis was understood as a 
means for eliciting and provoking the words of one’s 
interlocutors, forcing him to express his opinion and express it 
thoroughly (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 110). 

In the following section, we look at the exchange between Isabella and Angelo, and 

observe how their ‘syncristic’ interaction presents contrasting views on the position of 

women, and how the anacrisis, or the provocation, found in her voice not only 

challenges and ‘uncrowns’ Angelo’s authority but also forces him to reassess his 

ideological stance. 

Before we even meet Isabella, we are told of her ability to persuade:    

For in her youth 
There is a prone and speechless dialect 
Such as move men; beside she hath prosperous art 
When she will play with reason and discourse, 
And well she can persuade. 

(1.2.173-176)  
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Isabella is prevented from entering a female world of silence; instead she enters the 

world of men to ‘play with reason and discourse’ by using her voice, much like Portia, 

in the legal arena. Although Claudio is speaking in the context of rhetoric, there is also 

an undercurrent of irony in what he says. For instance, the words, ‘prone’, ‘move’, and 

‘play’ are also applicable to sexual provocation, thus arguably anticipating the first 

meeting between Isabella and Angelo. 

During her first plea for her brother’s life in Act 2 Scene 2, Isabella does her best to 

convince Angelo that Claudio should be spared execution; at the same time she 

refuses to condone ‘the act of fornication’ (5.1.73): 

There is a vice that most I do abhor, 
... 
For which I would not plead, but that I must; 
For which I must not plead, but that I am 

(2.2.29-32) 

After several lines of gentle reasoning, and urging Angelo to grant mercy (2.2.59-63), 

much like Portia’s plea’s to Shylock, she attempts to put Claudio’s crime into 

perspective by provoking Angelo to switch positions with her brother; 

If he had been as you, and you as he, 
You would have slipp’d like him, but he like you 
Would not have been so stern. 

(2.2.64-66, emphases added) 
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 Isabella seems to have evoked the part of Angelo he is adamant to repress in others; 

she forces him to retrieve the sexual self personified by Claudio. Despite Angelo’s curt 

response: ‘Pray you be gone’, she continues and exclaims, ‘I would to heaven I had 

your potency, / And you were Isabel!’ (2.2.67-69). Lucio’s encouragement, ‘Ay, touch 

him: there’s the vain’, suggests that  Isabella has not only found another one of 

Angelo’s weak spots but has also evoked the very reversal  of power and gender that 

Angelo suffers throughout the rest of the play. Once the ‘potency’ has transferred 

from Angelo to Isabella, and as she continues her verbal persuasion, we see his control 

and will begin to unravel and he makes another attempt at dismissal: ‘She speaks, and 

‘tis such sense / That my sense breeds with it – Fare you well’ (2.2.143-46). 

After her unsuccessful petition, Isabella promises to return the following day and 

departs with the words, ‘Save your honour’ (2.2.163). The word ‘honour’ potentially 

holds a double meaning here. For instant, Isabella has referred to his honour in the 

masculine context of noble rank and position, while Angelo’s, ‘From thee: even from 

thy virtue,’ creates images of female honour situated in reputation and chastity (see 

Gowing, 1994, 2003).  

In an earlier section, we saw that one of the main distinguishing features between a 

Menippean and Socratic text is that the latter foregrounds the interaction between 

individuals, and that in order to do so it employs syncrisis and anacrisis. The analysis 

above has delineated how Isabella employs the provoking syncratic word to aggravate 

a reaction from Angelo. The next few paragraphs observe how the anacrisis word, 

which emphasises the compulsion of one’s inter-locater to speak and illuminates the 
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falseness and incompleteness of one’s words, is present in the form of Angelo’s 

soliloquies. His first soliloquy follows Isabella’s departure: 

What’s this? What’s this? Is this her fault or mine? 
The tempter, or the tempted, who sins most, ha? 
Not she; nor doth she tempt; but it is I 
That, lying by the violet in the sun, 
Do as the carrion does, not as the flower, 
Corrupt with virtuous seasons. 
... 

O fie, fie, fie! 
What dost thou, or what art thou, Angelo? 
Dost thou desire her foully for those things 
That make her good? O, let her brother live! 
Thieves for their robbery have authority, 
When judges steal themselves. 

(2.2.163-177, emphases added) 

Soliloquies have received extensive critical attention in Shakespeare studies. There are 

those, however, who assert that the term soliloquy was not used in a theatrical sense 

until the late seventeenth century and, consequently, it is highly unlikely that 

Shakespeare was familiar with the term (Crystal and Crystal, 2005). In addition, James 

Hirsh (2003) defines the word soliloquy as a speech spoken by a single actor who does 

not intend the words to be heard by any other character. He also notes, however, that 

the term has tended to be used indiscriminately to refer to three types of theatrical 

practice. The first type is known as audience-addressed speech, in which the character 

is aware of and speaks to the audience. The second is self-addressed speech. This is 

where the character is unaware of the audience and speaks only to him- or herself. 

The third and final type is known as interior monologue, in which the words represent 

thoughts passing through the character’s mind. Hirsh (2003) also claims that no 
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evidence exists of a soliloquy representing interior monologue before the middle of 

the seventeenth century, consequently only the first two conventions were employed 

by Shakespeare.  

A polyphonic paradigm, however, allows us to specifically observe Shakespeare’s 

soliloquies as theatrical practice of the third type. For instance, in soliloquies, Bakhtin 

explains, ‘lies the discovery of the inner man – “one’s own self”, accessible not to 

passive observations but only through an active dialogic approach to one’s own self’ 

(Bakhtin 1984, p. 120. original emphasis).We see that, by interacting with Angelo and 

afflicting him with desire, Isabella has prompted Angelo to rethink his ideological 

stance on Claudio’s situation. For example, when Angelo exclaims, ‘O, let her brother 

live! / Thieves for their robbery have authority, / When judges steal themselves’, he 

makes the very concession Isabella prompts him to consider (2.2.64-65), that he and 

Claudio, the condemned ‘fornicator’, are alike.  It is important to acknowledge that it is 

not, entirely, Isabella’s physical attributes that spark Angelo’s interests. Rather, it 

seems that he has been moved, both in body and thought, by her voice: ‘What, do I 

love her, / That I desire to hear her speak again?’ (2.2.175-77). 

This self-dialogic approach also uproots one’s notion about the self, as it ‘breaks down 

the outer shell of the self’s image, that shell which exists for other people’ (Bakhtin, 

1984, p. 120). Through Angelo’s soliloquy we see his authoritative image begin to 

unravel as he acknowledges that Isabella is not at fault for his hypocritical desires: ‘Not 

she; nor doth she tempt; but it is I’. This acknowledgement of being figuratively 

enchained by Isabella soon turns to anger, and Angelo is compelled, in turn, to enchain 
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Isabella and draw her back into social ideology. Thus, when Isabella returns to support 

her earlier pleas for her brother’s life by referring to heaven and mercy, Anglo 

provokes her by presenting a predicament in the form of his indecent proposal: 

Which had you rather, that the most just law 
Now took your brother’s life: or, to redeem him, 
Give up your body to such sweet uncleanness 
As she that he hath stain’d? 

(2.4.52-56) 

In contrast to Angelo, however, Isabella does not waver in her opinion, and her 

response is clear: 

Th’ impression of keen whips I’d wear as rubies, 
And strip myself to death as to a bed 
That longing have been sick for, ere I’d yield 
My body up to shame. 

(2.4.101-104) 

At this point, Angelo catches Isabella in a contradiction. For instance, thus far she has 

minimised the seriousness of Claudio’s actions but now, in argument, she states that 

she would not commit the same sin to save his life.  Isabella is compelled to 

acknowledge that she would perhaps not be as flexible as she is urging Angelo to be: 

O’ pardon me, my lord; it oft falls out 
To have what we would have, we speak not what 
we mean. 

(2.4.117-119)  
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After his failed attempts  to reduce Isabella to a physical object, Angelo changes tactics 

and attempts to seduce Isabella by suggesting that everyone is susceptible, a 

mitigating factor should she choose to accept his offer: ‘We are all frail’ (2.4.121).  

Isabella turns the offer against him by comparing his sexual weakness to Claudio’s and 

exposing his hypocrisy: ‘but only he / Owe and succeed thy weakness’, which provokes 

Angelo to retort that it is not only men who succumb to weakness, ‘Nay, women are 

frail too’ (2.4.123-5).68 

Angelo’s goading words, however, do not have the desired effects. On the one hand, it 

may seem that Isabella agrees with Angelo that women are ‘frail’; on the other hand, 

her context is more Socratic and philosophical than sexual as she questions the place 

of women in society: 

Ay, as the glasses where they view themselves, 
Which are as easy broke as they make form. 
Women?- Help, heaven! Men their creation mar 
In profiting by them. Nay, call us ten times frail; 
For we are soft as our complexions are, 
And credulous to false print. 

(2.4.124-129, emphases added) 

                                                      

68
 Several scholars have discussed the similarities and differences between the betrothal of Angelo and Mariana and 

the betrothal of Claudio and Juliet. See Ernest Schanzer, ‘The Marriage-Contracts in Measure for Measure’, 
Shakespeare Survey(1960),13 (1), pp. 81-89, S. Nagarajan, ‘Measure for Measure and Elizabethan Betrothals’, 
Shakespeare Quarterly(1963),14 (2), pp. 115-119, Darryl J. Gless, Measure for Measure, the Law, and the Convent 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press,1979), Margaret Scott, ‘“Our City's Institutions”: Some Further Reflections on 
the Marriage Contracts in Measure for Measure’, English Literary History (1982),49 (4), pp.790-804, Margaret L. 
Ranald, ‘Women and Political Power in Shakespeare’s English Histories’, Topic(1982),36 (1), pp. 54-65, Margaret L. 
Ranald, ‘“A Marriage Binds, and Blood Breaks”: English Marriage and Shakespeare’, Shakespeare Quarterly(1979),30 
(1), pp. 68-81. 
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Isabella’s use of the word ‘glass’ can be interpreted not only as an emblem of women’s 

physical fragility but also as a metaphor for their fragile reputation. For example, as 

Shakespeare expresses in Pericles, there is a traditional association between glass and 

virginity and that, once it has been broken, women are ‘credulous to false print’: ‘use 

her at thy pleasure. Crack the glass of her virginity and make the rest malleable’ 

(4.5.146-147).69 Isabella’s lines, ‘Men their creation mar / In profiting by them’, 

resonate with the predicament faced by Portia in the light of her father’s will and 

Bassanio’s fortune-hunting ulterior motive for marrying her, something she seems to 

be fully aware of: ‘What treason there is mingled with your love’ (3.2.27). She does 

not, however, lay all the blame on men. Her exclamation, ‘we are soft as our 

complexion,’ questions the role of women in their marring as it implies that men are 

able to corrupt women because they are corruptible and, for that, they should be 

called ‘ten times frail’. It is also interesting that Isabella first refers to women as ‘they’, 

then later as ‘we’. By including herself in her statement on the softness of women, she 

portrays herself as sexually susceptible. In sharp contrast to Juliet, however, the fragile 

glass of Isabella’s virtue will never be broken. Therefore, she will never become 

malleable for men. Thus, one could argue that her monastic withdrawal, which offers 

the protection of chastity, is an act of self-preservation. 

Angelo’s next move is the ‘arrest’ of Isabella with her own words on the ‘testimony of 

[her] own sex’, and he informs her that they ‘are made to be no stronger’ than their 

‘destin’d livery’. Therefore, Isabella should be that which she is, ‘That is, a woman; 

                                                      
69

 This excerpt is taken from William Shakespeare, Pericles, ed. by Suzanne Gossett, 3rd edn(London: Arden 
Shakespeare, 2004).  
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[and] if [she] be more, [then she’s] none’ (2.4.131-134, 137). Here, Angelo warns 

Isabella of the ramifications of exceeding ascribed gender-boundaries; one becomes 

sexless and reduced to being demonised (Chapter Six). Alternatively, Angelo’s 

‘arrest[ing]’ of Isabella’s words can also be interpreted as him stopping her words once 

she has removed her habit and donned her destined livery. Isabella’s reply is telling:  

I have no tongue but one; gentle my lord, 
Let me entreat you speak the former language. 

(2.4.138-39, emphases added)   

In Chapter One, we discussed how the tongue was paralleled with the phallus, and 

Isabella’s metaphoric use of the word tongue here confirms that, despite her nun’s 

habit, which in Angelo’s eyes makes her ‘more than a woman’, she is confessing her 

own susceptibility to false print. 

Alternatively, the line, ‘I have no tongue but one,’ may express her discomfort at 

Angelo’s sexually implicative impassioned speech. For instance, in the second line of 

the excerpt, Isabella echoes Hermione’s protest to Leontes (The Winter’s Tale): ‘Sir, 

you speak a language I understand not’ (3.2.78-79). In other words, Angelo tries to 

provoke Isabella into speaking the earthly language of love and lust; this is a context 

beyond her understanding and she wishes to return their interaction to the legal 

arena. However, we learn that Angelo has passed the stage of debating and is forced 

to be blunt: ‘Plainly conceive, I love you’ (2.4.140). To maintain the spirit of the 

argument, Isabella once again compares Angelo to Claudio: ‘My brother did love Juliet, 
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and you tell me that he shall die for ‘t’ (2.4.141-42). Finally, Isabella’s ‘play with will 

and reason’ has barbed Angelo to the extent that the articulate deputy we met in the 

beginning simply states, ‘He shall not, Isabel, if you give me love’ (2.4.143). In her 

anger at the truth behind Angelo’s mask, Isabella echoes the earlier words of the Duke 

(3.1, 3.2) and Angelo (2.4): ‘Seeming, seeming!’ (see Gurr, 1997). In response to 

Angelo’s blatant proposal, the intonation in Isabella’s voice also swiftly changes; she 

has been pushed beyond her reasoning skills and openly threatens Angelo: ‘I’ll tell the 

world aloud / What man thou art’ (2.4.149, 152-53). Angelo is, however, safe in the 

power of his ‘seeming’, and moves to silence Isabella again by arguing that no one will 

take her word over his: 

Who will believe thee, Isabel? 
My unsoil’d name, th’austereness of my life, 
My vouch against you, and my place i’th’state 
Will so your accusation overweigh, 
That you shall stifle in your own report, 
And smell of calumny. 

(2.4.153-158) 

Angelo tries to use rank, and the status he holds by virtue of gender, to intimidate 

Isabella into conforming to traditional ideals of feminine behaviour, which precludes 

public speaking. Isabella must save her brother with her body, not with her voice: 

‘Redeem thy brother / By yielding up thy body to my will’ (2.4.162-63). As we discussed 

in the introductory chapter, during the Renaissance woman is body, not reason.  
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Once Angelo believes that he will have Isabella, his arrogance about Isabella’s 

expected silence is foregrounded: 

A deflowered maid; 
... 
How might she tongue me! Yet reason dares her no, 
For my authority bears off a credent bulk 
That no particular scandal once can touch, 
But it confounds the breather 

(4.4.19-25) 

 Similarly to the ‘bed trick’ in All’s Well That Ends Well, we see the eventual 

‘uncrowning’ of Angelo. Angelo believes that Isabella has accepted his condition, 

although Mariana (Angelo’s abandoned betrothed, who was wrecked at sea along with 

her dowry) will take Isabella’s place. This bed trick not only effectively makes Angelo 

guilty of the same crime for which he has imprisoned Claudio, but also ensures that he 

commit to the abandoned Mariana.  

As we move towards the closing of the play, we see Isabella, unexpectedly, lapse into 

silence. Critics have drawn various conclusions from Isabella’s perfect silence to the 

Duke’s proposal. Whilst some might see her silence as Shakespeare maintaining the 

convention of comedy (Frye, 1988), others may see it from the Duke’s perspective: 

Isabella’s silence is her submission to the ‘natural’ order of the gender hierarchy (King 

1991). Riefer (1984) suggests an alternative explanation linked with gender: 
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She remains speechless, a baffled actress who has ran out of 
lines. The gradual loss of her personal voice during the course 
of the play has become, finally, a literal loss of voice. In this 
sense, Measure for Measure is Isabella’s tragedy. Like Lavinia in 
Titus Andronicus, the eloquent Isabella is left with no tongue 
(Riefer, 1984, p. 167). 

Alternatively, others have interpreted Isabella’s silence as a form of resistance to the 

Duke’s authority (see Doran, 1964, originally published in 1954; Williamson 1986).70 

Doran writes that Isabella’s silence in response to the Duke’s proposal is a ‘sign of 

superior strength and nobility of character’ (Doran, 1964, p. 221). Similarly, Williamson 

argues that Isabella’s silence may be a compound of shock and defiance. Williamson 

supports her position by pointing out that Shakespeare also offers other examples in 

the forms of Iago and Hieronimo, where ‘silence after eloquence may signify not 

acquiescence, but defiance of an urgent authority’ (Williamson, 1986, p. 104). 

One could argue that by failing or refusing to answer the Duke’s proposal, Isabella 

leaves herself undefined. For instance, we have seen the significance the play places 

on compartmentalising women; the Duke summarises this when Mariana fails to 

identify herself in relation to a man: ‘Why, you are nothing then: neither maid, widow, 

nor wife!’ (5.1.178–9). Isabella’s choice to remain silent can be interpreted as a form of 

resistance against, or ‘uncrowning’ of, the patriarchal words that have attempted to 

constrain her throughout the play. Alternatively, earlier in the chapter I suggested that, 
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although the two genres, Menippean satire and Socratic dialogue, are often 

amalgamated into one, there are some distinguishing characteristics. For example, the 

carnival nature of the Menippean satire is much more pronounced than that of the 

Socratic. In turn, a Menippean text is much freer in allowing for the use of the fantastic 

in testing a discourse. Drawing on this, one could argue that, even though there are 

striking similarities between Portia and Isabella – for example both enter the world of 

men to ‘play with reason and discourse’ by using their voices in the legal arena – there 

is a pivotal difference. At the end of their respective plays, Portia is the silencer while 

Isabella is the one being silenced. One of the reasons for this could be that the 

fantastical feature of the Menippean genre is more potent in The Merchant, thus 

Portia transcends male domination, while the Socratic holds prominence in Measure, 

therefore Isabella is ‘reined in’ by the Duke as the curtains fall and now, possibly, 

bound in marriage. 

In this chapter we have looked at The Merchant and Measure in the context of 

Menippean satire and Socratic dialogue. Applying the Menippean paradigm to The 

Merchant has allowed us to treat the play as a fantasy, and develop a more dangerous 

understanding of Portia. For instance, we discussed how in previous criticism the 

opinions on Portia have varied and included interpreting her as a pampered and 

frivolous rich girl, or as a dutiful, obedient daughter. When we first meet her, Portia 

does punningly complain ‘so is the will of a living daughter curbed by the will of a dead 

father’ (1.2.23–4).  
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By concentrating on the ambiguous nature and the shifts in intonation of her voice, 

however, a characteristic associated with the Menippean genre, we learn that Portia is 

not a character that allows her will to be curbed, and her character becomes 

increasingly alarming when one aligns her with the female figure of the play’s folk 

source. For example, rather than being seen as a virtuous female figure to be admired, 

Portia begins to emerge as an enchantress, worse yet, an enchantress who is capable 

of dissembling her power; she presents herself as modest and chaste, but in reality her 

appetite for control is monstrously insatiable.  

In the second half of the chapter by looking at the Socratic provocative word in 

Angelo’s and Isabella’s interaction, we argued that the play challenges conventional 

ideas about femininity. Their interaction highlights the importance of the female voice, 

as the syncrisis in Isabella’s words forces Angelo’s confession and ‘uncrowns’ him from 

his authoritative position in state. Yet, simultaneously it also underscores how difficult 

it is for a woman to make her voice heard when, as Angelo urges Isabella, she is urged 

to speak as Woman and ventriloquise the voice-of-the-Father. More importantly, if she 

transgresses the boundaries associated with femininity, she becomes ‘nothing’. 

Drawing from this, both plays bring darker consequences of the female voice into the 

foreground: the silencing of Antonio and the destruction of Angelo’s fantasy of 

hegemonic rule. In the next chapter, we look at the darker dimensions of the 

carnivalesque in Macbeth and Othello.  
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Chapter Six: The Grotesque Body in Macbeth and Othello 

In the previous chapter we observed how female voices test and resist 

authoritative/patriarchal ideology through double-voiced discourses found in 

Shakespeare’s comedies, which generate carnivalesque spaces. What happens, 

however, when the celebrated open grotesque body stops being productive? What 

happens when carnivalesque freedom turns sinister and becomes dangerous, or what 

Bakhtin (1984) refers to as ‘carnival hell?’ Although Bakhtin does not actually provide a 

specific definition of ‘carnival hell’, he does provide an insightful, yet limited, reference 

to ‘carnival hell’ in his discussion of The Idiot. He writes that the carnivalistic 

atmosphere permeates the whole novel; however, around Myshkin (the saintly hero) it 

is ‘joyful’ and ‘bright’ (‘carnival paradise’), while around the beautiful, tortured, and 

damned Nastasya Filippovna it is ‘gloomy’ and ‘infernal’ (‘carnival hell’). More 

specifically, this hell and paradise ‘intersect, intertwine in various ways, and are 

reflected in each other according to the laws of a profound carnival ambivalence’ 

(Bakhtin, 1984, pp. 173-4, emphases added). 

In what follows, by exploring the language and imagery in Macbeth and Othello, we 

assay how they generate images of a grotesque female body that evoke darker 

implications of the emancipating carnival we have observed in the preceding chapter. 

We analyse how the plays’ intertwining of carnivalistic characteristics, such as 

‘uncrowning’, ‘crowning’, and emphasis on the lower body spectrum and the 

destruction of social and gender hierarchies, combined with a gloomy and oppressive 

atmosphere, generate images of ‘carnival hell’. Thus, one of the primary aims here is 
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to observe how the comic structures of carnival can also be found in the tragic genre. 

This chapter also examines the representation of private female space in Othello. In 

the following section, we begin by discussing what makes one of Shakespeare’s 

greatest tragedies carnivalesque by looking at how the opening act not only 

emphasises a spatial and temporal shift but also introduces the theme of the 

ambiguous grotesque body.  

‘nothing is, but what is not’ 

Several critics have studied Macbeth in its historical context, while others take 

historical or psychoanalytical approaches to observe Macbeth and Lady Macbeth.71 

The words uttered by Macbeth after his first encounter with the three weird sisters, 

referred to as witches in modern editions, ‘nothing is, but what is not’ (1.3.140–1), are 

pivotal for interpreting the play from a carnivalesque perspective. Firstly, the words 

exemplify the carnivalesque themes of uncertainty, the questionable and the nether 

world, which ripple throughout the rest of the play.72 Marjorie Garber (2008) writes 

that in Macbeth Shakespeare pens a world of binary opposites where boundaries are 
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 George Wilson Knight (1949), argues that the only thing that is absolute in the play is the presence of evil; see 

George Wilson Knight, The Wheel of Fire: Interpretations of Shakespearian Tragedy (London: Methuen, 1949). 
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‘continually transgressed, and marked by a series of taboo border crossings’ (Garber, 

2008, p. 80). One of the most significant of these border crossings is that of gender 

indeterminacy.73 For example, the play opens with an all-female cast whose gender is 

technically in doubt: ‘What are these, / So withered and so wild in their attire, / That 

look not like th’ inhabitants o’ th’ earth’ (1.3.37–40). Banquo’s speech suggests that 

the gender of the weird sisters is not clear. They appear to be women, but their beards 

‘forbid’ him to draw such a conclusion and, as he cannot categorise them as either 

male or female, he brands them as non-human. Therefore, at the very start of the play 

the theme of gender indeterminacy is ushered in by the sisters. There are a number of 

different theories regarding the sisters’ function in Macbeth.  

Jonathan Goldberg (2003) locates ‘the menacing heterogeneity of uncontrolled 

duplication that threatens the autonomy of power’ in the weird sisters, and ascribes 

this to a generalised ‘anxiety about women’ (Goldberg, 2003, p. 171, 173). Goldberg 

bases his argument on the grounds that the play undermines the stability of 

representation in the use of its main sources.74 He notes that the lines spoken by 

Duncan in Holinshed’s Chronicles have been allocated to one of the weird sisters by 

Shakespeare. In addition, Shakespeare also redistributes lines to various characters 
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that Holinshed assigns to the sisters (Goldberg, 2005, originally published in 1987). The 

anxiety in the play, Goldberg continues, is anxiety surrounding gender indeterminacy, 

and the sisters’ lines in Duncan’s speech, and vice versa, indicates the instability of all 

categories, which gender indeterminacy can unleash. Thus, for most critics, the sisters 

seem to represent no one specific thing. 

This chapter views them as representations of carnivalesque indeterminacy and the 

grotesque body, which echoes throughout the play. For instance, Stephen Mullaney 

(1988) points out that the sisters speak in ‘amphibolic’ language – ‘When the battle’s 

lost, and won’, ‘Fair is foul, and foul is fair’ (1.2.4, 12) – and that their paradoxical 

language introduces the trope of a carnivalesque upside-down world, which we also 

find in Macbeth’s speech.  

This leads us to the second reason for the importance of Macbeth’s words. Banquo 

and Macbeth’s first meeting with the weird sisters and the latter’s reaction to their 

prophecies introduce what have come to be known as Bakhtin’s ‘minor’ chronotopes: 

‘chronotope of meeting’ and‘ chronotope of the road’ (Bakhtin, 1981).As we discussed 

in Chapter Four, these two ‘minor’ chronotopes are concerned with the course of the 

hero’s life and the flow of time. The first word of Macbeth, ‘When’, which is repeated a 

further three times in so many lines, not only underlines the play’s concern with the 

passage of time, but also its effect on the human life-span. For example, the clock is 

always ticking, a foreboding soundtrack to the Macbeths’ ineluctable and unfortunate 

end. Some of the most powerful images used to create the illusion of the flow of time 

and travelling on the road are the play’s images of extended journeys and open spaces 
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that the characters have to cross. For example, Mark Rose (1972) notes the complex 

design of the first act. Ross observes that the opening scene of the play is unlocalised; 

this is followed by three field scenes and then three castle scenes. 

Notably, as predicted by the weird sisters, in the opening of Act 1 Scene 3 Macbeth 

and Banquo meet the sisters while they are travelling, perhaps from ‘Forres’ to ‘Fife’, 

which are several miles distant geographically (see Braunmuller, 2008).There have 

been several debates on whether Macbeth was a mere ‘pawn [for] female figures’ and 

that the three prophecies made by the weird sisters are implicative of the idea of fate 

(Adelman, 1987, p. 30;  also see Auden, 2002; Curry, 1937; Eagleton, 1992). One could 

argue that, it often seems that outside forces control Macbeth’s actions. Alternatively, 

it can also be argued that, on several occasions the play dramatises how Macbeth 

deliberates before taking action, which suggests that he alone controls the outcome of 

his own future. Regardless of one’s position on the role of fate and destiny, one cannot 

ignore how Macbeth’s first line in the play, ‘So foul and fair a day I have not seen’ 

(1.3.36)’, chimes with that of the weird sisters: ‘Fair is foul, and foul is fair’ (1.1.12). It is 

apparent that the initial meeting between the weird sisters, Banquo and Macbeth has 

affected, or altered, the course of the latter’s metaphorical road: 
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[Aside] 
 .... 
This supernatural soliciting 
Cannot be ill, cannot be good. If ill, 
Why hath it given me earnest of success, 
Commencing in a truth? I am thane of Cawdor. 
If good, why do I yield to that suggestion, 
... 
My thought, whose murder yet is but fantastical, 
Shakes so my single state of man 

(1.3.129-39, emphases added) 

Macbeth’s soliloquy reveals a small-scale version of Bakhtin’s ideas of the dialogue 

with the self, or ‘micro-dialogue’ and the ‘penetrative word’ (Bakhtin, 1984). Bakhtin 

defines the penetrative word as ‘a word capable of actively and confidently interfering 

in the interior dialogue of the other person’, helping the person to find their own 

voice, while ‘micro-dialogue’ is used to describe one’s ability to recreate the other’s 

voice in one’s own mind as a feature of an inner conversation with oneself (Bakhtin, 

1984, p. 242). Thus, the ‘micro-dialogue’ is also carnivalesque because it involves a 

mésalliance of voices expressing multiple ideas. Through Macbeth’s micro-dialogue 

above, we can see that the weird sisters’ penetrative words in the form of the three 

prophecies (‘All hail Macbeth, hail to thee, Thane of Cawdor’, 1.3.47) have affected 

him to the extent that he considers them as a part of an internal conversation: ‘Why 

hath it given me earnest of success, Commencing in a truth? I am thane of Cawdor.’  

The soliloquy also discloses the unstable state of Macbeth’s mind. The line ‘My 

thought, whose murder yet is but fantastical’ has two potential interpretations 

(1.3.138). Firstly, it may reflect the disintegration of Macbeth’s individual thoughts; we 

see him become receptive to Lady Macbeth’s provoking words in Act 1 Scene 7 and the 
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weird sisters’ later prophecies in Act 4 Scene 1. Secondly, it may imply that Macbeth 

has considered the possibility of becoming king before, but ‘murder’ has remained a 

‘fantastical’ part of his ‘thought’. Indeed, Lady Macbeth’s barbed words: ‘What beast 

was’t then / That made you break this enterprise to me?’ would suggest that this is not 

the first time Macbeth has considered becoming king (1.7.47–8); however, the 

opportunity had never presented itself: ‘Nor time, nor place / Did then adhere’ 

(1.7.51–2). The pivotal image generated by the excerpt above is that of unravelment. 

In a very carnivalesque sense, things are shaken from their fixed positions as 

Macbeth’s ‘single state of man’ becomes unhinged and ‘nothing is, / but what is not’. 

Furthermore, as we saw in Chapter Five, for Bakhtin, the construction of self and of 

self-consciousness is located in dialogue and the other has the potential to alter one’s 

sense of self through dialogue. In this sense, one could argue that, in contrast to 

Banquo, the sisters have such a profound effect on Macbeth because Banquo’s 

approach to them is not interactive. For example, he begins by speaking to them in the 

third person, thus treating them as objects of speculation and observation. The only 

time he addresses them directly is to establish their statuses as objects of enquiry: ‘are 

you aught / That man may question?’ (1.3.40–1). Alternatively, by demanding that the 

sisters verbally interact with him, Macbeth enters into a dialogic relationship with 

them: ‘Speak if you can’, ‘Stay, you imperfect speakers. Tell me more’ (1.3.45, 68). In 

this sense, then, Banquo seeks to pin down gender by establishing that the sisters are 

objects of his gaze and not independent subjects. In contrast, Macbeth grants them 

subjective status. Under this light, this surreal meeting on the road and Macbeth’s 

dialogical interaction with the sisters alter the ‘the course of [Macbeth’s] life’ and his 
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sense of self, thus beginning the cycle of ambiguity and violence (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 

244).75 

This ambiguous ‘supernatural’ atmosphere, the images of chaos and the breakdown of 

natural boundaries take us forward to Lady Macbeth’s letter scene (1.5), the Porter 

scene (2.3) and the discovery of Duncan’s corpse (2.3). In the following section, I focus 

on the language of these scenes and argue that Macbeth’s castle can not only be 

interpreted as a personification of a ‘leaky’ female body but also as a carnivalised 

space where, on the one hand, the body of the king is grotesquely debased and 

feminised while, on the other hand, the female body is closed and isolated, thus 

becoming unproductive, through Lady Macbeth’s transformation. The scenes inside 

Macbeth’s castle are also good examples of how features associated with the comic 

genre (carnival) can be found in the tragedies. 

‘This castle hath a pleasant seat’: The Carnivalesque Atmosphere in 
Macbeth 

The opening lines of Act 1 Scene 6 introduce a shift in space as they portray the 

Macbeth castle’s natural and welcoming atmosphere – a notable contrast after the 

bleak hostility of the battle landscape: ‘the air / Nimbly and sweetly recommends itself 

/ Unto our gentle senses’, ‘the heaven’s breath / Smells wooingly here’, ‘The air is 

delicate’ (1.6.1–3, 5–6, 10).The language Duncan and Banquo use to describe the 
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castle associates it with a feminine presence, and the fact that the ‘Fair and noble 

hostess’, Lady Macbeth, is the first to greet him implies that the castle is primarily a 

feminine domain (1.2.25). This is noteworthy because, as we discussed in Chapter One, 

Peter Stallybrass and Allon White (1986) note that in the works of Renaissance 

playwrights such as Ben Jonson, the grotesque features of carnival were often 

embedded in a Gargantua-like female body. In this respect, the feminised castle can be 

preserved as a representation of a carnivalised space. 

Much like the leaky female body, the metaphorical leakiness of the feminised castle is 

emphasised by many of the characters’ visually expressive entries and exits into the 

castle and the presence of the Porter. As D. J. Palmer notes (1982), the performance of 

how a character arrives and departs is a matter left to the actor and director to decide; 

however, the text dialogue ‘strongly suggests that such moments should create 

significant stage-images’(Palmer, 1982, p. 62). For example, as the action moves into 

the castle (1.7), Macbeth’s entry onto the stage is preceded by a chorus of servants 

preparing for the banquet in Duncan’s honour: ‘Hautboys. Torches. Enter a Sewer, and 

divers Servants with dishes and service over the stage. Then enter MACBETH’, which 

creates an image of grandeur and opulence with his entry. A. R. Braunmuller’s 

(2008)stage directions for Act 1 Scene 7, moreover, suggest that for this particular 

scene Macbeth has withdrawn himself from the ceremonial dinner to a more private 

location. Lady Macbeth’s entrance at line 28, however, suggests the presence of an 

entry way or a door on the stage. This particular ‘door’ potentially holds powerful 

visual associations, not only because it may be the door through which Macbeth leaves 
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to murder Duncan and through which he re-enters after the murder76 but also 

because, in accordance with Bakhtin’s notion of the grotesque body, it generates 

images of breached or open borders and boundaries. Macbeth himself comments that 

‘as his host, [he] should against his [Duncan’s] murderer shut the door’, rather than 

‘bear the knife [himself]’ and walk through it (1.7.14-16, my emphasis). 

Furthermore, the text of the play also alludes to several other entrances and 

doorways, which all foreground the theme of ‘leakiness’. For instance, Macbeth directs 

Macduff to the door that leads him to Duncan’s corpse – ‘This is the door’ – and 

another entrance that serves as the ‘south entry’, through which both Lennox and 

Macduff have been admitted by the Porter, which he likens to ‘hell-gate’ (2.3.42, 

2.2.69, 2.3.1–2). In the next few paragraphs, we discuss how Act 2 Scene 3 (also known 

as the Porter scene) can be viewed from a carnivalesque perspective.    

There have been several debates surrounding the Porter scene in Macbeth. John D. 

Wilson (1968) argues that the Porter scene is irrelevant, while others such as Kenneth 

Muir (2001) and Samuel Bethell (1944) argue for its significance in terms of several 

topics. Some critics, particularly Coleridge, have even suggested that the scene was 

interpolated by the players as a theatrical necessity (see Hawkes 1969). John Jowett 

and Gary Taylor (1993) propose that there is a possibility that the Porter scene was not 

written by Shakespeare, especially in a play that we know was revised by Middleton 

for the King’s Men. They note that the interpolation argument is particularly 
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compelling, not only because the scene is entirely separable from the rest of the act 

but also because of the songs from Middleton’s The Witch that were interpolated into 

the Hecate scenes in Macbeth. Some have suggested that the Porter provides comic 

relief. In his edited version of the play, however, Muir (2001) questions why 

Shakespeare would create feelings of tension and intensity in the previous scenes only 

to dispel them with laughter. Although it may seem that the sudden entry of the Porter 

and his jesting introduces a stark change of tone from the previous scene’s bloody 

imagery. The Porter scene may indeed function as an interpolation; nevertheless, the 

drunken Porter suggests a key feature in the play – the dark carnival, which shows how 

the tragic genre can also capture the unmitigated energy and chaos of the comedies. 

Here, we argue that looking at the Porter scene in the context of Bakhtin’s ‘carnival 

laughter’ and ‘cheerful death’ reveals that it is perfectly timed, and that it emphasises 

the carnivalesque atmosphere inside the castle, when a sober atmosphere might seem 

to serve just as well. 

With reference to Rabelais’s Gargantua and Pantagruel, Bakhtin argues that death 

appears on a grotesque and clownish plane as it intersects with eating, drinking and 

defecating. For example, Gargantua drowns in his own urine and Gargantua’s enemy 

drowns in the urine of his (Gargantua’s) mare. Furthermore, death is connected with 

the idea of the grotesque because, according to Bakhtin, laughter is not subjective to 

‘individual and biological consciousness ... rather, it is the social consciousness of all 

people’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 92). Laughter not only ‘frees human consciousness, thought, 

and imaginations for new potentialities’ but also releases us from the fear of death, as 

marginalised bodies dissolve into one collective communal body (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 49). 
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Thus, in The Dialogical Imagination Bakhtin observes that ‘Death is inseparable from 

laughter’ (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 196, original emphases). In this sense, rather than 

dispelling the horrific images conjured by the previous scene, the Porter’s references 

to hell, the afterlife and the different types of sinner at his ‘hell-gate’ do not allow us 

to forget that a murder has been committed and that there is a dead body waiting to 

be discovered.  

Following Bakhtin, we can read the Porter scene as a ‘dialogue on the threshold’. In 

Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics, Bakhtin explains the dialogue on the threshold as an 

essential feature of the Socratic dialogue.77 He describes it as a summing-up and 

confession of a person standing on the threshold, provoked by the extraordinary 

situation of impending death, where one discusses the afterlife (Bakhtin, 1984). 

Elsewhere Bakhtin also notes that Dostoevsky always situates people on the threshold 

of a final decision, at a moment of crisis, or a turning point for the soul. The Porter can 

be interpreted as a character. His master and mistress are at a junction in their lives as 

they have just committed murder, and his dialogue situates the Macbeths on the 

threshold between their current crisis and their impending final judgement. 

For instance, the three different types of sinner and sin the Porter introduces are 

parallel with Macbeths’ sins, thus perhaps alluding to the afterlife that awaits them. 

For example, the first sinner is a farmer who has committed suicide, which anticipates 

Lady Macbeth’s rumoured suicide in Act 5 Scene 5. The second, much like Macbeth, is 
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an equivocator who has ‘committed treason’ (2.3.8). Finally, the third is a tailor caught 

‘stealing out of a French hose’ (2.3.11–12). Braunmuller (2008) notes that here the 

‘stealing’ could be referring to the tailor skimping on fabric while making garments. 

Alternatively, as the play makes several references to clothing being connected to 

one’s hierarchical status (‘The Thane of Cawdor lives. Why do you dress me in 

borrowed robes?’), here the use of the word ‘stealing’ could also be making reference 

to Macbeth’s ‘stealing’ and donning of clothing (Duncan’s royal robes) that is not 

rightly his (1.3.106–7).78 The noteworthy point here is that, in true carnival fashion, the 

seriousness of each sin is mocked. The Porter warns the farmer to have handkerchiefs 

(‘napkins’) ready because it is very hot in hell and he will sweat; he ridicules the 

equivocator, who can trick and deceive using double-meaning and ambiguous word 

choices, for not being able to trick his way into heaven; and he jokes at the tailor about 

how he may heat his pressing iron easily once he is in hell. 

These images of a joyful hell continue after Macduff and Lennox have been admitted 

into the castle. In response to Macduff’s gentle questioning as to why it took so long to 

respond to his knocking, the Porter replies that ‘we’, presumably him and the 

imaginary sinners, were celebrating and drinking (‘carousing’), which encapsulates the 

core features of carnival. He also adds that drink ‘is a great provoker of three things’ 

(2.3.20–1). When Macduff asks ‘What three things does drink especially provoke?’ the 

Porter presents a half-riddle that encapsulates grotesque aspects associated with the 
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lower body spectrum: urinating and copulation. The Porter’s speech is riddled with 

innuendos regarding drunken impotency. Drink, he says, ‘provokes the desire’ for sex 

while removing the means by making one unable to ‘stand to’ (2.3.24, 28).The Porter’s 

words here strike directly at the heart of one of the play’s main issues. The weird 

sisters’ ambiguous prophecies have got Macbeth drunk on hope but, as Lady Macbeth 

points out, his ‘nature, … is too full o’th’ milk of human kindness / To catch the nearest 

way’ (1.5.14–16). 

On a broader level, the presence of the Porter also demonstrates how comic structures 

can be found within the tragedies. The action in Macbeth, however, foregrounds the 

potential dangers of carnival disorder. Additionally, the carnival in Macbeth is not 

bound within specific spatial boundaries. For example, with the Porter’s opening of the 

castle gate, the unnatural chaos that had been contained within the castle ‘leaks’ into 

the surrounding landscape. 

After the discovery of Macbeth’s deed, the play immediately shifts to the interaction 

between Ross and the Old Man: 

Threescore and ten I can remember well; 
Within the volume of which time, I have seen 
Hours dreadful and things strange, but this sore night 
Hath trifled former knowings. 

(2.4.1–4, emphases added) 
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The opening lines of Act 2 Scene 4 are noteworthy for two reasons. Firstly, they imply 

that the unnatural events outside the castle are a result of the disruption of order 

caused by Duncan’s death. Braunmuller (2008) notes that the line ‘Threescore and ten’ 

refers to the biblical limits of human life (seventy years), which reminds us of Duncan, 

whose life has been unnaturally cut short. Secondly, once again it underscores the 

importance of time in Macbeth. Ross’s following lines suggest that even though day 

should have arrived it is still dark as the night: ‘By th’clock ‘tis day / And yet dark night 

strangles the travelling lamp’ (2.4.6–7). It is almost as if time has stopped and does not 

resume again until we hear of Lady Macbeth’s death and Macbeth’s reaction to the 

news in Act 5 Scene 5: 

She should have died hereafter; 
There would have been a time for such a word. 
Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow 
Creeps in this petty pace fromday to day 
To the last syllable of recorded time; 

(5.5.17–20, emphases added) 

Similarly to Touchstone’s lines in As You Like It (5.3.1–2), Macbeth’s dialogue alludes to 

the passage and forward movement of time. 

 The section above has argued for interpreting Macbeth’s castle not only as a 

carnivalised space but also as a personification of the female leaky body. It has also 

argued for interpreting the Porter as a grotesque figure of death and for his speech 

reflecting what Bakhtin calls ‘dialogue on the threshold’. To reinforce the argument of 

interpreting the castle as carnivalised space, the next section focuses on Lady 
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Macbeth’s transformation and the debased body of the murdered king in light of 

Bakhtin’s concept of the grotesque body. 

The Unproductive Body of Lady Macbeth and the Feminised Body of Duncan 

According to Bakhtin (1968), the grotesque body ‘is blended with the world, with 

animals, with objects. It is cosmic, it represents the entire material bodily world in all 

its elements’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 27). In true carnival fashion, the grotesque body mocks 

‘high’ culture by focusing on the lower spectrum of the body (Docker, 1994, p. 200). 

Bakhtin comments that: 

a highly spiritual act is degraded and uncrowned by the transfer 
to the material bodily level of childbirth, realistically 
represented ... The gaping mouth, the protruding eyes, sweat, 
trembling, suffocation, the swollen face – all these are typical 
symptoms of the grotesque life of the body; here they have 
meaning of the act of birth (Bakhtin, 1968, p 309). 

Bakhtin provides an example of this grotesque conversion of the ‘high’ or intellectual 

aspects, such as speech, to the ‘low’ or physical by referring to a scene from the Italian 

commedia dell’arte: 

A stutterer talking with Harlequin cannot pronounce a difficult 
word; he makes a great effort, loses his breath, keeping the 
word down in his throat, sweat and gapes, trembles, chokes. 
His face is swollen, his eyes pop; ‘it looks as if he were in the 
throes of childbirth.’ Finally, Harlequin, weary of waiting, 
relieves the stutterer by surprise; the difficult word is ‘born’ at 
last (Bakhtin, 1968, 304). 
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Although Bakhtin never remarks on this, the noteworthy point here is that the 

debasement of the act takes place through a gender inversion: by the simple 

placement of the word in a reproductive body. In this sense, then, the ‘highly spiritual 

act’ is that of a man, while its conversion to the grotesque is in the body of a woman. 

Thus, the transgression to the material, corporeal and sexual requires a woman’s body 

as the catalyst for the conversion. Therefore, the association of the female body with 

materiality, sex and reproduction makes it an essential aspect of carnival. 

In a nutshell, the carnivalesque grotesque body is productive because it is an open, 

protruding, extended and secreting body; it is a body of becoming, process and change 

as it peruses its eternal process of self-renewal. It can also be argued that the 

grotesque body is feminised because it exceeds its own limits only in copulation, 

pregnancy and childbirth (Bakhtin, 1968). As the grotesque body is a representation of 

renewal and growth, it ‘liberates the world from all that is dark and terrifying; it takes 

away fear and is therefore completely gay and bright’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 47).Obviously 

this is not the case in Macbeth; the carnivalesque spaces in the play seem destructive 

rather than productive. One possible explanation for this is Lady Macbeth’s ‘unsexing’ 

of herself at the beginning of Act 1 Scene 5, which reflects the closing of open orifices 

and the stopping of the flow of leaky fluids associated with the grotesque body. To 

exemplify this point I think it is worth looking at the soliloquy spoken by Lady Macbeth 

in more detail: 
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unsex me here 
And fill me from the crown to the toe topfull 
Of direst cruelty; make thick my blood, 
Stop up th’access and passage to remorse 
That no compunctious visiting of Nature 
Shake my fell purpose nor keep peace between 
Th’effect and it. Come to my woman’s breasts 
And take my milk for gall, ... 
    Come, thick night, 
And pall thee in the dunnest smoke of hell, 
... 
Nor heaven peep through the blanket of the dark 

(1.5.39-51, emphases added) 

In contrast to the transformation of Shakespeare’s festive heroines, such as Rosalind 

(Chapter Four), who only becomes ‘man-like’ by donning male attire, what Lady 

Macbeth is demanding here is a biological transformation. She calls for the spirits to 

‘unsex’ her, to stop her biological processes; to literally close up her ‘leaky’ female 

body and make her male. She demands them to stop her menstrual cycle, ‘make thick 

my blood’, so that her genital tract should be blocked by ‘thickened’ blood. Lady 

Macbeth also asks for the ebbing of other female bodily fluids such as milk, thus 

making her infertile and stopping the flow of life, which is essential to the Bakhtinian 

grotesque body. Arguably, this may be the reason why, although the themes of 

childbearing, pregnancy and nursing are influential themes in Macbeth, the language 

of the play generates images denoting sterility – ‘a fruitless crown’, ‘a barren sceptre’ – 

and violent destruction of life – ‘from his mother’s womb / Untimely ripped’, ‘plucked 

my nipple from his boneless gums / And dash the brains out’ (3.1.62–3, 5.8.15–16, 

1.7.58–9). Macbeth’s earlier rhetoric reinforces these images. For example, Macbeth 

talking about having ‘no spur / To prick the sides of my intent’, is implicative of him not 

having the means to impregnate his wife (1.7.26–7). Likewise, in King Lear, another 
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tragedy, Goneril censures the ‘milky gentleness’ of Albany and, in the process, she is 

cursed with sterility (1.4.338).It is also noteworthy that provocative dialogue 

surrounding masculinity and cuckoldry, which generated humor in the comedies, now 

creates a sense of growing masculine anxiety. 79 

It is also interesting that it was thought that the womb was connected to the heart, 

and critics such as Jenijoy La Bell (1980) have suggested that Lady Macbeth’s blockage 

of the womb would also impede the flow of remorse and, more importantly, fear from 

her heart. On the contrary, from a Bakhtinian perspective, Lady Macbeth’s closing of 

her lower body spectrum has the opposite effect. According to Bakhtin, one of the 

primary characteristics of the grotesque body is that it expunges fear. As the grotesque 

body is open it is connected with the ‘whole of the world’ and in this wholeness of the 

people there is no room for fear (Bakhtin, 1968: xxiii).In this sense, Lady Macbeth’s 

downfall could be brought about by the activation of fear as she severs her body’s ties 

with grotesque aspects of growth and renewal. Although halfway through Act 3 

Macbeth expresses his shock at how Lady Macbeth can keep ‘the natural ruby of [her] 

cheeks’ while Macbeth’s are ‘blanched with fear’, by the time we reach the end of the 

play she has become the embodiment of fear and torment (3.4.115–16); as the doctor 

says, ‘[her] heart is sorely changed’ (5.1.44). We see a sharp contrast between the Lady 

Macbeth from the opening stages of the play and the fear-ridden sleepwalker we see 

in Act 5, which encourages the reader to explore what could have possibly triggered 

Lady Macbeth’s transformation from a taunting instigator to a penitent. One possible 
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For a discussion on cuckoldry and humour in the comedies see Chapter Four pp. 122-23. 
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interpretation is that, through its unsexing, Lady Macbeth’s body has not only become 

unproductive but has also become ‘isolated, alone, [and] fenced off from all other 

bodies’; thus, she is no longer free from the fear of religious, social, political and 

ideological seriousness – a freedom that is only achievable through the open body as 

its aspects of birth, renewal, fertility and abundance convey feelings of strength. 

Alternatively, in some sense, one could argue that Lady Macbeth’s closed body is more 

disruptive and grotesque than Bakhtin’s open carnival body because of the loss of its 

femininity. For instance, towards the end of Act 1 Scene 7, Macbeth demands that 

Lady Macbeth ‘Bring forth men-children only, / For thy undaunted mettle should 

compose / Nothing but males’ (1.7.72–4). 

In contrast to Lady Macbeth’s closing and masculinisation of her body, Duncan’s 

corpse is debased by being revealed as feminine. Susan Zimmerman (2000) argues 

that, by remaining offstage and therefore unseen throughout, Duncan’s corpse 

functions as an emblem of the gender indeterminacy of the play. She writes that the 

body of the dead king is ‘bi-gendered’ and thus is ‘established as the focal point for the 

play’s interrogation of gender indeterminacy’ (Zimmerman, 2000, p. 335).80Parallel 

with the Bakhtinian grotesque body, Zimmerman continues by arguing that Macbeth 

represents a time-space that is worse than death, as it is a realm in which nothing is 

totally obliterated and nothing is final. Here we argue that, as well as highlighting 

gender indeterminacy, Duncan’s feminised dead corpse also underscores a particular 

                                                      

80
 Duncan’s inability to secure his kingdom and keep his enemies at bay has prompted several critics to refer to him 

as the ‘feminised’ or androgynous king. For example, see Dennis Biggins, ‘Sexuality, Witchcraft, and Violence in 
Macbeth’, Shakespeare Stidies(1975),8, pp. 255-77, Harry Berger Jr, ‘The Early Scenes in Macbeth: Preface to a New 
Interpretation’, English Literary History (1980),47 (1), pp. 1-31. 
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aspect of gender indeterminacy, which was sustained by contemporary medical 

thought: the possibility that men could slide down the ontological ladder into 

femininity (see Cadden, 1993). Similarly, we noted earlier that the weird sisters’ 

grotesque appearance ushered a theme of gender indeterminacy into the play, and 

critics such as Marjorie Garber (1987) argue that the recurring image of Medusa is key 

to understanding the ‘undesirability’ of both the play and Macbeth. Garber takes a 

historical approach in order to explain the theme of sexual and gender ambiguity by 

assaying the figures of Queen Elizabeth I and James I. She explains that ‘England had 

recently been ruled by a Queen who called herself a Prince’ and James ‘was known to 

have not only a wife but also male favourites … Elizabeth and James … encoded 

boundary transgressions at precisely the point of maximum personal and political 

power’ (Garber, 1987, p. 110). 

Once Duncan’s body has been discovered, Macduff exclaims, ‘Approach the chamber 

and destroy your sight / With a new Gorgon’ (2.3.65–6, emphasis added). Macduff’s 

reference to the Gorgons, the most famous of which is Medusa,81 is particularly 

noteworthy here. Firstly, keeping the king’s stab wounds in mind, Adelman (1987) 

interprets this line to suggest that ‘Duncan’s bloodied body, with its multiple wounds, 

has been revealed as female and hence blinding to his sons’ (Adelman, 1987, p. 133). 

Contrastingly, Freud (1976) argues that the myth of Medusa also represents the male 

fear of castration. In this sense, Duncan’s corpse also represents the contemporary 

audience’s fear that men can be turned into women.  

                                                      

81
 For a discussion on the symbolism of Medusa in Shakespeare see Marjorie Garber, Shakespeare's Ghostwriters: 

Literature as Uncanny Causality (London: Methuen,1987). 
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We also discussed earlier that the Renaissance belief system labelled the loss of 

physical boundaries as a dangerous quality of the leaky female body. As Gail Kern 

Paster puts it, ‘the bleeding body signifies as a shameful token of uncontrol, as a failure 

of physical self mastery, particularly associated with woman’ (Paster, 1989, p. 284). 

Paster (1989) writes that this ideological stance was based on the belief that women’s 

menstruation – in contrast to the medical procedure of bleeding that men might 

choose to undergo – was not voluntary or subject to the will. Therefore, the female 

body was subject to involuntary and, by extension, punitive bleeding; loss of blood was 

regarded as loss of bodily control that, in turn, was regarded as feminine. Thus, in 

addition to the reference to Medusa, arguably, Duncan’s body is also feminised by its 

copious bleeding: ‘Yet who would have thought the old man to have had so much 

blood in him?’ (5.1.33–4). 

Alongside the images of nurturance and growth that partly illustrate Duncan’s rule, 

Macbeth’s language prior to the murder implies ‘a display of male sexual aggression 

against a passive female victim’, as Macbeth imagines himself moving towards Duncan 

with ‘Tarquin’s ravishing strides’ (2.1.55). Adelman (1987) notes Duncan’s ‘womanish 

softness’, pointing out that the images surrounding his death, such as Macbeth’s 

configuration of himself as the murderous figure of Tarquin in The Rape of Lucrece, 

transforms Duncan into an emblem of feminine vulnerability’ (Adelman, 1987, p. 95). 

The implication of nakedness also conveys Duncan’s natural state of vulnerability, 

along with aspects that are usually associated with women. For instance, his exposed 

‘silver skin’ is ‘laced with his golden blood’, and his open ‘gashed stabs’ appear like ‘a 

breach in nature’ (2.3.105–6). Thus, a male corpse is a representation of violation. 
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Thus far we have looked at the chronotopic shifts and carnival space in Macbeth, 

which has allowed us to observe certain events in the play, such as Macbeth’s initial 

meeting with the weird sisters and Lady Macbeth’s unsexing of herself, under 

Bakhtinian framework. We have also observed how analysing the carnivalesque nature 

of the play foregrounds the overlapping of the comic and tragic generic structures. This 

representation of a carnivalesque space in the tragedies is not limited to Macbeth. In 

the final section of this chapter, we examine the indeterminacy of female sexuality and 

the violation of order in the carnivalised space of Cyprus in Othello. 

The Violation of Order and the Carnivalised Space of Cyprus 

Similarly to the way in which the Macbeths’ castle served to make clear the carnival 

atmosphere in Macbeth, it can be argued that the domestic space of the house in 

Othello plays a significant role in helping us to understand the treatment of 

Desdemona. In contrast to Macbeth’s castle, however, which can be considered as a 

carnivalised open space, from the opening scene the household in Othello is marked as 

an interior domain for women that represents the closed borders of a woman’s 

chastity82 and her obedience to her father’s, and later husband’s, rule. Thus, 

Desdemona’s position between the polarised oppositions of chaste and unchaste 

woman is illustrated by her elopement. 

                                                      

82
For discussion on the importance of governing the female body see Peter Stallybrass, Patriarchal Territories, in 

Rewriting the Renaissance: The Discourses of Sexuality Difference in Early Modern Europe, ed. by Margaret W. 
Ferguson, et al.  (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), pp. 123-145 and Jocelyn Catty,Writing Rape, Writing 
Women in Early Modern England: Unbridled Speech (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1999). 
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For instance, much like the Jewish daughter’s elopement with a Christian boy, and vice 

versa, in The Merchant of Venice, from the opening scene of the play Desdemona’s 

attraction to Othello and their union is represented as a violation against patriarchal 

rule, ergo ‘natural’ order. Even the images created by the language used in lago’s 

appeals to Brabantio’s patriarchal rights as a father are similar to Shylock’s concerns 

after discovering Jessica’s betrayal (2.8.16–20): 

Awake, what ho, Brabantio! thieves, thieves, thieves! 
Look to your house, your daughter and your bags! 
Thieves, thieves! 

(1.1.78–80) 

When challenging Brabantio about Desdemona’s whereabouts, Iago asks provokingly, 

‘Are your doors locked?’ (1.1.84); it is a question that, given the context of his lewd 

insinuations about Desdemona and ‘the Moor’ ‘making the beast with two backs’ 

(1.1.115), alludes to Brabantio’s desire to ‘lock’ away his daughter’s chastity. 

Brabantio’s exclamation – ‘O heaven, how got she out?’ (1.1.167) – further reveals this 

desire and shows the father’s house to be a space for attempting to contain, and thus 

control, his daughter’s sexuality.83 

                                                      

83
 Several feminist scholars have looked at the position of daughters, which was closely linked to the role of the 

mother, in early modern England. For instance, daughters are produced by their mothers who pass mothering 
capacities and the desire to be mothers to them. As a result, women serve for the retention of a patriarchal system: 
they are supposed to get married in order to 'create’ new patriarchs, husbands and future patriarchs, sons. Their 
sexuality is used in the interests of the patriarchal structure: a daughter, when she becomes a wife, renders a man 
the identity of husband and later of father. See Nancy Chodorow, The Reproduction of Mothering: Psychoanalysis 
and the Sociology of Gender (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978) and Shirley Nelson Garner, Claire Kahane 
and Madelon Sprengether eds., The M(o)ther Tongue: Essays in Feminist Psychoanalytic Interpretation  (New York: 
Cornell University Press, 1985). 
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Interestingly, as with the murder and Duncan’s corpse in Macbeth, by positioning the 

elopement with Othello offstage and thus excluding it from the performance space of 

the play’s events, Shakespeare presents Desdemona’s desires as outside, transgressive 

and threatening. Desdemona’s ‘gross revolt’ (1.1.132), depicted through the images of 

the ‘open’, thus violated, house, is undoubtedly punished, ‘not only in a loss of status, 

but even of life’; and her punishment for abandoning her ‘guardage’ is reflected in the 

play’s spatial developments that mirror the culmination of its plot (Newman, 1987a, p. 

153). 

In addition, the elopement gives credit to Iago’s insinuations about women and 

infidelity: ‘She did deceive her father, marrying you’ (3.3.209). Iago later enrages 

Othello by associating the image of Brabantio’s closed eye with Othello’s ignorance of 

Desdemona’s alleged affair: ‘She that so young could give out such a seeming / To seel 

her father’s eyes up, close as oak’ (3.3.214–15). The suggestion that Brabantio’s eyes 

were closed to Desdemona’s deceit comes swiftly after Iago’s warning about the 

‘cuckold’ who ‘lives in bliss’ (3.3.169), ignorant because he has failed to notice his 

wife’s act of sexual betrayal. Not only does the ‘open’ house imply Desdemona’s 

‘open’ sexuality, but the location of Venice itself – ‘always gendered feminine’ in its 

early modern representations and reputed ‘as a site of feminine sexual corruption’ – 

suggests an outer beauty and an inner threat that easily translates to the woman: ‘Like 

Venice, Desdemona has the appearance of purity even as she boldly lays herself open 

to Othello’s suit’ (Hendricks, 1996, p. 196, 202, emphasis added). This dualistic imagery 

of Desdemona being chaste yet ‘contaminated’ is made more prominent as the play 

goes through a spatial shift from Venice to Cyprus.  
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Othello’s journey to Cyprus is accompanied by a ‘foul and violent tempest’, which 

anticipates the chaos that is to follow (2.1.33). The space in Cyprus encapsulates two 

key features of carnival: sexual lasciviousness and the grotesque presentation of 

animal imagery. For instance, as we discussed in Chapter One, open female mouths 

and tongues were associated with an insatiable female sexuality, while a closed mouth 

is perceived as a sign of a woman’s chastity. Drawing from this, Desdemona’s open 

participation in Iago’s bawdy banter on arrival at Cyprus, her free speech before the 

Senate and her vows to ‘talk’ her husband ‘out of patience’ reveal that she is not the 

perfect creation Cassio described her as being or Othello wishes her to be (3.3.24). 

Furthermore, through his banter with Desdemona, we can see that Iago’s perspective 

is simple and all-inclusive – encompassing both men and women. His ‘alehouse 

paradoxes’ reduce everyone to the lowest common denominator, creating an almost 

grotesque image: 

Come on, come on, you are pictures out doors, 
Bells in your parlours, wild-cats in your kitchens, 
Saints in your injuries, devils being offended, 
Players in your housewifery, and housewives in... 
Your beds! 

(2.1.109–13, emphases added) 

On the first reading, the excerpt above suggests that, for Iago, women are whores and 

men are knaves. A closer reading, however, also reveals that Iago’s speech 

encapsulates what Bakhtin calls the ambivalent ‘praise-abuse’ of carnival (Bakhtin, 
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1984). Iago simultaneously crowns women (‘pictures’ ‘bells’, ‘saints’) and then 

uncrowns them by referring to their sexual habits, thus bringing them down to the 

fertility of earth.  

This focus on the lower body spectrum is also reflected in the relationship between 

Cassio and Bianca. In contrast to Roderigo and Iago’s animalistic descriptions of 

Desdemona and Othello’s union, where Desdemona is described as being ‘conver’d 

with a Barbary horse’ and ‘making the beast with two backs’, Cassio calls Bianca a 

‘monkey’ and a ‘fitchew’ for her promiscuity (4.1.127, 146). Indeed, Iago and Cassio, 

with the exception of Cassio’s mentions of Desdemona, voice predominantly 

misogynistic perspectives. What makes Othello a polyphonic text, however, is that it 

allows the play’s women to be seen in ‘their wholeness – in high contrast to the 

fragmented notions of them held by men (Gajowski, 1991, p. 97). Evelyn Gajowski 

(1991) suggests that the willow scene is the culmination of Shakespeare’s focus on the 

female point of view which ‘places a value on women’s affections that is different from 

their worth in men’s eyes’ (Gajowski, 1991, p. 97). What is also fascinating about the 

willow scene is that it provides a private ‘space in which women together can express 

their own perceptions and identities, comment on masculine society, and gather 

strength and engage in reconnaissance to act in it’(McKewin, 1983, pp. 118-19). The 

private spaces represented in Act 4 Scene 3 and Act 5 Scene 2 can be read as 

chronotopic shifts and a ‘knotting’ in ‘the flow of time’, where women can test and 

question ideas and ideologies surrounding women (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 244). 
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The Private Female Space 

E. A. J. Honigmann (1997) places most of the action in Othello in public spaces such as 

‘a street outside’, ‘a council chamber’ or ‘a public room’ (see Honigmann, 1997, p. 115, 

135, 288). In contrast to the carnivalised public places of Cyprus, however, Act 4 Scene 

3 and Act 5 Scene 2 depict more private spaces. Carol Rutter (2001) notes that, given 

the previous emphasis on male relationships throughout the play, ‘the unique privacy 

of this woman’s scene, which privileges women’s talk, women’s bodies’, is unexpected, 

yet it is necessary for the play (Rutter, 2001, p. 145). In the willow scene, Desdemona 

and Emilia are alone. It is a scene that begins with the presence of male characters on 

the stage, but moves quickly towards a space for women’s talk that ends with a parting 

‘Good night’ between Desdemona and Emilia (4.3.103). It reveals, in its intimacy and 

poignant reflections on women’s relationships with men, ‘a feminine friendship of 

considerable dimension’, a space that is perhaps, as Carol McKewin (1983) suggests, 

unique in Shakespeare’s plays in its obvious devotion to women’s private talk and in its 

capacity for ‘a dramatic moment long enough to reveal that relationship’ (McKewin, 

1983, 128). Through the shift from public to private, Desdemona and Emilia move into 

their very own play-within-a-play, which is detached from the distorting male world of 

Cyprus. It is a private space where the women’s voices can be heard. In this private 

space Desdemona is able to defend herself against Othello’s accusations of sexual 

infidelity, and Emilia chooses to speak of Desdemona’s abuse rather than to remain 

silent about her husband’s treachery: ‘I will not charm my tongue, I am bound to 

speak’ (5.2.180).Desdemona innocently questions whether ‘there [are] women [who] 

abuse their husbands’ in the most ‘gross’ manner by being unfaithful (4.3.61–2). When 
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questioned if she’d ‘do such a deed for all the world’, Desdemona declares that she 

would rather have evil befall her if she did ‘commit such a crime’ (4.3.64). 

Like Isabella (Measure for Measure) both women Socratically question women’s place 

in society and their mistreatment at the hands of the men in their lives: ‘O, these men! 

/ Dost thou in conscience think’ (4.3.59). Additionally, Emilia’s speech on men conjures 

up grotesque and bawdy imagery: ‘They are all but stomachs, and we all but food: 

/They eat us hungerly, and when they are full / They belch us’ (3.4.105–7). Her 

reference to men as existing only in the state of a ‘stomach’ is implicative of the idea 

that men have only one objective, that of self-service. Men use women without 

realising that without their ‘food’ they would no longer be able to survive. More 

importantly, in contrast to female leads such as Portia, Isabella, Rosalind and even 

Kate, Desdemona and Emilia’s intonation is one of anger and, ironically, of acceptance. 

Emilia’s language becomes more cynical (4.3.83–102) as she questions and protests 

against the double standards between men and women, to the extent that she holds 

men responsible for their wives’ transgressions: ‘But I do think it is their husband’s 

faults / If wives do fall’ (4.3.85–6). Throughout the dialogue Emilia continues her 

Socratic questioning: 

What is it that they do 
When they change us for others? Is it sport? 
I think it is. And doth affection breed it? 
I think it both, Is’t frailty that thus errs? 
It is so too. And have not we affection? 
Desire for sport? And frailty, as men have? 

(4.3.95–100, emphases added)  
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The language and intonation of Emilia’s dialogue is strikingly reminiscent of Shylock’s 

‘If you prick us do we not bleed?’ speech, particularly lines 53 to 60 (The Merchant of 

Venice). Similar to Shylock’s rant about Jews being alienated, Emilia’s tirade positions 

women as ‘outsiders’ or the ‘others’. In contrast to the festive heroines such as 

Rosalind, however, Desdemona, Emilia and even Lady Macbeth are not able to escape 

the distortions of male discourse even momentarily. In other words, the carnival space 

in the tragedies is not temporally limited and is not one of ‘holiday humour’ (As You 

Like It, 4.1.63). Although the chronotopic ‘knots’ in the play’s ‘flow of time’ provide 

space for the tragic female leads to break their silence and voice their protests, parallel 

to their comic counterparts, transgression most certainly results in death. Indeed, 

Emilia inadvertently foreshadows her death and seals her fate: 'I will be hanged if 

some eternal villain ... / Have not devised this slander, I will be hanged else!’(4.2.132–

5).Furthermore, in Othello’s spatial plan, the failure of the father’s house to contain 

Desdemona’s supposedly ‘open’ sexuality is counterbalanced by implications of 

confinement, concluding with the claustrophobic smothering of Desdemona. For 

instance, as the play continues, the space Desdemona occupies is reduced, enclosed, 

and controlled, until Othello banishes her attendant from her chamber, and her 

confinement comes to its terrifying climax with the act of smothering in the enclosed 

and ‘contaminated’ space of the bed (4.1.205). Thus, in contrast to the comedies 

where female space such as the forest of Arden offers a space for play, the 

progressions from the open or abandoned father’s house to the enclosed, murderous 

female space in Othello (the bedchamber), allude visually to the re-containment of 

‘open’ or unruly women. In this sense, Desdemona’s departure from the family 

household connotes powerlessness rather than agency. 
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As an innocent woman accused of infidelity, Othello’s Desdemona is caught between 

the two fixed positions regarding chastity in Ruth Kelso’s definition of the Renaissance 

woman: ‘[L]et a woman have chastity, she has all. Let her lack chastity and she has 

nothing’ (Kelso, 1956, p. 24). Desdemona herself is, undoubtedly, a chaste woman. 

Even after the audience have witnessed her husband strike her, verbally abuse her, call 

her ‘Devil’ (4.1.244) and ‘that cunning whore of Venice’ (4.2.91), she remains faithful 

to him even up to the moment when he takes her life: ‘Commend me to my kind lord - 

O, farewell!’ (5.2.125). Despite her chastity, Desdemona ends up with nothing: tying 

her ‘duty, beauty, wit and fortunes’ to ‘an extravagant and wheeling stranger’ 

(1.1.133-34),she abandons her home, her ‘guardage’, her father, ‘so many noble 

matches’, ‘her country’ and ‘her friends’ (4.2.127-28) for a husband who determines 

that her own ‘wretched fortune’ (4.2.142) must be death. One of the possible reasons 

for Desdemona’s situation could be that Othello’s love for an ideal Desdemona 

articulates what Bakhtin calls an outside-in discourse. 

As we have already mentioned previously, in a polyphonic text the author (other) and 

the hero (self) enter a dialogic relationship, and it is also important to acknowledge 

that there are different forms of power relations between the author and the hero. 

This is what determines whether the text is ‘single-voiced’ or ‘double-voiced.’ ‘Outside-

in’ discourse is ‘single-voiced’ because the intonation within it does not allow the hero 

to challenge the authoritative voice of the author.  Here the hero becomes static, they 

are shaped by the intonation in the authoritative voice as the author draws him from 

the outside world into his (the author’s) discourse. Other the hand, the ‘inside-out’ 

discourse is more dialogical. In an ‘inside-out’ discourse, the hero is able to hold their 
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own against the author, and one can find many gradations of equality between them.84  

Furthermore, an ‘outside-in’ discourse is usually associated with ‘single-voiced’ genres 

such as tragedy while the ‘inside-out’ discourse is found in ‘double-voiced’ genres such 

as parody and irony.    

Othello’s use of words such as ‘never’, ‘all’ and ‘forever’ indicate his tendency to crave 

the absolute and intolerance to ambiguity or uncertainty that is associated with a 

double-voiced discourse. Interpreted from this perspective, in contrast to the comic 

heroines analysed in this thesis, one can identify traces of the ‘outside-in’ discourse in 

Othello’s dialogue towards Desdemona, as he attempts to shape her in accord to his 

ideological perception of her. He expects her to project the ideological figure he has 

created of her in his mind. Shakespeare shows Othello’s love for an ideal Desdemona, 

rather than the woman herself, through the language he uses to express his feelings 

and describe her. For example, he is more concerned about the effect it is having on 

him – ‘my soul’, ‘my content’ – rather than Desdemona herself (2.1.183, 184). 

Othello’s ideological perspective on his wife is evident not only in the stereotypical 

terms he uses, like ‘rose’, ‘balmy breath’, ‘honey’ and ‘sweeting’ (5.2.12, 16, 2.1.204, 

2.3.253), but also in his continuous use of adjectives such as ‘sweet’ and ‘fair’. Othello 

idolises Desdemona to the extent that he likens her to an inanimate object: ‘Nor scar 

that whiter skin of hers than snow / And smooth as monumental alabaster’ (5.2.4-5). 

The noteworthy point here is that, in contrast to the actual woman, Othello’s dialogue 
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For a more detailed discussion on this see Chapter Two, pages 42-51. 
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describes a static Desdemona, who does not have the capacity to disagree with 

Othello.  

Maud Bodkin (1934) observes that ‘If a man is wedded to his fantasy of a woman... he 

grows frantic and blind with passion at the thought of the actual woman... as a 

creature of natural varying impulses’ (Bodkin, 1934, p. 222). Indeed, this is exactly 

what happens once Othello begins to catch glimpses of the actual Desdemona; a 

woman who is capable of having her voice heard when she chooses (3.3.45-51, 60-74), 

rather than the divine figure Othello imagines her to be. We can see from his speech 

that his wife’s awakened sexuality has taken him by surprise: 

O course of marriage 
That we can call these delicate creatures ours 
And not their appetites!  

(3.3.272–4) 

Thus, in order to ensure that Desdemona does not betray more men, Othello decrees 

that her punishment must be death. 

In an earlier section we discussed the representation of the male on the 

Shakespearean stage. We argued how Duncan’s feminised corpse can be read as a 

violation of order and an emblem for gender indeterminacy. Here I would like to 

discuss Desdemona’s dead body at the end of Othello. In contrast to the negative 

associations with the male corpse, Zimmerman (2000) argues that the female corpse 

on stage carries many more positive connotations. It invites the audience to explore 
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fluid and shifting erotic possibilities that indicate ‘sex’, ‘birth’ and the ‘womb’. Due to 

the female corpse’s erotic possibilities, Zimmerman continues, early modern 

playwrights, including Shakespeare, chose to visibly display female dead bodies. 

Zimmerman notes that Shakespeare’s most notable examples of this are the corpses of 

Juliet (Romeo and Juliet), Cleopatra (Antony and Cleopatra) and the resurrected 

Hermione (The Winter’s Tale). In contrast to Zimmerman’s positive image of the 

corpse, George Bataille (1986) argues that a corpse is the foremost example of the 

primal violence of nature. He comments that nature functions as an ‘orgy of 

annihilation’ and that the ‘natural’ cycle of death and reproduction is terrifying and a 

‘virulent activity of corruption’ (Bataille, 1986, p. 61, 56). Paradoxically, however, the 

reproductive power of corruption and decay, as signified in the corpse, is a strong 

attraction for the human subject. Bataille continues his argument by suggesting that 

the erotic dimension in one’s apprehension of putrefaction may resonate with the 

‘unmistakable links between excreta, decay, and sexuality’ (Bataille, 1986, p. 58). He 

also locates eroticism in one’s fascination with a dead body’s indeterminate status and 

indefinable form of identity. Regardless of Bataille and Zimmerman’s contradictory 

view of the female corpse, both propose a generative image, which is very similar to 

Bakhtin’s idea of the grotesque body.  

In addition, Chapter Two discussed the way in which in a carnival space the grotesque 

body celebrates orifices, sexuality, and incompleteness and represents an unfinished 

transformation of ‘death and birth, growth and becoming’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 24). In the 

private space of Othello and Desdemona’s bedchamber, however, the grotesque 

images generated by Desdemona’s body are not positive. For example, though 
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Desdemona is often played by mature actresses, there are many hints that imply 

Desdemona is relatively young. Emilia’s remark about Desdemona’s attachment to the 

handkerchief gifted to her by Othello implies that it is similar to a child’s attachment to 

their blanket or a particular toy: ‘she reserves it evermore about her / To kiss and talk 

to it’ (3.3.299–300). The perspectives of male characters in the play, for example, 

Iago’s –: ‘She that is young could give out such a seeming’ (3.3.212) – also confirm 

Desdemona’s childlike innocence. Indeed, Desdemona also refers to herself as a ‘child’ 

towards the end of the play: ‘I cannot tell. Those that do teach young babes / Do it 

with gentle means and easy tasks. / He might have chid me so, for, in good faith, / I am 

a child to chiding’ (4.2.113–16). Keeping Desdemona’s young age in mind, we may see 

her as a physical representation of grotesque imagery. For example, Desdemona’s 

young corpse is dead ‘yet unfinished’; it reflects images of ‘the grave and the crib’, and 

it is ‘hideous’ to look at in the sense that it is visually ‘incomplete’ as it is ‘lacking’ the 

signs of old age that are often related to death (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 24, 26, 29). 

This chapter has explored the darker side of the Bakhtinian carnival and the grotesque 

body by observing them in context of Shakespeare’s tragedies of Macbeth and Othello. 

It was argued that, although Bakhtin perceives the feminised grotesque body as 

productive and life giving, in Shakespeare’s tragedies the language used to describe 

the female body and the male corpse evokes images of anxiety for the play’s men. We 

also discussed that, whereas Macbeth depicts the dangers of a ‘closed’ and sterile 

female body, Othello foregrounds the fears over the nature of the ‘open’ female body. 
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This chapter has also shown how, though not often conceived of in violent terms, 

carnival can move subtly from humour to horror, thus, creating what Bakhtin called 

‘carnival hell’. For example, in the carnival space of the Macbeths’ castle, we looked at 

how behind the joyful ceremony of the royal banquet lurked a more transgressive, 

self-indulgent carnival. Additionally, similar to the comedies, through the interaction 

between Desdemona and Emilia this chapter has assayed how chronotopic shifts 

disclose different spaces, which afford different kinds of questioning around the limits 

and transgressions of gender.  
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Chapter Seven: Discussion 

Over the course of this thesis we have explored the varieties of female voices in 

context ofinterwoven Bakhtinianconcepts such as carnival, chronotope and polyphony. 

Within this exploration, the primary aim has been to utilise the linguistic aspects of 

Bakhtin’s concepts. Therefore, we have particularly focused on how polyphonic 

discursive devices such as ‘active double-voiced words’, intonation and active/passive 

parody revealed pockets of carnivalesque space, which released the voices of those 

who had supposedly been silenced or suppressed by authoritative voices. Employing a 

Bakhtinian framework, however, has allowed us not only to analyse the multiplicity of 

voices in Shakespeare’s plays, but also discloses how the structure of the texts, such as 

Othello, construct spaces in which silenced women can speak.  

In addition, we have also seen how genres rooted in the carnivalesque, such as 

Menippean satire and Socratic dialogue, can provide an alternative lens through which 

one can gain fresh insight into Shakespeare’s female leads. In this final chapter, 

weconclude by discussing the ‘findings’ of each chapter and the most noticeable 

themes that have emerged from my observations. 

Thesis Outline and Themes 

Chapter Three presented a reading The Shrew as carnivalised drama. Elements of 

carnival are represented not only in the play’s structure and themes (transvestism, 

disguise, grotesque dressing, thrashing, and food and drink), but also ‘creep into’ the 
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abusive verbal exchanges between Kate and Petruchio. Drawing on the voices in the 

text, it seems that the Renaissance concern about patriarchal oppressiveness was in 

many ways similar to our own. As Stephen Orgel put it, where there is patriarchy, there 

is rebellion against the father (Orgel, 1996a). The ‘passive parody’ detectable in Kate’s 

final speech and the exaggerated parody of the taming plot only permits us to examine 

the inconsistencies of the patriarchal ideology in a rather limiting way.  

Subsequently, Chapter Four developed from the previous chapter and looked at the 

festive comedies using the Bakhtinian concept of chronotope. A chronotopic approach 

allowed us to note subtle yet pivotal differences between the festive spaces presented 

in As You Like It and Twelfth Night. This in turn suggests that the voices of 

Shakespeare’s festive heroines are not static or singular. On the contrary, the 

‘adventure-time’ chronotopic structure of As You Like It and the ‘everyday adventure-

time’ chronotopic structure of Twelfth Night reveal rather different female voices. 

Whereas Rosalind’s voice tests stereotypical ideologies associated with women by 

quibbling with Orlando, Viola’s voice underscores the limitations and shortcomings of 

festivity.  

Furthermore, the chronotopic differences between the two plays also suggest 

alternative interpretations of the plays’ central themes. For instance, contemporary 

criticism of As You Like It places emphasis on space rather than time; however, we 

have argued that the play’s continual references to the absence of clocks in Arden and 

Touchstone’s awareness of time imply the contrary. Similarly, in the case of Twelfth 

Night, drawing on the play’s title, scholars have focused on the significance of time 
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rather than space. In contrast, we have attempted to show that space is given 

preference over time in Twelfth Night. The play presents us with a carnivalesque world 

given over to pleasure, intoxication and freedom. More importantly, compared to As 

You Like It, in Twelfth Night there is no mention of an alternative space beyond the 

island of Illyria. In accord with the ‘everyday adventure-time’ chronotope, what gives 

Illyria its distinctive atmosphere in As You Like It  is that, in this world, revelry, mischief 

and aristocracy at play is a way of life. Until the arrival of Viola, for most of the 

characters every day is a holiday. This in no way means that time holds no significance 

in the play. Indeed Viola waits for ‘Time’ to resolve a painful situation made more 

painful by her concealed identity; similarly, this is not to say that space holds no 

importance in As You Like It. Rather, a chronotopic framework reveals that, in 

Shakespeare’s festive comedies, time and space are interwoven; however, depending 

on the chronotopic structure, one may take precedence over the other.  

In a nutshell, Viola’s numerous references to her constricting male attire and the fact 

that Rosalind quietly waits to be given away by her father to a suitable husband, albeit 

one of her choice, implies that, when the party is over, women are once again reduced 

to silence. Although, in comparison to The Shrew, the festive comedies portray a more 

complex picture of patriarchy, the moment of Shakespearean ‘happy ending’85 in the 

closing scenes of the festive comedies suggests that there is no difference between the 

                                                      

85
A ‘happyending’ for women in Shakespearean drama means a happy marriage, which is in effect imposed upon 

women as the only and the best ‘option’. For more details on this seeJ. B. Pendlebury, ‘Happy Ever After: Some 
Aspects of Marriage in Shakespeare's Plays’, Contemporary Review(1975),227 (1319), pp 324-38. 
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supposed manipulator-heroine Rosalind and the totally manipulated Miranda (The 

Tempest). 

Chapter Five analysed two of Shakespeare’s later comedies, The Merchant and 

Measure, as Menippean and Socratic texts. Applying a Bakhtinian definition of 

Menippean satire and Socratic dialogue foregrounds the fantastical and carnivalesque 

aspects of both plays, and suggests an alternative approach to engage with the text. 

For instance, we argued that, despite feminist interests, late twentieth-century 

criticism of The Merchant has been dominated by the theme of anti-Semitism; thus, 

recent criticism has focused on Shylock’s character (see Adler, 2001; Gross, 1992; 

Shapiro, 1996; Yaffe, 1997). Chapter Four, however, showed that a Menippean lens 

prompts one to consider the play’s folk tale sources, which not only situated Portia at 

the centre of the play, from which she has been displaced by Shylock, but also 

connected her to the enchantress of Il Pecorone, one of the play’s folk sources.  

We also saw how a Bakhtinian approach also intertwines the concepts of polyphony 

and Menippean satire, therefore, emphasising the multivoicedness of the play. This 

revealed male voices closely linked women with the idea of destruction and distortion, 

and the fact that the ships in the play are feminised hints at the imaginary danger that 

the female poses to the unsuspecting male. Indeed, I hope to have shown that the 

female voice conveyed in The Merchant, particularly in Act 5, is a rather dangerous and 

disruptive one - a voice which challenges patriarchal will and the position of women as 

valuable merchandise. In order to convey this point, we outlined how interpreting The 

Merchant as a Menippean text foregrounds the play’s combination of ‘biter bit’ plot 
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with romance structures. For example, Portia’s emasculation of those who wish to 

marry her seems like a protest against or revenge for woman’s lot in marriage. 

Additionally, Portia’s severing of Antonio and Bassanio’s friendship, by refusing to 

return Bassanio’s glove in Act 5 suggests, her triumph over male bonding.   

Similarly, by looking for the ‘anacristic’ words in Isabella’s speech, the chapter also 

delineated how her voice possessed a persuasive and provocative power, a 

provocativeness that unravels the stereotypical image of women as nothing, if not 

maids, widows or wives. Isabella herself is one of the few female characters to fall 

outside these categories. Ultimately, both plays depict female voices that test and 

threaten the patriarchal voice and system. More importantly, in contrast to their 

earlier festive counterparts, there is no conventional ‘happy ending’ for Isabella and 

Portia as neither heroine adjusts or conforms to the system. For example, by refusing 

to respond to the Duke’s proposal, Isabella carves out an alternative space for herself 

which expunges her from the female spaces mentioned above. Although Portia does 

enter into the institution of marriage, her refusal to consummate their marriage before 

Bassanio has freed himself from his obligations to Antonio and her assertiveness in the 

closing act disclose that Portia and Bassanio’s marriage is not a conventional one.  

The final analysis chapter observed the complex representation of the carnivalesque in 

Othello and Macbeth. We also looked at how a chronotopic lens draws attention to the 

representation of space and time in the tragedies as well as the comedies. For 

instance, in the closing act of Othello we saw glimpses of a private feminine space that 

excludes the presence of men. As the previous chapters had argued for the 
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emancipation offered by the carnivalesque space in the comedies, the aim of Chapter 

Six was to explore the malevolent potential of the carnivalesque by looking at the 

depiction of the grotesque female body in both plays. More precisely, we sought to 

explore how the grotesque female body revealed anxious male voices, which 

underscored the crisis in patriarchy rather than its absolute supremacy in early modem 

society. Furthermore, the chapter also aimed to analyse how playing, eating, and 

drinking – normally behaviour associated with festivities – interlock with insidious 

intentions.  

Taking all this into account, female voices that emerge in the observed plays are voices 

that wreak havoc and male voices articulate a misogynistic conception of women. 

Drawing from this, one could argue that the gender of the authorial voice has not been 

erased, and that the masculine fear of female subversion and hierarchical order is 

dispelled by the control with which those very words of fear have been created. To 

argue for a single representation of the female voice, however, fails to appreciate the 

complex multiple possibilities of the polyphony in Shakespeare’s texts. For instance, 

although it is difficult to ignore the female voices in Othello that warn against a 

possible subversion and a consequent punishment that awaits a woman who breaks 

certain codes of behaviour prescribed solely for women, it is also impossible to 

overlook female leads such as Isabella who gives voice to ‘silenced’ women (such as 

Mariana), who are either deprived of the opportunities to speak out in public or 

intimidated by fear of a rejection and/or a repulsion by the men in their lives. 

Interestingly, King Lear, in the extremity of his madness, had launched a powerful 

attack on their ambiguous nature, poised between heaven and hell: 
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Behold yon simp'ring dame, 
Whose face between her forks presages snow, 
That minces virtueand does shake the head 
To hear of pleasure’s name -  
The fitchew, nor the soiled horse, goes to'twith a more 
 riotous appetite. Down from the waistthey are 
 centaurs, though women all above. But to the girdle do 
 the gods inherit,beneath is all the fiend’s: there’s hell, 
there’s darkness, there is the sulphurous pit, burning, 
scalding, stanching, consumption! Fie, fie, file! Pah, Pah! 

(4.6.116-125)86 

Lear’s speech captures how woman was viewed as part divine, part devil: potently 

alluring and dangerously sexual. Men are afraid of her dissembling; she presents 

herself as modest and chaste, but in reality her sexual appetite is monstrously 

insatiable. Despite the misogyny embedded in such an image, evidence of a desire to 

believe that she has the qualities of a divine being still emerges. The tone of the entire 

passage is one of simultaneous awe and disgust. Drawing on the preceding chapters, 

one can argue that the reason for this divided opinion is that Shakespeare’s texts 

disclose ambiguous female voices that concede the existence of multiple views. For 

example, in the plays examined in this thesis, it was possible to simultaneously observe 

conflicting perspective and intonations on the same discourse, which generated an 

inherently ambiguous voice on the subject, particularly when it came to the 

representation of women. A good example of this was the interaction we discussed in 

Chapter Four between Ganymede and Orlando and Emilia and Iago’s contradictory 

views of women in Chapter Six. 

                                                      

86
 This excerpt is taken from the Arden Shakespeare third series. See William Shakespeare, King Lear, ed. by R. A. 

Foakers   (London: Arden Shakespeare, 1997). 
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Furthermore, the plays contain female voices that have the potential to respond to 

their male counterparts and vice versa. Not only is the characters’ ability to have a 

dialogical relationship with one another a fundamental aspect of a polyphonic text, but 

they also have the potential to transform each other through dialogue. We saw a very 

good example of the transformative potential of dialogue in the interaction between 

Isabella and Angelo in Measure for Measure, where interaction between the self and 

other influences the way in which the individual constitutes and recognizes 

him/herself. For instance, we saw how Angelo attempts to alter Isabella’s perception 

of self, while Isabella’s provocative words become the source of Angelo’s internal 

struggle to practise the laws he himself licensed. Ultimately, the themes of ambiguity 

and potentiality found in the female voice point us towards a view of character that is 

not static but full of the potential of change, thus offering an alternative approach to 

engaging with Shakespearean characters.    

Implications for Employing Bakhtin to Contextualise Shakespeare 

The previous section has discussed some of the recurring themes of the thesis and 

provided a summary of each chapter.  In this section, we will consider the value of a 

polyphonic approach to current debates on character in Shakespeare scholarship. 
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The Character-Theory Debate 

With the publication of radical books such as The Subject of Tragedy (Belsey 1985b), 

Radical Tragedy (Dollimore 2004) 87, Renaissance Self-Fashioning(Greenblatt 1980), 

and Political Shakespeare: Essays in Cultural Materialism (Dollimore and Sinfield 

1985a), recent literary theory has shifted from the practice of utilising characters as 

interpretive tool and perceiving them as possessing personality traits (see Bradley 

1904) – an epistemological position, which is vigorously contested by Francis Barker 

(1984) and Alan Sinfield (1992, 2006) among many. In his study of Hamlet, Barker 

(1984) declares that Shakespeare’s plays highlight the instability of subjectivity and the 

notion of interiority. Barker proposes that ‘rather than the plenitude of an individual 

presence, text dramatises its impossibility’ (Barker, 1984, p. 38). Alternatively, scholars 

such as Alan Sinfield (1992, 2006) both support and, to some extent, question Barker’s 

view. On the one hand, the history of criticism demonstrates that there is sufficient 

textual scope for the character critic to work on. On the other hand, the arguments put 

forward by Sinfield (2006) questions the very notion of character as he holds that 

Renaissance dramatists had a very different rhetorical notion of character from that 

prevalent today. Drawing on this, one could argue that Sinfield’s focus on rhetoric 

hallenges the ‘traditional’ sense of character, thus nullifying the character debate 

altogether. What I mean by a traditional sense of character here is the approach that 

perceives characters as finite and defined figures, or what Julia Kristeva (1980) calls a 

unified ‘I’. As we have seen in Chapter Two, however, by looking at Dostoevsky and 

                                                      

87
 Here, I am specifically referring to the first and second edition of Jonathan Dollimore’s Radical Tragedy. The 

introduction in his third edition seems somewhat contradictory to his earlier two editions. 
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referencing several other authors including Shakespeare, Bakhtin is the first to give us 

the tools to deconstruct the unified ‘I’ by showing how Dostoevsky presents his 

readers with a non-integrated speaking subject such as the narrator in Notes From 

Underground.  The decentring of the ‘I’ forces us to rethink the author-character 

relationship. The author no longer presents us with ‘whole’ characters; rather, he 

presents the language or rhetoric of an undefined speaking subject. In other words, in 

accord with Sinfield’s (2006) argument, for Bakhtin one can only gain a sense of the 

hero through his rhetoric.  

In recent criticism, there have been those such as Charles Taylor (1991), who has 

appropriated Bakhtin’s (1984) idea of the dialogical hero in order to present a pro-

character approach. For example, Taylor advocates the ‘dialogical character’, arguing 

that Shakespeare’s characters become full individuals capable of change because, like 

other individuals, they are engaged in a continuous dialogue, or dispute, with those 

who matter to them. In his study Taylor proposes the notion of the character as a 

‘strong evaluator’ whose identity is strongly linked to his/her orientation. This sense of 

orientation is defined in dialogue or dispute with others. Although Taylor’s (1991) 

approach is invaluable in moving the ‘pro-character’88 argument forward, as it begins 

to broach Bakhtin’s work on the dialogical hero, it does not completely immerse itself 

                                                      

88
Despite the post-modernists’ undeniable zeitgeist on Shakespeare studies, position and tools in approaching 

Shakespeare’s plays are evolving, or reverting once again. For example, a recent cohort of academics advocates the 
resurrection of the character. See Christy Desmet, Reading Shakespeare's Characters: Rhetoric, Ethics, and Identity 
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1992), Christy Desmet and Sawyer Roberts, Harold Bloom's 
Shakespeare (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2001), Jonathan Crewe, ‘“Reclaiming Character?”’, Shakespeare 
Stidies(2006),34, pp. 35-40, Tom Bishop, ‘Personal Fowl: “The Phoenix and the Turtle” and the Question of 
Character’,  Shakespeare Studies(2006),34, pp. 65-74, Raphael Falco, ‘Forum: Is there Character After Theory? 
(Viewpoint Essay)’, Shakespeare Studies(2006), 34, pp. 21-24, Elizabeth Fowler, Literary Character: The Human 
Figure in Early Modern English Writing (New York and London: Cornell University Press, 2003), Elizabeth Fowler, 
Macbeth and the Rhetoric of Political Forms, in Shakespeare and Scotland, ed. by Willy Maley and Andrew Murphy 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2004), pp. 67-86. 
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in the murky waters of polyphony, carnival and voice to explore its complexity, as we 

have done in this thesis. 

This presence of multiple voices or consciousnesses also contributes to the debate on 

treating dramatic texts as polyphonic works. For instance, Chapter Two discussed how 

Bakhtin notes that ‘… elements, embryonic rudiments, early budding of polyphony can 

indeed be detected in the dramas of Shakespeare’ (Bakhtin 1984, p. 33). The analysis 

in the preceding chapters supports Bakhtin’s statement. Having said that, Emerson and 

Booth go on to insist that it is impossible to find ‘fully formed and deliberate 

polyphony’ in Shakespeare’s drama, and provide three specific reasons for this: first, 

drama can only contain one speech centre or system of measurement; second, each 

play only contains one valid voice and that multiple voice can only be found in 

Shakespeare if one considers his entire body of work as a whole; third, the voices in 

Shakespeare are not points of view on the world, and Shakespeare’s characters are not 

ideologists.89  In this thesis, however, we have seen that Shakespeare’s texts do indeed 

have the capacity to contain more than one speech centre. For example, in all the 

selected plays, women’s voices held just as much validity as their male counterparts. 

These voices also challenged and parodied what the ideology of the period required of 

women, which was expressed through the male voices.   

  

                                                      

89
 For a detailed discussion on the three reasons please refer to Chapter Two, pages 51-53.  
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A Different Understanding of Carnival and Space 

In Chapters One and Two we discussed current scholarly appropriation of Bakhtin’s 

concepts of carnival and the grotesque body. A review of the literature on the subject 

of Shakespeare and Bakhtin revealed that most critics, such as Bristol (1989) and 

Laroque (1993), have opted to utilise Bakhtin’s concepts symbolically and thematically. 

This project, however, employs a linguistic model of analysis, which goes beyond 

current use of Bakhtinian concepts. For instance, rather than interpreting carnival as 

simply a time-space of betwixt and between, by observing discursive devices (‘active-

parody’ and ‘word with a loophole’) in the text, we have looked at how carnival 

elements such as ambiguity and open-endedness can also be found in Shakespeare’s 

language (the carnivalesque). Thus, this project has employed Bakhtin’s ideas in a 

more sophisticated and complex manner.   

Feminist Readings 

In her introduction to A Feminist Companion to Shakespeare, Dympna Callaghan labels 

feminist Shakespeareans as a ‘persecuted minority’ who are ‘vulnerable to attack from 

all sides’ (Callaghan, 2000, p. xi). Indeed, several scholars openly question the 

possibility of a genuine female presence in the male-dominated world of drama, not 

only because one cannot ignore the male attitudes (that of Shakespeare) imposed on 

the dramatic presentation of events but also because female roles were played by boy 

actors (see Carroll, 1994; Cook, 1986; Mcluskie, 1993; Thompson, 1991; Thompson and 

Roberts, 1997). 
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Employing a carnivalesque approach to Shakespeare permitted us to look beyond the 

lack of a biological female body on stage. For instance, the bodies of the boy actors on 

the Renaissance stage can be seen as abstract carnivalesque bodies, and so the 

individual, separate and autonomous bodies of the boy actors are rendered illusory. 

Thus, despite the absence of female bodies, we can still argue for the presence of 

female voices. Additionally, the methodological approach appropriated in this study 

assumes a separation between the author’s and the characters’ points of view. In 

other words, for Bakhtin, the hero or character is not ‘the object through which the 

author manages to issue his speech’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 28).Thus we can argue that, due 

to the polyphonic nature of Shakespeare’s texts, his characters can be studied as 

equals, rather than simply means of representing Shakespeare’s own ideological view.  

In the previous chapters, I hope to have presented an alternative reading of the seven 

plays analysed in this thesis. In doing so, I hope to have offered a more complex lens 

for looking at carnival in Shakespeare, and shown how a linguistic approach can open 

up new possibilities for our understanding of Shakespeare’s texts.    
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Glossary 

Carnival 

Bakhtin argues that Medieval society ‘lived, as it were, two lives: one that was the 
official’ and ‘the other was the life of the carnival square’ (Bakhtin, 1984, p.129). In this 
sense, carnival is a second life in an 'unofficial world' which exists outside the official 
one. Bakhtin popularised the notion of carnival as a ‘temporary liberation from the 
prevailing truth and from the established order’ (Bakhtin, 1968, p. 10). Therefore, 
carnival is a time and space which subverts and ‘uncrowns’ social ideologies and 
authoritative figures while simultaneously elevating and ‘crowning’ those in lowly 
positions. 

Carnival Hell and Carnival Paradise 

Although Bakhtin does not provide a specific definition of carnival hell/paradise, he 
refers to the characters of Nastasya and Myshkin (The Idiot) to exemplify his point. 
Myshkin, who is in ‘carnival paradise’, does not follow societal conventions and is not 
afraid of its sanctions, which mainly come in the form of ridicule; the atmosphere 
surrounding him is bright and joyful. Alternatively, Nastasya, who is in ‘carnival hell’, is 
systematically destroyed by her surroundings. She finds she is unable to survive in the 
society of her time, and the atmosphere surrounding her is gloomy and infernal.  

Carnivalesque/Carnivalisation of Genre 

Bakhtin refers to the process by which characteristics of carnival were reinterpreted on 
a literary plane as the carnivalesque or the carnivalisation of genre. The carnivalesque 
may be detectable in textual images, plot, or language. 

Chronotope 

Chronotope is defined as relativity of time and space: ‘the intrinsic connectedness of 
temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed in literature’ (Bakhtin, 
1981, p. 84-5). On the one hand, in travel chronotopes such as the ‘adventure-time of 
the everyday’, space may take precedence over time. On the other hand, in the more 
idyllic, pastoral chronotopes such as ‘adventure-time’, time holds sway over space. In 
context of literature, Bakhtin delineates the chronotope as the means of measuring 
how fictional time, space, and character are constructed in relation to one another.  
 
Minor Chronotope 
 

‘Adventure-time’ and ‘adventure-time of the everyday’ are what Bakhtin calls ‘major’ 
chronotopes. These ‘major’ chronotopes are also intertwined with ‘minor’ 
chronotopes such as ‘chronotope of meeting’ and ‘chronotope of the road’. For more 
details see Chapter Four p. 108.  
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Dialogue 

Dialogue refers to an active thinking, feeling, being addressed and addressing others or 
multiple others. This address takes the form of what Bakhtin calls an utterance.   

Dialogism 

Dialogism recognises the multiplicity of perspectives and voices. It describes the 
process where dialogue is made up of an on-going chain or network of statements and 
responses in which new statements presuppose earlier statements and anticipate 
future responses (the sideward glance), thus changing meanings and understandings 
of words. Moreover, dialogism refers to the idea that a dialogical interaction is never 
finalised or finished. 
 

Discourse 

For Bakhtin, a discourse consists of utterances, or ‘units of language’. Discourse can be 
ranked in terms of its respective monologism (single-voices discourse) or dialogism 
(double-voiced discourse). For more detail see Figure 1 p. 49. 

Epic 

In contrast to the novel, Bakhtin argues that epic pieces of texts such as poetry have a 
finished quality. In other words, epic texts cannot be so radically re-evaluated, re-
thought or changed by the reader as they represent a single voice. 

Genre 

For Bakhtin, genre is understood not only as a broad and flexible set of stylistic literary 
traditions but also as a provider of social context; genres provide a specific way of 
visualising a given part of reality. Bakhtin underscores the point that genres in one area 
of life may be imported into another. For instance, several historical eras’ particular 
speech genres have penetrated literature and set the tone for various literary 
languages and genres. Here, Bakhtin makes the distinction between primary genres 
and secondary genres. 
 

Grotesque Body 
 

The ‘grotesque body’ is grotesque because of its roots in folk culture—it is 
‘...ambivalent and contradictory... ugly, monstrous, hideous from the point of view of 
classic aesthetics, that is the aesthetics of the ready-made and the completed’ 
(Bakhtin, 1968, p. 25).It is concerned with the lower stratum of the body, and focuses 
on the belly, the reproductive organs, disintegration, debasement, birth, pregnancy 
and growth, thus associating the grotesque body with the feminine. As the grotesque 
image combines both renewal and death, for Bakhtin, it is a transcendental image, 
crossing borders of life and death.  
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Grotesque Realism 
 
Bakhtin’s idea of carnival includes the literary genre of ‘grotesque realism’, which 
centres on the image of the ‘grotesque body’. He asserts that, like Menippean satire, 
‘grotesque realism’ is opposed to all forms of high art and literature. Through parody 
and other forms of discourse, the genre uncrowns anything ineffable or authoritarian. 
 
Intonation 
 
In a Bakhtinian analyses, a voice will always have a particular intonation (‘intonatsiya), 

which reflects the sound that value makes. In other words, by providing ‘texture’ to 

one’s dialogue, it reflects the value behind the consciousness which speaks. 

Word with a Loophole 
 

The term ‘word with a loophole’ is used to describe a double-voiced word, which 
allows the speaker to retain the possibility for altering the final meaning of their 
words. A speaker achieves this by placing a conditional clause after their words, thus, 
making them the penultimate words rather than the ultimate.     

Primary Genre 

Primary genres legislate words, phrases and expressions that are acceptable in 
everyday life; in a sense they are the amoebic forms of genre.  

Secondary Genre 

Secondary genres include ‘novels, dramas, all kinds of scientific research, and major 
genres of commentary’, which arise in ‘more complex and comparatively highly 
developed and organised cultural communication’ (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 62). Moreover, in 
the ‘process of their formation . . .  [secondary genres] absorb and digest various 
primary genres’, which in turn are ‘altered and assume a special character when they 
enter into complex ones’, thus losing their ‘immediate relation to actual reality and to 
the real utterances of others (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 62). 

Menippean Satire 

Menippean satire, or simply the Menippea, is one of the ‘special’ genres of the serio-
comical realm. In Problems with Dostoevsky’s Poetics, Bakhtin outlines fourteen broad, 
loosely-based characteristics associated with a Menippean text. The essence of a 
Menippean text is to depict a ‘quest’, a journey to the ‘other’ world for the purpose of 
investigating the truths (ultimate questions). 

Polyphony 

Polyphony calls attention to the co-existence of a plurality of voices that do not fuse 
into a single consciousness but rather exist in different registers, therefore generating 
a ‘dialogic’ dynamism among them. A polyphonic text presents us with a plurality of 
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quasi-independent voices belonging to the characters, who do not serve the 
ideological position of the author.  

Socratic Dialogue  

Another genre of the ‘special’ serio-comical realm, Bakhtin’s Socratic dialogue is not 
static or rhetorical; rather, the Bakhtinian Socrates interacts with and listens to 
multiple voices. The primary purpose of the Socratic dialogue is to test ideological 
‘truth’. 
 
Uncrown 
 
Uncrowning refers to the process of conquering fear by ridiculing an official 
doctrine/institution though humour and parody.   

Utterance  

Utterances are distinct chunks of language-in-use. They can be as short as a single 
word or as long as a novel, and may also be embedded within other utterances. It can 
also be considered as an umbrella term to describe anything that is said by someone. 
An utterance can be both spoken and written. Moreover, an utterance is marked by 
what Bakhtin terms ‘addressivity’ and ‘answerability’; it is always addressed to 
someone and anticipates, can generate, a response, anticipates an answer. 
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